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VSWT Variable speed wind turbine 

WPP Wind power plant 

WT Wind turbine 

WTG Wind turbine generator 
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Abstract 

 

Fast frequency control in low inertia electrical power systems using doubly fed 

induction generators 

Mr Yi Cheng, The University of Manchester, September 2020. 

 

Increased penetration of renewable energy sources in modern electrical power systems 

is contributing to a reduction in carbon emissions, thereby reducing the level of air 

pollution, climate change and finally supporting the quality of life on the Earth. In this 

context, energy conversion systems realised using wind turbine generators have been 

and are still the focus of extensive research on different system aspects, from planning, 

exploitation, monitoring, control and protection perspectives. However, connecting 

modern wind turbine generators to the main grid over converters can cause a number 

of consequences. One of them is reduction of system inertia. The reduction of system 

inertia imposes serious technical challenges in preserving system frequency stability. 

As it is known, inertia is one of the key factors determining the robustness of power 

systems against sudden active power imbalances caused by different types of 

frequency events. A reduction in synchronous power reserves further intensifies this 

problem by reducing the system ability to maintain the frequency within a permissible 

range following frequency events. Considering the effects of the integration of WECSs, 

enhancing the frequency support capability of wind turbines by emulating the 

behaviour of synchronous generators to some extent and participating in (fast) 

frequency control is needed.  

Wind turbines usually operate at the maximum power point tracking curve, and their 

active power can be temporarily increased by using synthetic inertia control for 

supporting system frequency. However, the support period cannot last long because 

the rotor speed of wind turbine will decrease to its minimum, which tiggers the rotor 

protection. In this context, the output of wind turbines reduces. Hence, another 

imbalance between generation and consumption occurs leading a secondary frequency 

dip. Sometimes, the magnitude of secondary frequency dip is even lower than the first 
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frequency nadir caused by a frequency event. Motivated by solving the problem, this 

thesis is investigated from the perspectives of enhancing the power system frequency 

stability, improving the magnitude of secondary frequency dips, maintaining the 

DFIGs stable operation and increasing the annual profit of wind farms.  

Two novel controls are discussed at wind turbine level and wind farm level, 

respectively. The first control presented in this thesis is to design a novel frequency 

control for wind turbines that provides fast frequency support. A novel frequency 

control called dynamic-droop based control is proposed, which utilise as much as 

possible the available energy from wind turbines in a wind farm and at the same time 

to provide a smart, fast and reliable primary frequency response without imposing 

adverse impacts on the power system. The mitigation of secondary frequency dip can 

be achieved by employing a droop control based on the information of rate of change 

of frequency. In this way, the magnitude of power reduction brough by the termination 

of temporary energy reserves can be reduced, which results in a smaller secondary 

frequency dip and a more gradual power transition. 

Secondly, another novel frequency control scheme that consecutively utilises wind 

turbines working under various operating conditions is proposed. This control is 

proposed based on employing temporary and persistent energy reserve-based 

approaches, which enhances the frequency response in power systems with high 

penetration of converter interfaced generation. Also, it improves the frequency nadir, 

mitigates the secondary frequency dip, and prevent power systems from frequency 

collapse. In addition, this novel control also satisfies the anticipation of system 

operators based on functionality and economical requirements.  

In first two chapters, the introduction and a summary of power system stability are 

presented, which identifies the research direction of this thesis. In the chapter three 

and four, the created wind turbine models are depicted, and existing controls of wind 

turbines used for fast frequency support are reviewed. The synthetic inertia control is 

accessed in the chapter five. Also, this chapter presents and discusses the performance 

of proposed dynamic-droop based control of wind turbines. In chapter six, a 

consecutive power dispatch in wind farms is proposed and evaluated. Then, the work 

relating to the underfrequency load shedding scheme is presented. The last but not the 
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least, chapter eight summarises the research presented in this thesis, its contribution, 

and some potential research areas for further development of this research. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

 

 

 

This chapter presents objectives, background and motivation, specific goals, 

methodology and contributions of this research. The principal objectives of the 

research are described in Section 1.1, the main background and motivation in Section 

1.2, the primary goals in Section 1.3, the methodology in Section 1.4, a summary of 

the contributions made by this research in Section 1.5 and the content of the following 

chapters summarised in Section 1.6. 

1.1.  Research objectives 

The objective of this research was to develop a frequency control approach suitable 

for WECSs and capable of providing faster frequency response. Another objective was 

to design an efficient UFLS scheme that copes with potential frequency instability 

issues associated with integrated wind power systems. The key aspect of the 

deployment of frequency control was to demonstrate the frequency response capability 

of a WECSs to mitigate the adverse impacts associated with the reduction of power 

system inertia. In addition, the design of the UFLS had to be capable of protecting the 

entire power system from minimizing the level of disconnection of loads.  

1.1.1. Demonstration of the frequency response capability of a 

WECS 

The system frequency response will be affected by the frequency control capability of 

WECSs. Before examining this, the impact of different synchronous generator 

parameters, such as inertia constant, damping factor, active power reserve and 

governor response on the system response, will be discussed because the key issue of 

replacing synchronous generation with WECSs reduces frequency stability. Naturally, 

wind turbines do not contribute to system inertia because the wind turbine rotor is 

electrically-decoupled from system frequency. In addition, wind turbines normally 
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operate at MPPT mode, which does not have any spinning reserves. Therefore, wind 

turbines are required to mimic the behaviour of synchronous generators to provide 

frequency support in case of experiencing unexpected frequency events. During the 

over-production stage, the incremental active power output of wind turbines are 

carried out. Moreover, the governing parameters of synchronous generators will be 

modified accordingly. During the under-production or rotor speed recovery stage, how 

to control the power of wind turbines and the synchronous generator to facilitate rotor 

speed recovery is an essential issue. This can be achieved by adding various 

supplementary control loops. The potential capability of wind turbines in terms of 

speed and time are and will be evaluated and demonstrated using frequency deviation 

and/or a RoCoF-based controlled loop. The synthetic inertia control will be accessed 

to measure the capability of DFIG-based wind turbines to provide frequency support. 

On the other hand, the overspeed-based deloading control will be evaluated to test the 

wind turbine ability of supporting system frequency. Consequently, a novel frequency 

control should be able to compromise disadvantages of other controls. The intent of 

this research is to coordinate the available energy captured by WECS to mitigate the 

occurrence of the SFD and to retain wind farm profitability.  

1.1.2. Designing UFLS relay 

Frequency stability of a power system should be accessed from both the generation 

and load sides perspective. Therefore, designing a suitable UFLS scheme will help to 

effectively protect transmission lines and transformers from thermal overloading. 

After a disturbance occurs within the system, the frequency excursion causes 

continuous frequency swings, resulting in tripping of the generation or load. As the 

penetration level of RESs increases, system frequency is easily prone to drop outside 

of the permissible range due to the reduction in system inertia. A specific focus is 

placed on the largest possible generation loss and presumed penetration level of the 

system, which is valuable for conducting the frequency thresholds at each step of 

UFLS. Also, the implantation of the protection scheme requires fast action when 

sensing frequency excursion. Thereby, existing concerns about communication delay 

or trip delays also need to be included.  
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1.2.  Background and motivations 

Electric power systems, considered as one of the key subsystems belonging to large 

scale integrated energy systems (IESs), have been rapidly developing over the last few 

decades. Integration of RESs has often been at the top of the agenda of this 

development [1]. Electrical energy has been mainly generated from primary energy 

sources, such as coal, oil, water or natural gas. Nonetheless, traditional fossil fuel-fired 

power plants cause air pollution and carbon dioxide emissions when generating 

electricity [2]. In order to meet the requirements of the Paris Agreement on a 40% 

greenhouse gas emissions reduction by 2030 [3], many countries are today replacing 

their conventional generators with RESs. For example, more than 40% of electricity 

is expected to originate from RESs in Spain by 2020 [4]. In 2017, China installed 19.7 

GW wind capacity, which is 37% of the total world’s installed wind capacity [5]. In 

2017, Danish government had already achieved 44% electricity production from wind 

energy [6]. In the third quarter of 2019, some 40% of the entire UK electricity 

generation originated from RESs, which was more than the electricity generated by 

conventional plants [7]  

With permanently increasing wind energy penetration, the conventional operation, 

control and protection paradigms employed for the secure operation of the power 

system are becoming increasingly inappropriate. This is due to the different dynamic 

characteristics caused by RESs, such as wind turbines [8]. This is adversely impacting 

the performance of the approaches traditionally used for the design, operation and 

control of energy production, transmission and distribution. To this end, a large 

volume of ongoing research being focused on aspects and prospects associated with 

transition towards 100% renewable-based energy vectors in general, and electrical 

energy in particular, is well justified as a timely response to these fundamental system 

changes [9]–[12].  

The main motivation of the most research activities is to contribute to improved 

approaches that ensure system frequency stability [13]. Frequency stability is the 

ability of power networks to maintain the frequency within statutory limits and to keep 

balancing power generation and consumption following a frequency event. However, 

the increased penetration of RESs is negatively affecting system stability. For this 

reason, to reduce the risk of potential cascading events and catastrophic blackouts, 
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electricity system operators define a maximum permissible level for instantaneously 

operating renewable generation. For instance, the permissible renewable penetration 

level in Ireland is 55% of the total energy generation [14]. Strengthening the 

transmission system in Ireland is thought of as a viable solution to overcoming this 

problem to help achieve higher decarbonisation targets [4][15].  

Synchronous generators contribute to the compensation of power imbalances by 

releasing or absorbing their kinetic energy following an imbalance. Since their rotor 

is decoupled from the grid side frequency variation, WECSs do not inherently exhibit 

the inertial response like that in synchronous generators. Therefore, the power system 

cannot expect any instantaneous extra active power contribution from WECSs. 

Therefore, the increased penetration of RESs and the displacement of conventional 

generating units decrease the total system inertia and active power reserves. This 

decreases the power system’s ability to adequately respond to frequency events, e.g. 

generation outages. This is why the RoCoF is much higher in modern power systems 

with reduced system inertia when compared to those of conventional power systems 

dominated by synchronous generators [16]. Therefore, in low inertia systems, the 

frequency nadir is more likely to fall outside of statutory limits following 

contingencies of the same size. To guarantee a more secure operating system, as well 

as to weaken the impacts caused by integrating wind power, wind turbine control loops 

have to be adapted to the needs of the system. Thus, by providing inertial control 

similar to what conventional generators provide during contingencies is necessary to 

ensure stable system operation in a high penetration of PEs generation [17]. 

Secondly, the inertia in modern power systems will not always only be reduced and 

may vary depending on the share of renewable generation from the whole generation 

mix at a specific time instant. This volatility in system inertia will introduce technical 

challenges when designing and setting system integrity protection schemes, e.g. UFLS. 

The functionality of some of these schemes may need to be carefully redefined in 

response to the increasing levels of RESs in the power system. 

So far, a number of innovative solutions has been proposed addressing these emerging 

challenges directly related to reduced and even variable system inertia. Recent 

examples include new solutions introduced within the Enhanced Frequency Control 

Capability (EFCC) and Massive InteGRATion of power Electronic devices 
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(MIGRATE) projects led by UK National Grid and TenneT, respectively (see [18], 

[19]). Furthermore, an assessment of the technological capabilities for the fast 

frequency response project was conducted by GE for an Australian energy market 

operator [20]. Additionally, a new project, Interconnection Frequency Response, 

proposed a set of options to maintain reliable interconnection frequency response in 

the USA [21]. The operational theory and power system planning of power systems 

with high penetration levels of RESs, formed part of China’s national key research 

and development programme [22]. EirGrid and System Operator for Northern Ireland 

(SONI) investigated a series of cases related to increased RoCoF [23]. All these studies 

indicate or prove that applying additional and adequate frequency control mechanisms 

is unavoidable. One of the most important requirements is that WECSs ought to 

provide frequency support that is normally delivered by conventional synchronously 

operating generating units. How a WECS responds to a frequency event and provides 

optimal active power support is a complex technical question, with its answer 

depending on the system’s operational characteristics.  

1.3.  Goals 

The main goal of this research is to develop an enhanced frequency control in a wind 

turbine to deal with the shortcomings presented in the literature, e.g. significant 

reduction in system inertia. Achieving this main goal can be divided into the following 

sub-goals: 

1) Review relevant power system stability concepts published in the open 

literature, with a specific emphasis on frequency stability. 

2) Review relevant WECS modelling literature.  

3) Review relevant literature on frequency controls and identify their advantages 

and disadvantages. 

4) Review relevant literature on SIPS, especially related to UFLS.  

5) Understand the frequency responses in conventional power systems and the 

impacts of power system stability brought by the integration of RESs.  

6) Build and discuss the functional structure of existing frequency controls that 

provide frequency support, which is accessed by conducting simulations that 

are suitable for evaluating their performance under different system conditions 

with various contingencies.  
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7) Validate the proposed method created using simulated power system models 

in DIgSILENT PowerFactory under various conditions. 

8) Demonstrate the benefits of the proposed method for fast frequency response 

in the form mitigate the SFD in which adopting wind turbines as the frequency 

response service provider. 

9) Validate the designed UFLS created using the GB 29-zone system built in 

DIgSILENT PowerFactory under different conditions. 

10) Demonstrate the benefits of the designed UFLS for protecting frequency 

stability in the RES integrated GB 29-zone system. 

1.4.  Methodology  

All research work presented in this PhD. project has been conducted using 

DIgSILENT PowerFactory and MATLAB software packages run on an Intel Core i7-

6700 CPU, 3.41 GHz processor within a 16.00 GB RAM, 64 bit Windows 10 system. 

DIgSILENT PowerFactory software is a computer-aided engineering tool for the 

analysis of transmission, distribution and industrial electrical power systems. This 

software has been designed as advanced software focused on power system modelling 

and control analysis to accomplish the main planning and operation optimisation 

objectives. Also, DIgSILENT PowerFactory is integrated with a graphical single-line 

interface consisting of features such as drawing elements, editing capability and 

appropriate static and dynamic calculations. The system model and proposed controls 

in this research project will be conducted using this software.  

MATLAB is the most commonly adopted programming language/interface in the 

electrical engineering field and will allow for an unknown number of obtained simulation 

results to be processed. In addition, calculation speed, data processing and drawn figures 

are all facilitated. For example, the parameters set for wind turbine modelling, UFLS relay, 

etc, in DIgSILENT PowerFactory need to be carried out using MATLAB.  

1.5.  Contributions 

This research focuses on the frequency support control of wind turbines that explicitly 

satisfies both functional and economic requirements. Main contributions of this 

research are as follows: 
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In order to figure out the role of wind turbine in frequency response, it is essential to have 

a precise model that satisfies the simulation requirements. The impacts of integrating high 

penetration level of wind power are firstly investigated, and the accuracy of model is 

verified. In addition, new control blocks need to be added in the wind turbine model in 

DIgSILENT PowerFactory. The added controls such as synthetic inertia control and 

dynamic droop-based control aim to investigate the performance of temporary energy 

reserves in improving the secondary frequency dip, which identifies the limitation of 

utilising temporary energy supports.  

Then, the over-speeding control based deloading control of wind turbine is also built 

in wind turbine model, which is used to discuss the impacts of persistent energy 

reserves on the frequency support. Moreover, a power dispatch based on the 

combination of temporary energy and persistent energy reserves is proposed, which 

fills the research gap that solves the problem of secondary frequency dip at wind farm 

level. 

Last but not least, the work relating to modelling a GB 29-zone transmission system 

based on National Grid data is accomplished to support future power system research. 

As the integration of RESs bringing the system inertia down, the system frequency is 

prone to fall outside of the permissible range regulated by the Grid Code. This 

modelling work not only evaluates the setting of UFLS but also the interaction of wind 

turbine and UFLS on the frequency support, because a lower nadir and a larger RoCoF 

modern system having now severely threaten the system frequency stability. Thus, this 

research assesses the performance of UFLS under high penetration level of RESs, 

which provides a train of thought for further consideration of designing UFLS schemes. 

1.6. Outline of the thesis 

The thesis is comprised of eight chapters. The first chapter is an introduction to this 

study, with the remaining chapters briefly described below: 

Chapter 2 : A summary of power system stability 

This chapter primarily reviews power system stabilities and presents their definition 

and classification. Also, the corresponding time scales for various stabilities are 

presented. Understanding PE interfaced device related stabilities is critical to access 

the dynamic system response in RES integrated power systems. More importantly, the 
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impact of integrating the frequency stability of WECSs is discussed from various 

perspectives.  

Chapter 3 : Modelling and controlling the DFIG 

This chapter introduces the modelling and control of the DFIG-based variable speed 

wind turbine. The configuration of the DFIG can be divided into two systems: 

mechanical system and electrical system. To understand the basic functional structure, 

a working algorithm is essential to enhance the frequency support capability of wind 

turbines. In addition, the DFIG modelling and relevant controls are built in the 

DIgSILENT PowerFactory for disturbance analysis. 

Chapter 4 : A summary of smart frequency control 

This chapter elaborates on existing smart frequency control schemes in the literature. 

The frequency controls are classified and determined by the energy type, and then 

systematically reviewed. Appropriate well-designed models are important to ensure 

power system security. Additionally, SFD occurrences are also explored in the chapter, 

which extend the research area in which frequency control of wind turbines. 

Furthermore, proposed controls in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 are discussed based on the 

advantages and disadvantages of reviewed frequency controls. 

Chapter 5 : Synthetic inertia control 

This chapter introduces a synthetic inertia control for WECSs to participate in 

frequency control by making them temporary releasing the kinetic energy emulating 

from the inertial response in the synchronous generators. A dynamic droop-based 

control is then described, which will help mitigate the disadvantages of synthetic 

inertia control causing SFD occurrence. A number of simulation tests are conducted 

to investigate the effect of different parameters in this method’s performance. 

Chapter 6 : A consecutive power dispatch in wind farms 

This chapter proposes a consecutive power dispatch in wind farms to mitigate 

secondary frequency dips by collaborating the temporary and persistent energy of 

wind turbines. All wind turbines in a wind farm are required to be divided into two 

groups. One group consists of the wind turbines having temporary energy reserve and 

the other group consists of the wind turbine having persistent energy reserve. The main 
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mechanism of this proposed control is to subsequently trigger these two groups of 

wind turbines. The comparison of this proposed control and other frequency controls 

will be carried out under different system conditions.  

Chapter 7 : SIPS – Underfrequency load shedding 

This chapter presents theoretical background of SIPSs from the perspective of their 

definition, classification and typical architecture. The emphasis is focused on UFLS. 

Therefore, an UFLS scheme based on the systematic approach will be investigated. 

This UFLS uses the presumed inertia constant and largest possible active power loss 

in the system as inputs. The simulation is carried out on the two-area test system and 

the GB 29-zone transmission system. Accordingly, the impacts of the system inertia, 

frequency thresholds and communication delay on the UFLS performance will be 

discussed.  

Chapter 8 : Thesis Summary 

This chapter summarises the research presented in this thesis, its contribution and 

some potential research areas for further development of this research. 
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Power system stability has been considered as an evident challenge for secure system 

operation since 1920s [24]. In [25], the issue of power system stability definition and 

classification has been addressed from its fundamental perspective. However, the 

discussion was published in 2004, with the dynamic response of conventional power 

systems dominated by synchronous generating units and their controls, as well as the 

dynamic response of the loads. Accordingly, [25] presented how to cope with the 

relatively slow, electromechanical phenomena that exists in conventional power 

systems. However, the fairly fast dynamic response related to modern systems that 

integrate converter interfaced generations are not considered.  

With the rapid increase in converter interfaced generations (e.g. wind units, 

photovoltaic, battery energy storage systems and smart induction motors), PE 

interfaced loads and HVDC links, the dynamic response of modern power systems has 

gradually become more dependent on these converter-interfaced generation methods. 

This transformation in power systems has focused research attention on the 

reclassification of power system stability. In this chapter, reclassification is discussed 

based on [26]. The definition of power system stability in conventional and converter-

driven power systems will be elaborated on. The emphasis on frequency stability in 

low inertia power systems will also discussed from different perspectives. 

2.1.  Definition of power system stability 

[25] defines that: 
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“Power system stability is the ability of an electric power system, for a given initial 

operating condition, to regain a state of operating equilibrium after being subjected 

to a physical disturbance, with most system variables bounded so that practically the 

entire system remains intact.”  

Power system stability in conventional systems is directly determined by the operating 

status of the power systems and the nature of contingencies. As the above power 

system stability definition suggests, instability can occur when two opposing forces 

are affected after being subjected to a disturbance. The system will either return to the 

operating condition before the contingencies or pursue a new equilibrium point. 

During the operation of a power system, if a small disturbance such as a continuously 

changing load occurring, the system is able to react to the changes accordingly. 

However, if a large disturbance occurs in the system, such as sudden loss of a 

synchronous generator, it can result in a severe failure in the system. On the other hand, 

system protection devices will be tripped to quickly protect other connected units 

within the system. In this context, the other units must regain a new state of 

equilibrium and maintain a balance between generation and load [13].  

Power systems consist of a large number of components that have the potential to 

generate disturbances. It is intensively costly to deploy a power system that remains 

stable under all possible contingencies. A more practical way is to presume the 

contingencies that can occur in a system by taking all potential occurrences into 

account. Since different energy sources are integrated in modern power systems, the 

dynamic responses of a power system may contain many components, with each able 

to potentially lead the power system into a cascading failure [27].  

2.2.  Classification of power system stability in conventional power 

systems  

In a conventional power system, power system related stability issues should include 

different types of instability and corresponding factors. Various forms of instability 

problems can be caused by different factors, requiring different approaches to be used 

by the system operator to facilitate stable operation. There are three types of stability 

commonly considered [13]: 
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i). The physical nature of the disturbance that causes the instability that can be 

observed by the main system variables. 

ii). The size of the disturbance that influences the approaches used to calculate and 

predict instability. 

iii).  The time scale, processes and components considered during the disturbance. 

Fig. 2.1 presents the classification of power system stability, including its categories 

and subcategories. 

 

Fig. 2.1: Classification of power system stability [28]. 

2.2.1. Rotor angle stability 

Rotor angle stability refers to the ability of the synchronous machines in an 

interconnected power system to remain in synchronism after being subjected to a 

disturbance. Rotor angle stability is dependent on the ability to restore/maintain 

equilibrium between electromagnetic torque and mechanical torque in every 

synchronous machine in the system. When instability occurs, the angular swings in 

some generators may result in a loss of synchronism [28].  

The rotor angle stability issue concerns the study of electromechanical oscillations in 

power systems. The primary factor to consider is the change in the active power output 

of synchronous generators influencing the rotor angle change. For example, during a 
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steady-state condition, the input mechanical torque and the output electromagnetic 

torque of each generator are in equilibrium, with the speed remaining constant. On the 

other hand, if the system is disturbed, the equilibrium balance between input and 

output torques can be upset, resulting in the affected rotors either accelerating or 

decelerating. If this happens, the angular separation between two generators depends 

on the power-angle relationship that is highly nonlinear. Once the certain limit is 

reached, an increase in angular separation is accompanied by a decrease in power 

transfer so that the angular separation can increase further. Under any given condition, 

the angular stability of the power system relies on whether or not the system is able to 

absorb the kinetic energy caused by rotor speed differences [28]. Finally, angular 

stability can occur between one synchronous machine and the rest of the system, or 

between a number of machines, with synchronism remaining.  

Two restoring torques are extremely important to counter against rotor angle 

instability: synchronising torque and damping torque, in phase with rotor angle 

deviation and speed deviation, respectively. Furthermore, lacking synchronising 

torque can lead to aperiodic instability, whist lacking damping torque can result in 

oscillatory instability.  

Fig. 2.1 shows that small-disturbance angle stability and transient stability are derived 

from rotor angle stability, which is determined by the size of the disturbance.  

Small-disturbance angle stability refers to the ability of a power system to remain in 

synchronism when experiencing a relatively small size disturbance, with the power 

system able to be linearised for the sake of analysis. In a conventional power system, 

a small-disturbance rotor angle stability problem is usually caused by insufficient 

damping of oscillations. The aperiodic instability problem has been mostly dealt with 

through the implementation of Automatic Voltage Regulators (AVR). However, this 

problem still exists, since generators operate with constant excitation that is associated 

with excitation limiters. Also, the time scale in small-disturbance stability studies 

when failure occurs is approximately 10 to 20 seconds after being subjected to a 

disturbance. 

Small-disturbance rotor angle stability can be categorised into both local and global 

problems: 
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i) Local problems are associated with the rotor angle oscillations of a small 

portion of the system, or even a single synchronous machine. The damping 

of the oscillations is determined by the strength of the transmission system.  

ii) Global problems depend on interaction among different groups of 

generators. For example, the oscillations of a group of generators in an area 

swing against a group of generators in another area, which is also known 

as interarea mode oscillation. Compared to local problems, global 

problems are more complex and important. 

Transient stability, also termed large-disturbance rotor angle stability, relates to the 

ability of the power system after being subjected to a severe disturbance (e.g. short 

circuit, loss of large generation). Instability generally shows in the form of aperiodic 

angular separation due to insufficient synchronising torque. The time scale of interest 

for transient stability is usually 3 to 5 seconds after being subjected to a disturbance. 

In the case of a large disturbance, the time span can take up to 10 to 20 seconds.  

As Fig. 2.1 shows, small-disturbance rotor angle stability and transient stability are 

classified as short term phenomena.  

2.2.2. Frequency stability  

Frequency stability is associated with the ability of the power system to keep the 

frequency at a constant value after being subjected to a frequency event. A frequency 

event can result in a significant imbalance between generation and load. Frequency 

instability can cause continuous frequency swings that result in tripping of generators 

or loads [25], [28].  

A severe frequency event can cause a frequency to drop out of the permissible range 

required by the system operator. Thus, the magnitude of the frequency, power flow, 

bus voltage and other system variables will lead to tripping the protective action 

scheme (e.g. underfrequency load shedding (UFLS), undervoltage load shedding 

schemes (UVLS).) However, the inherent reaction of synchronous generators is 

relative slow due to slow boiler dynamics [29]. More severe, a large interconnected 

power system can be split into islands following frequency instability, with stability 

under this condition depending on the mean frequency of all split islands rather than 

the relative motion of the machines. In general, frequency stability is related to the 
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response of turbine-governor control, insufficient generation reserves, total system 

inertia and the amount of inherent load damping. It is noted that frequency responses 

are more sensitive in a power system with lower inertia. 

During frequency excursions, the time span of the processes and involved devices 

ranges from a fraction of seconds (e.g. generator controls, protection schemes) to 

several minutes (e.g. prime mover energy supply system, load voltage regulators). As 

Fig. 2.1 presents, frequency stability can be categorised into either short term or long 

term phenomena.  

 

Fig. 2.2: An illustration of power system frequency response to a major loss of 

generation [30]. 

Fig. 2.2 presents an overview of a power system response to a major loss of generation. 

The first response phase is contributed to by the inherent inertial response of the 

synchronous generators since the laws of physical and not control actions. If no 

controls are employed on any of the synchronous generators, the system frequency 

will continuously decrease until protection is tripped, and proper load size is shed. In 

order to maintain stable system operation, synchronous generators are required to 

carry some active power reserves. During contingencies, the active power output of 

the synchronous generator increases to compensate the power imbalance between 
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generation and load, ensuring the system reaches a new operating state equilibrium. 

The second phase is normally known as the primary frequency response that is 

achieved by the turbine governor frequency response [30]. Then, Automatic 

Generation Control (AGC) takes over the third phase, bringing the system frequency 

back to the pre-disturbance value.  

2.2.3. Voltage stability  

Voltage stability can be defined as the system’s ability to maintain all bus voltages in 

a steady voltage range following a disturbance [25][31]. Many factors contribute to 

voltage instability, such as a sudden increase in demand, loss of transmission lines and 

unexpected generator loss. The result of the aforementioned problems is that a voltage 

drop happens in which active power and reactive power flow through the transmission 

lines, with the voltage drop potentially causing voltage collapses and resulting in 

devastating cascading system outages [32]. The time window of interest for voltage 

stability can vary from very fast if using induction motors, or high-voltage direct 

current transmission system (HVDC) considered or change very slow if mechanical 

tap changer and generator current limiters considered. Accordingly, the voltage 

stability time window can be divided into two sub-categories: short term (few seconds) 

and long term (tens of minutes) phenomena, as shown in Fig. 2.1. 

i). Large disturbance voltage stability describes the ability of a power system 

to maintain all bus voltages in a steady voltage range following a severe 

disturbance, such as a system fault, transmission line disconnection or loss 

of generation. The ability directly depends on the system characteristics and 

load modelling, and the interaction between various controls and the 

protection schemes. The requirement to set the large disturbance stability 

criteria means examining the nonlinear response of the power system 

through a predefined time scale to ascertain the performance of devices, such 

as induction motors, mechanical tap changer and generator current limiters. 

ii) Small disturbance voltage stability describes the ability of a power system 

to maintain all bus voltages in a steady voltage range following a small 

disturbance, such as a small step-up load increase. Small disturbance voltage 

stability depends on the load modelling and system controls at an 
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instantaneous period. In order to linearise the system equation properly, 

computation identifies those factors that impact on voltage stability and 

captures the response of the system voltage for the voltage stability analysis 

[25].  

Furthermore, the most severe voltage instability condition is voltage collapse, which 

can lead an unexpected blackout or an unacceptable low voltage profile. 

2.3. Time scales of power system dynamic response 

The time span for different categories of dynamic response in power system is 

presented in Fig. 2.3. It is noteworthy that the time span involved in the controls for 

converter interfaced generators range from a few microseconds to several milliseconds, 

and consist of wave and electromagnetic phenomena. Considering the increase in 

converter interfaced generator integration, faster dynamic responses play an important 

role in the analysis of modern power systems. Emphasis on the time span of 

electromechanical transients can simplify the modelling and representation of modern 

power systems. A major aspect of simplified models is the assumption that voltage 

and current waveforms are dominated by the fundamental frequency component of the 

power system (50 or 60 Hz) [26]. Fast responses, such as switching off PE converters, 

are only represented by either the steady-state model or simplified dynamic model, 

indicating that fast phenomena, and the operation cannot be captured. In power 

systems integrating converter interfaced generations, the time scales focus on faster 

dynamic responses.  
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Fig. 2.3: Power systems time scales [26]. 

2.4.  Classification of power system stability in power systems that 

integrate converter interfaced generations 

On top of the discussion in Chapter 2.2, power system stability is enhanced based on 

the original classification presented in Fig. 2.1. Two additional stabilities, Resonance 

stability and Converter-driven stability, are introduced as well. The motivation to add 

these two stabilities is due to the increase in converter interfaced generations in power 

systems.  
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Fig. 2.4: Classification of power system stability in an converter interfaced 

generation integrated power system [26]. 

2.4.1. Resonance stability 

Resonance stability consists of subsynchronous resonance (SSR), a condition in which 

a series capacitor compensated system exchanges significant energy with a turbine-

generator at a frequency below the synchronous frequency [33], [34]. SSR is either 

related to electromechanical resonance or entirely electrical resonance. As elaborated 

in [35], SSR can be divided into two classes: 

 

i) Resonance between the turbine-generator mechanical shaft and passive 

system component (e.g. series capacitor). 

ii) Resonance between the electrical characteristics of the turbine-

generator and active system component (e.g. HVDC transmission 

equipment controls, static VAR system control). 

 

Resonance stability can also be classified into two categories: 

Electrical resonance related to subsynchronous resonance (SSR) concerns torsional 

interaction and resonance in conventional power systems. The electrical resonance is 

also termed as the induction generator effect [36]. Variable speed induction generators 

adopted in DFIG based wind turbine generators are highly susceptible to induction 

generator effect self-exaction type SSR [33]. This problem was reported in a DFIG 

wind farm nearby series capacitors. An induction generator directly connected to the 

grid causes electrical resonance, leading to net negative resistance occurring since the 

induction generator rotor has inherent negative resistance. As the DFIG controls the 

converter connected between the stator and rotor circuit, negative resistance also 

occurs on the stator side. If the total negative resistance exceeds the positive resistance 

of the circuit around the resonant frequency, self-excitation SSR occurs [26].  

Torsional resonance occurs due to the interaction between the turbine-generator 

mechanical shaft and series compensated line. According to [35], subsynchronous 

oscillation are divided into SSR and device-dependent subsynchronous oscillations. 
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SSR occurs in a power system when the mechanical system of generators exchanges 

significant energy with the electrical network [36]. The oscillations range from poorly 

damped, undamped or even negatively damped and growing, thereby worsening the 

mechanical system of the generators. On the other hand, device-dependent 

subsynchronous oscillations occurs due to the interaction between fast acting control 

devices (e.g. HVDC transmission lines, static Var compensator (SVC), static 

synchronous compensator (STACOM) and power system stabilizer (PSS)) and the 

torsional mechanical modes of nearby turbine-generators [33].  

2.4.2. Converter-driven stability 

The dynamic performance of a converter interfaced generation is different from a 

synchronous generator because the voltage source converter based interface connects 

the generator to the grid. As mentioned in the introduction, converter interfaced 

generations have relatively faster response times than conventional generators due to 

the implemented control loop and algorithms, such as the phase locked loop (PLL), 

inner-current control loop and the high-level control loop. In this situation, the time 

span of converter interfaced generations covers both the electromechanical dynamics 

of machines and the electromagnetic transient of networks [26]. The subcategory of 

Converter-driven stability is classified into fast-interaction converter-driven stability 

(e.g. less than 10 Hz) and slow-interaction converter-driven stability (e.g. tens to 

hundreds of Hz, up to kHz) according to the frequencies of the observed phenomena.  

Slow-interaction converter-driven stability [26] consists of system-wide instabilities 

and is caused by the slow dynamic interaction of the control systems that are adapted 

in the slow response devices such as electromechanical response and generator 

controllers.  

This converter-driven stability subcategory is similar to the voltage stability discussed 

in the previous section. Voltage stability is more dominated by load, whilst converter-

driven stability is usually caused by PE device controls. For example, the maximum 

power transfer between a converter and the rest of the system. If the generated power 

exceeds the maximum power that can be transmitted, the equilibrium does not exist; 

in addition, the phase angle increases and leads an unstable system response.  
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Fast-interaction converter-driven stability [26] refers to the system-wide stability 

problems caused by the fast dynamic responses in the control systems of converter-

interfaced devices, such as converter interfaced generations, HVDC links, etc. Fast-

interaction converter-driven instability can be caused in different ways. For example, 

the fast control of an electric power converter can cause interactions between the 

converter and the grid.  

Synthetic inertia control that mimics the response of a synchronous generator is 

adopted in wind turbines, providing fast frequency response and potentially causing 

interactions.  

2.5.  Frequency stability in a wind power integrated system 

A system frequency response is used to analyse the frequency control capability of a 

power system. System frequency is a continuously changing variable that depends on 

the active power balance between system generation and load. If generation exceeds 

the load, system frequency increases. In this section, frequency stability in wind 

integrated systems will be discussed in detail. Moreover, the effects of various 

parameters, such as system inertia constant, damping factor and active power reserves, 

will also be discussed.  

2.5.1. The swing equation 

During steady state operation, there exists an equilibrium between two opposing 

torques: the mechanical input torque and the electrical output torque. They maintain 

generator’s constant speed, ensuring nominal system frequency and stable operation 

of a multimachine power system. The rotating shafts of synchronous generators absorb 

the electrical energy when the electrical power exceeds the system’s requirement, 

whereas the rotating shafts of the synchronous generators release the electrical energy 

when electrical power is less than the system requires [13]. The swing equation shown 

in (2.1) is derived from the equation of a rotating machine, describing the relationship 

between mechanical power and electrical power with respect to the frequency 

operation of power systems [37][38]. 

2

2

2
m e

s

H d
P P

dt




= −  (2.1) 
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where H  represents the inertia constant in seconds, s  is the synchronous speed in 

rad/s,   is the angular position of rotor angle in rad referring to the synchronously 

rotating frame, t  represents the time in seconds, mP  and eP  are the mechanical power 

and electrical power in pu [39]. 

The remaining parts of this chapter show how to derive the swing equation. As shown 

in (2.2), the equation for motion can be expressed as the total moment of inertia of the 

prime mover and generator: 

2

2 a

d
J T

dt


=  (2.2) 

where J  represents the moment of inertia of wind turbine and generator in kgm2,   

is the angular position of rotor in rad and aT  represents the accelerating torque in Nm. 

The mismatch between the mechanical torque and electromagnetic torque results in a 

net acceleration (or deceleration) in the power system [40]: 

a m eT T T= −  (2.3) 

where, mT  and eT  are mechanical torque and electrical torque in Nm respectively.  

The angular position   is measured with a stationary reference frame, and should be 

expressed in a synchronously rotating frame: 

st  = +  (2.4) 

The angular speed of the rotor can be defined as: 

r

d

dt


 =  (2.5) 

r s

d

dt


 − =  (2.6) 

where r  represents the rotor angular speed in /rad s . 

Multiplying Equation (2.2) by m , the equation can be written as: 

2

2r m e

d
J P P

dt


 = −  (2.7) 
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Then the inertia constant H  can be expressed as the following with respect to the 

synchronous angular velocity s  in /rad s : 

2
1

2

s

base

J
H

VA


=  (2.8) 

Substituting Equation (2.8) into Equation (2.7),  

2

2 2
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r m e
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S d
H P P

dt





= −  (2.9) 

During the steady operating condition, r  is equal to s , the right hand side of 

Equation (2.9) needs to be divided by ratedS , therefore, the swing equation can be 

written as Equation (2.1).  

If the mP  is larger than eP , the rotor of the generation accelerates, causing frequency 

increases in the system. Whereas mP  is smaller than eP , the generator’s rotor 

decelerates, causing frequency to decrease in the system.  

2.5.2. Rate of change of frequency 

Next to frequency, rate of change of frequency (RoCoF) is one of the most significant 

variables used to study frequency stability in power systems. The RoCoF depends on 

the imbalance magnitude in the level of the system inertia. The lower the system inertia 

is, the higher the RoCoF will be after a disturbance (e.g. active power imbalance) in 

the system. Owing to the Swing equation (2.1), the RoCoF is proportional to the 

difference between the mechanical power and electrical powers, and inversely 

proportional to the system inertia, expressed through its inertia constant. In [41], the 

Irish government policy has set a target to provide 40% of electrical energy by wind 

generation by 2020. Also, the RoCoF criteria is set to be 0.5  Hz/s in the Ireland 

Grid Code [37]. Conventional generation is to be replaced by an increasing amount of 

wind generation, which will result in lower system inertia and even higher RoCoF 

because WTs are connected to the grid via a back-to-back converter, which decouples 

electrically the generator frequency and grid frequency [42]. In the latter chapters, the 

effects of the penetration level of wind generation on the RoCoF will be analysed 

based on the obtained simulation results. 
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2.5.3. The swing equation of multi-machine systems 

In 2.5.1, the swing equation is discussed based on the assumption that the entire power 

system can be equivalented with a single machine. However, during the transient 

period, the synchronous generators connected to a multi-machine power system would 

be slightly different, leading to relative rotor movements. If the small system stability 

is satisfied, all relative rotor movements will be eliminated, leading to a single 

frequency of all generators.  

In order to derive the swing equation for a multi-machine power system (e.g. n 

generating units), an equivalent model is needed to present the average frequency of 

all generators at the same time, which is termed the centre of inertia frequency (COI) 

[43]. In [40], the COI frequency is elaborated as a presumed dynamic position 

measured by the weighted average of the instantaneous rotor angles of all the 

synchronous generators in the system.  

Normally, inertia constant  of the synchronous machine is normalised based on its 

own ratings. Before calculating the COI frequency of a power system, all the 

synchronous machines need to convert their ratings into a common system MVA base: 

, ( )i
i sys i

base

S
H H

S
=  (2.10) 

where baseS  represents the common power system base, iS  represents the power base 

for 
thi  synchronous machine, iH  represents the inertia constant of the 

thi  

synchronous machines based on its iS , and 
,i sysH  represents the inertia constant of 

thi
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Therefore, the COI frequency COIf
, 
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During the contingency, the frequency of each synchronous machine is easily 

disturbed by inter-area oscillations. This is the reason why COIf  is required to present 

the simulation results due to the various disturbances that exist in the system. The 

RoCoF at each bus in the system are even more obvious when compared to the 

frequency. 

The frequency of a power system has a unique value among the entire system at steady 

state conditions. However, the frequency cannot be maintained at a constant value in 

case of having a frequency event, since the frequency will have different values at 

different parts of the power system for a specific time point. To be more detail, the 

frequency deviation will be monitored sooner at the parts of the grid which are 

electrically closer to the disturbance and the oscillations due to the disturbance will be 

visible at these parts first. Therefore, different frequency measurements from various 

location throughout the system are needed, so that the system’s average frequency can 

be accurately represented as discussed in the previous contents. The COI frequency of 

a system can be introduced to represent the system’s average frequency. The COI 

frequency of a system can be considered to be a fictitious bus, where all generators of 

the system are connected. Therefore, assuming a complex system, the COI frequency 

does not present any oscillations and it accurately represents the average frequency of 

the system. Nevertheless, measurements from each generator are not available in 

current power systems. Therefore, the employment of Phasor Measurement Units 

(PMUs) has made it feasible to acquire this kind of measurements in a fast and accurate 

manner. However, there will be a certain amount of time before a satisfactory number 

of PMUs is installed in the power systems. Therefore, inertia estimation methods 

should be able to provide accurate results, even with limited observability. Also, the 

communication time of exchanging the data among various PMUs has a direct impact 

to accuracy of COI frequencies [44], which still is an intractable problem to be dealt 

with.  
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2.6.  Droop characteristic  

The primary frequency control phase is based on adjusting the active power output of 

generating units according to system frequency variations. In a case where a generator 

is supplying an isolated load when only one generator is required to respond to the 

load change, a speed governor can be used to adjust the generator’s active power 

output. However, when all the generators in a multi-machine system are required to 

respond to the changes, the droop characteristic must be employed to avoid conflict 

between different generators [45]. Furthermore, the droop characteristic contributes to 

the stable load division between two or more parallel generating units.  

 

Fig. 2.5: Schematic for a speed governor with droop control [45]. 

Fig. 2.5 presents the schematic of a speed governor with droop control. The measured 

rotor speed r  is compared with the reference rotor speed 0 . Then the speed 

deviation r  is amplified by a value of K  and integrated to produce a control signal 

Y  which adjusts the main power output. The droop parameter R  determines the 

steady-state speed versus load characteristic of the generating units connected to the 

power system.  

Droop parameter R  can be expressed in a percentage as follows [45]: 

Percent 
percent speed or frequency change

100
percent power output change

R =   

0

100NL FL 



 −
=  

 
 

(2.14) 
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where NL  represents the steady state at no load, FL  represents the steady-state 

speed at full load and 0  represents the nominal speed.  

 

Fig. 2.6: Steady-state characteristics of a governor with droop characteristics [45]. 

As Fig. 2.6 shows, a 5% droop means that a 5% frequency deviation can cause a 100% 

active power change. If more than one generator with a droop characteristic are 

connected in a system and share the load in parallel, the final frequency will reach the 

same frequency following an active power event. For example, two generators operate 

at same nominal frequency 0f  with output power 1P  and 2P , respectively. When there 

is a load increase event LP occurring in the system, the rotor speed of the generators 

decreases and in turn causes frequency declines. The governors increase the output 

power until the generators reach a new state of equilibrium. The amount of load shared 

by each generator is determined by the droop characteristic: 

'
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Therefore,  
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If the droops for different generators connected in the power system are approximately 

same, the change in their active power outputs will be nearly in proportion to their 

ratings [45].  

The turbine-governor model used in the simulation will be presented in the latter 

chapter 5.2.1.  

2.7.  Impacts of a wind integrated plant on system frequency 

response 

DFIGs (type 3) and FRCGs (type 4) are currently used in wind-integrated power plants. 

Although WECSs have a good amount of kinetic energy stored in the rotating mass of 

blades, this kinetic energy will not automatically participate in the frequency response 

due to the connection over power electrics. This is because the wind turbine generators 

are connected to the grid via AC/DC/AC power electric converters. Different to 

conventional plants, the DC voltage bus electrically decouples the rotor of the wind 

turbines from the grid frequency. Therefore, it is a lost opportunity if the wind turbines 

kinetic energy is left unused as it could be repurposed to help maintain grid stability. 

Indeed, synchronous generator speed cannot fall below 0.95 pu, DFIGs can operate 

under a wide range of generator speed between 0.7 to 1.2 pu, FRCGs can operate 

within an even wider range of 0.5 to 1.2 pu [46]. 

As above discussed, the progressive deployment of WECSs not only decreases total 

system inertia but also reduces the active power reserves in the system. Fig. 2.7 shows 

the frequency response for various system inertia and active power reserves when the 

system is subjected to a generation loss of the same size. As can be observed, system 

frequency declines at a higher rate and reaches the lowest FN 3f  in the system with 

the smallest inertia (5 s). Fig. 2.7 also shows the frequency response for power systems 

with the same inertia (10 s) and different active power reserve levels, with system 

frequency decreasing at a lower rate and reaching a higher FN 1f  when the active 

power reserve is larger. It follows that under a higher penetration of RESs, frequency 

stability deteriorates, with the wear and tear of machines [47] more likely to occur.  
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1f
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Fig. 2.7: System frequency response for different system inertia (H) and active power 

reserve levels. 
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Fig. 2.8: Comparison of RoCoF for different system inertia levels [48]. 

In order to further explore the effects of wind power integration, Fig. 2.8 presents a 

comparison of initial RoCoFs for different wind penetration levels. The two curves 

represent two different systems with various inertia levels. As can be concluded, 

following a loss of identical generation, the initial RoCoF is larger in the system with 

smaller inertia. Additionally, the RoCoF increases faster as the penetration level 

increases. This high RoCoF causes technical challenges when applying system 

integrity protection schemes, e.g. UFLS [49]–[52], or intentional controlled system 

islanding [53]–[57].  
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2.8.  Chapter summary 

This chapter introduced the definition of power system stability in conventional and 

converter integrated generation power systems. With the ongoing trend towards a 

sustainable and green energy future, conventional fossil synchronous generators will 

be replaced by converter integrated generators. Frequency response is a vital aspect of 

power system performance explored in this study.  

The key problem with frequency stability in the power system is that this type of 

generation does not contribute to system inertia. In a conventional system, the release 

of kinetic energy stored in the rotating mass will slow the frequency decay. However, 

converter integrated generation is decoupled from the frequency change due to the 

deployment of VSC. Next, the impact of the wind integrated energy plant on the 

system frequency response was discussed from the perspective of both frequency 

responses and RoCoF. In order to make converter integrated generation acting like 

synchronous generators responding to frequency change in the system, a proper droop 

or synthetic inertia control is required, which will be discussed in the latter chapter 5.2.  
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Chapter 3  Modelling and Control of 

a DFIG Wind Turbine System 

 

 

 

To investigate the power quality issues of grid-connected wind turbines and their 

interaction with the grid, a full understanding of DFIGs in both the steady-state model 

and dynamic model is essential. This chapter introduces the physical and mathematical 

background for the simulation model and explains the assumptions made in the 

process.  

3.1.  An overview of a DFIG based wind turbine system 

Fig. 3.1 shows the layout of a typical DFIG wind turbine. It is composed of blade pitch, 

gearbox, induction generator and two back-to-back voltage source converters rated at 

about 30% of nominal generator power. Also, the speed adjustable range is limited to 

30%  approximately synchronous speed [58] which is generally 0.7 pu to 1.25 pu 

[59], [60].  
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Fig. 3.1: Block diagram of a typical DFIG wind turbine. 

As shown in the following figure, the DFIGs stator is connected directly to the grid, 

whereas the DFIGs rotor is connected to the grid through a voltage source converter. 
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Moreover, the rotor side converter and filter can generate a three-phase voltage with 

variable amplitude and frequency, which controls the generator torque and the reactive 

power exchanged between the stator and grid. However, the grid side converter and 

filter can exchange the active power extracted or injected by the rotor with the grid. 

The output frequency will be constant; however, the output voltage will change to 

modify the exchanged active and reactive power, respectively.  

The following sub-sections will focus on the modelling of DFIGs. As shown in Fig. 

3.2, it consists of mechanical, electrical and control systems. 

 

Fig. 3.2: Block scheme of a variable speed wind turbine model [61]. 

3.2.  Mechanical system 

The mechanical system of wind turbine generators consists of an aerodynamic system, 

shaft and pitch system. The wind turbine blades are used to generate aerodynamic 

torque from the wind, thus transferring it to the shaft system and generator. With the 

development of the wind turbine generators, the blades of the MW level wind turbines 

can be pitched to limit the mechanical power. Generally, there are three schemes to 

limit the power through the blades: fixed stall, active stall and pitch control (i.e. the 

aerodynamic design of the rotor blade will regulate the power of the wind turbine.). 

Comparing these schemes, the pitch control produces the least mechanical stress on 

the drive-train system [62]. 
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3.2.1. Aerodynamic system 

According to aerodynamic theory, the mechanical power mP  extracted from wind at 

any given wind speed is defined as  . 

31
( , )

2
m w pP Av C  =  (3.1) 

where  is the air density in kg/m3, A  is the blade-swept area in m2, wv  is the wind 

speed in m/s, ( , )pC    is the power coefficient, which is determined by   the tip-

speed ratio (TSR), /
blader wR v =  the pitch angle and r  the rotor speed. ( , )pC    

is dependent on the aerodynamic design [63] and issued by the turbine manufacturer 

[64]. This nonlinear relationship between pC  and can be described as 

12.5
( , ) 0.22(116 0.4 5) i

p iC e
    −

= − −  (3.2) 

3

1 0.035

0.08 1
i

  
= −

+ +
 (3.3) 

 

Fig. 3.3: Power coefficient-TSR of a wind turbine generator for various pitch angles 

[65]. 
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Fig. 3.3 shows the power performance of wind turbine generator is the curve for 

various pitch angles. It clearly presents the TSR relationship in terms of 

/r blade wR v = . 

Moreover, the theoretical optimum for using wind power by decreasing the velocity 

was initially discovered by Betz. Based on Betz suggestion, the maximum power can 

be captured from the wind and expressed as follows 

3 3

,

1 1
0.59

2 2
Betz W P Betz WP Av C Av = =   (3.4) 

Therefore, even though power captured without any losses is feasible, only 59% of 

wind power can be converted and used by a wind turbine [66]. 
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Fig. 3.4: Power-wind speed curve of a DFIG [67]. 

Fig. 3.4 shows a typical power-wind speed curve for the DFIG used in this project. 

The blue curve is divided into four regions depending on the various wind speeds. The 

cut-in, rated and cut-out speeds of the used DFIG are 4 m/s, 11 m/s, and 25 m/s, 

respectively. In addition, the power captured by the wind turbine generators is limited 

to nominal power to mitigate the mechanical stress on the wind turbine generators. 

However, in extreme weather conditions, i.e., wind turbine generators sensing the 

wind speed is larger than the cut out speed, they have to terminate their operation to 

prevent further damage. 

3.2.2. Drive train model 

The shaft model is also known as the drive-train model and can be presented as a two-

mass model (see Fig. 3.5). The assumption of this model is obtained by integrating 

gearbox inertia with either the turbine rotor or generator rotor. 
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Fig. 3.5: A two mass mechanical model [62]. 

All the mechanical parameters are included in this turbine rotor model. sK  and sD  

are the mutual stiffness coefficient and mutual damping coefficient, respectively. If 

the two inertias tJ  and GJ  are considered as a single rotating mass, the lumped shaft 

model can be expressed as 

r
r a e r r

d
J T T D

dt


= − −  (3.5) 

where rJ  represents the total inertia of the lumped shaft model, aT  and eT  represent 

driving torque and electromagnetic torque of the generator, respectively. And rD  

represents the total damping coefficient of the lumped shaft model. 

However, if the shaft model is considered as a two-mass shaft model, the following 

equations are used to describe the model 

( )

( )

T
T a s T T

G
G s e G G

s s s s T G

s
T G

d
J T T D

dt

d
J T T D

dt

T K D

d

dt







  


  

= − −

= − −

= + −

= −

 (3.6) 

where TJ  and GJ  represent the turbine rotor and generator rotor inertia, T  and G  

represent the angular speed of turbine rotor and generator rotor, TD  and GD  represent 

the damping coefficient of turbine rotor and generator rotor, sT  represents the reaction 
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torque from the low-speed shaft, s  represents the torsional twist between turbine and 

generator rotor, and   represents the base value of angular speed [68].  

3.2.3. Pitch system 

The pitch system is necessary for all the blades to rotate at similar or different angles. 

Independent regulation extends the flexibility of the control system, decreasing 

mechanical stresses in extreme weather conditions (i.e. high wind speed) [69]. Fig. 3.6 

shows the layout of a general pitch system. The input signal of this system is the pitch 

angle deviation that passes a PI controller and generates a reference rate of change of 

pitch angle *d . Next, a first-order system provides the dynamic behaviours of speed 

control of pitch variation. Thus, the pitch angle   is then attained by integrating the 

variation of the angle. 

 

Fig. 3.6: Pitch system [61]. 

It is crucial to model the rate of change of the pitch angle as the blades contribute a 

continued effect on the variation of the pitch [70].  

3.3.  Electrical system 

The configuration of DFIG implemented in this study is shown in Fig. 3.1. The stator 

winding connects to the grid directly, whereas the rotor winding connects to the grid 

though a voltage source converter. In the following sub-sections, the electrical system, 

i.e., the generator, converter, transformer and crowbar portion, will be respectively 

introduced. 

3.3.1. Generator 

The most common generator used for wind turbines is the converter interfaced 

generation, which is also called an induction generator. Induction generators have 

several advantages over synchronous generators, such as their robustness and 

mechanical simplicity [66]. However, the major disadvantage is that the stator requires 
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a reactive magnetising current due to the induction generator not having permanent 

magnets and not being separately excited. Thus, an induction generator has to receive 

and then consume the reactive power from another source (i.e., grid or reactive 

compensator). In this context, this will establish the magnetic field in the generator.  

As Fig. 3.1 shows, the stator winding is supplied at a constant frequency and three-

phase amplitude due to the direct connection. The rotor winding is supplied by a PE 

converter capable of feeding the DFIG with a variable voltage and frequency three-

phase voltages. In addition, the converter adopted in the DFIG only needs to deal with 

approximately 30% of the power coming from the generator, which means the cost 

can be dramatically decreased when compared to a FRCG.  

For DFIGs, the term ‘doubly fed’ means that the voltage on the stator is supplied from 

the grid, whereas the voltage on the rotor is induced by the VSC. The purpose of the 

VSC is to compensate for the difference between the mechanical and electrical 

frequency by injecting a rotor current with a variable frequency [66]. More specifically, 

the RSC controls active and reactive power by controlling the rotor current 

components. On the other hand, the GSC controls the DC-link voltage and guarantees 

the converter operation at unity power factor. Moreover, the stator always contributes 

energy to the grid. However, the power flows to the grid at super-synchronous speed, 

while power is fed back to the rotor at sub-synchronous speed. 

3.3.2. Converter 

In recent years, the development of converter topologies has been explored and utilised 

in wind turbines. There are five categories targeted as becoming mainstream use: 

multilevel converters, back-to-back PWM converters, matrix converters, tandem 

converters and resonant converters. In this sub-section, the back-to-back PWM 

converter, as the most popular among the mentioned converters, will be introduced in 

detail.  

In order to properly control DFIGs, it is important to understand the working principle 

and characteristics of the converter. The back-to-back PWM converter consists of a 

grid side converter and a rotor side converter with an intermediate DC voltage link. 

The GSC controls the DC-link voltage and reactive power fed from the grid or 

converter, whereas the RSC separately controls the active and reactive power of the 
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induction generator [71]. Fig. 3.7 shows a simplified layout of a RSC; the active power 

and reactive power control are achieved by controlling the reference d-axis rotor 

current _dr refi  and reference the q-axis rotor current _qr refi . 

 

Fig. 3.7: Layout of a rotor side converter [72]. 

The size of the converter does not depend on the total power output from the generator 

but on the selected speed range and hence to the slip power. Thus, the cost of the 

converter increases when the speed range around the synchronous speed widens. The 

selection of the speed range is therefore based on the economic optimisation of 

investment costs and on increased efficiency [66]. 

Furthermore, the most suitable and common model for electromechanical stability 

analysis in a large power system is the average model. This approach ignores the 

switching dynamic of converters and represents it as a three-phase voltage source at 

the voltage source converter terminal.  

Fig. 3.8 shows a basic three-phase voltage source converter model. Since phase 

voltage is used in the figure, the phase lock loop (PLL) angle PLL  is needed for the 

transformations between the abc  and dq  reference frame. The control system behind 

this voltage source (shown in Fig. 3.8) is achieved by linear control strategies. The 

dynamic equation of the electric circuits as well as the linearised control are depicted 

in synchronous frame dq . If the direct axis aligns to phase A of the terminal converter 

voltage, then the active power injection control is decoupled from the reactive power 

injection control.  
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Converter

Control

 

Fig. 3.8: A three-phase voltage source converter – a basic model [73]. 

The transformation between three-phase reference frame abc  and synchronous 

reference frame dq  can be presented as follows: 

2 2
sin sin( ) sin( )

2 3 3

2 23
cos cos( ) cos( )

3 3

a

d

b

q

c

v
v

v
v

v

    

    

   − +    
=     

   − +     

 (3.7) 

3.3.3. Transformer 

The output voltage of wind turbines is not adapted for a low or medium voltage 

network. However, the turbine voltage of wind turbines is normally fitted for low 

voltage levels [74]. Therefore, a transformer is required to connect the turbine voltage 

with an external grid. Fig. 3.9 shows three different types of transformer connections, 

each of which has its advantages and disadvantages. The first type is a single 

secondary winding transformer, which adapts different low voltage range to the 

external network. However, the size of the transformer needs to satisfy the full power 

of the DFIG. The second type of transformer is only rated at approximately 30% of 

the wind turbine power due to the connection of rotor and grid. However, the voltage 

level of the stator winding needs to be the same as the external network, which is the 
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main inflexibility of this transformer. The last configuration is the most complicated 

and expensive one among these three types because the stator voltage and PEs utilised 

have to be fit to accommodate various voltage levels [75] 

 

Fig. 3.9: Three types of transformer connection [61]. 

3.3.4. Crowbar protection 

A crowbar is implemented to protect the RSC during the fault period (i.e. voltage dip), 

in which the DFIG operates at a fix speed mode and absorbs a large amount of reactive 

power from the grid or other sources [76].  
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Fig. 3.10: Crowbar circuit [77]. 

As Fig. 3.10 shows, the crowbar is connected to the rotor windings of the DFIG in a 

closed circuit at a designated resistance, diverting current from the RSC and quickly 

deenergising the rotor. Under normal conditions, the switch is open. When a rotor 

current or DC-link voltage exceeds their maximum reference values, the switch is 

closed to protect the RSC. The activation period typically lasts for approximately 120 

ms, which can result in a 100 ms postfault period of at least 50% reactive power 

abortion and associated voltage suppression [77]. 

3.4.  Steady state DFIG model 

The induction generator is a key component of a variable speed drive system. In this 

section, the steady state equivalent circuit of a DFIG is presented in detail (see Fig. 

3.11). For simplicity purposes, only one phase of the stator and rotor three-phase 

windings will be described. Under normal operating conditions, the induced voltages 

and currents in the rotor windings have rf  frequency, whereas the applied voltages 

and currents in the rotor also have rf  frequency. Also, the relations between the stator 

frequency sf  and rotor frequency can be represented as: 

r sf sf=  (3.8) 

where s  is the slip. In general, sf  is constant since the stator winding of the DFIG is 

directly connected to the grid and the rotor frequency is a variable which is determined 

by (3.8). Thus, impedance 
'

sX  also relies on the speed of the generator. 
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Fig. 3.11: One phase steady state equivalent of a DFIG with various stator and rotor 

frequencies [70].  

To describe the steady state voltage and current magnitudes, the following classic 

phasor theory parameters are used: 

'
,s rV V   Supplied stator and rotor voltage 

'
,s rI I   Induced stator and rotor current 

'
,s rsE E  Induced emf in the stator and rotor 

And electric parameters of the stator and rotor are depicted as: 

',s rR R   Stator and rotor resistance 

',s sX X   Stator and rotor leakage impedance 

,s rN N   Stator and rotor winding’s number of turns per phase 

 

Fig. 3.12: One phase steady state equivalent circuit of the DFIG referred to the stator 

[70]. 
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The induced voltage E  is determined by the flux   variation and number of turns N . 

Therefore, the induced voltage sE  in the stator windings and induced voltage in the 

rotor windings 
'

rE  can be expressed as: 

2s s s sE K N f=  ( )rmsV  (3.9) 

' 2 ( )r r r r rmsE K N f V=   (3.10) 

where   represents the magnetising flux and sK , and rK  represents the stator and 

rotor winding factor, respectively.  

Two parameters sK  and rK  are approximately identity in the general cases. While in 

the standstill case, when slip 1s = , the relation between induced voltages in the stator 

and rotor windings can be expressed as: 

r r

s s

NE
n

NE
= =  (3.11) 

Therefore, all the parameters in the rotor windings need to be referred to that in the 

stator windings. (3.12) and (3.13) show the relations between stator and rotor emf 

from rotor frequency and stator frequency, respectively: 

( )r s r s r rV sE R js L I− = +  at rf  (3.12) 

( )r r
s s r r

V R
E j L I

s s
− = +  at sf  (3.13) 

where rL  represents the rotor leakage inductance referred to the stator, rI  represents 

the rotor current referred to the stator. Thus, the stator induced emf can be expressed 

as: 

( )s s m s rE j L I I= +  at sf  (3.14) 

where mL  represents the magnetising inductance of the machine. 

3.5.  Dynamic modelling of a DFIG 

In this section, a dynamic model of a DFIG is presented in [62][78]. The simplified 

model can be presented as three windings in the stator and rotor, respectively (as 

shown in Fig. 3.13). The windings are an ideal representation of a real generator, 

which is used to derive an equivalent electric circuit (as shown in Fig. 3.14). 
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Therefore, the stator voltage, current and fluxes of the generator can be represented as 

the following: 

( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )

as
as s as

bs
bs s bs

cs
cs s cs

d t
v t R i

dt

d t
v t R i

dt

d t
v t R i

dt







= +

= +

= +

 (3.15) 

where sR  represents the stator resistance, asi , bsi  and csi  represent the stator currents 

in phase a, b and c, respectively. asv , bsv  and csv  represent the applied stator 

voltages. Also, as , bs  and cs  represent the stator fluxes.  

 

Fig. 3.13: Ideal three-phase windings (stator and rotor) of a DFIG [79]. 
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Fig. 3.14: Electric equivalent of a DFIG. 

In a steady state, the electric magnitudes mentioned in the stator side have a constant 

angular frequency imposed by the network. 

Also, the electric magnitudes in the rotor can be represented as similar to those in the 

stator: 

( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )

ar
ar r ar

br
br r br

cr
cr r cr

d t
v t R i

dt

d t
v t R i

dt

d t
v t R i

dt







= +

= +

= +

 (3.16) 

where rR  represents the rotor resistance referred to the stator, ari , bri  and cri  

represent the rotor currents referred to the stator in phase a, b and c, respectively. 

arv , brv  and crv  represent the applied rotor voltages referred to the stator. Also, ar , 

br  and cr  represent the rotor fluxes.  

3.5.1. Space vector representation 

In this section, the differential equations representing the DFIG model are discussed, 

using the space vector representation notated in the stator reference frame, which is 

shown as follows: 

s
s s s
s s s

d
v R i

dt


= +  (3.17) 
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r
r r r
r r r

d
v R i

dt


= +  (3.18) 

where 
s

sv  represents the stator voltage space vector, 
s

si  represents the stator current 

space vector and 
s

s  represents the stator flux space vector. 
r

rv  represents the rotor 

voltage space vector, 
r

ri  represents the rotor current space vector and 
r

r  represents 

the rotor flux space vector. Equation (3.17) is represented in the   reference frame 

(stator coordinates), while Equation (3.18) is represented in the DQ  reference frame 

(rotor coordinates). 

Also, the relation between fluxes and current represented in the space vector can be 

described by: 

s s s

s s s m rL i L i = +  (3.19) 

r r r

r m s r rL i L i = +  (3.20) 

where sL  and rL  represent the stator and rotor inductances, respectively, and mL  

represents the magnetising inductance. 

3.5.2. The dq model 

To convert the Equation (3.17) and (3.18) from space reference frame to the 

synchronous reference frame, multiply each equation by sj
e

−
 and rj

e
−

, respectively. 

Thus, the stator and rotor voltage can be described as: 

a
a a as
s s s s s

d
v R i j

dt


 = + +  (3.21) 

a
a a ar
r r r r r

d
v R i j

dt


 = + +  (3.22) 

Moreover, the relation between fluxes and current represented in the synchronous 

reference frame is the same as Equations (3.19) and (3.20): 

a a a

s s s m rL i L i = +  (3.23) 

a a a

r m s r rL i L i = +  (3.24) 

In the above equations, the super script “a” means space vectors referred to the 

synchronous reference frame. In a steady state, the voltage, current and flux 

magnitudes are maintained at a constant in the dq modelling. However, the voltage, 
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current and flux magnitudes are sinusoidal magnitudes in the space vector 

representation. 

3.6.  DFIG modelling in DIgSILENT PowerFactory 

According to the discussion above, a DFIG based wind farm is modelled in 

DIgSILENT PowerFactory and used for simulation. Therefore, the modelling is quite 

important for frequency response studies. Additionally, the wind turbine aerodynamic 

is accurately remodelled to ensure the precision of simulation results. In this study, 

smart frequency controls contributed by wind turbines are one of the main research 

directions considered. In addition, the aerodynamic system of DFIGs is of importance 

and simplified using DSL. Different inertial controls (e.g. synthetic inertia control, 

droop control) are derived based on [80] in this section.  

The adopted framework of the DFIG based on the WECS is shown in Fig. 3.15. The 

main framework consists of four main parts: mechanical controllers, electrical 

controllers, mechanical parts and electrical parts. The framework is built in 

DIgSILENT for the sake of dynamic response studies. It can be seen that the electrical 

part is represented as a ‘DFIG’ block, which includes the electrical generator and 

voltage source converters employed. In other words, the ‘DFIG’ block can be treated 

as a static generator in DIgSILENT. Compared to conventional generators, the active 

power reference of a DFIG depends on wind speed, aerodynamic system and MPPT 

strategy. The MPPT strategy is then determined by pitch angle and blade length, with 

the pitch angle depicted in Equation (3.2) and Equation (3.3). Next, the response speed 

of the MPPT control is determined by the time constant of mechanical parts, which is 

circled by the blue dash line. It is also noted that this mechanism is only considered 

for those times that follow a power deficit event. In more detail, the response time of 

the adopted MPPT strategy is the same as that of the conventional strategy in a normal 

conventional system due to the constant pitch angle always used during the simulation. 

Moreover, the ‘Inertia emulator’ block will be discussed in the latter chapter 5.2 as the 

type of block will be changed in different studies.  
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Fig. 3.15: Framework of the DFIG based the WECS modelled in DIgSILENT. 

3.6.1. Primary frequency controller of the WECS 

The primary frequency controller of the WECS shown in Fig. 3.16 is similar to the 

governor in a synchronous generator. The input signal is the frequency deviation from 

its nominal value and R is the droop parameter. A deadband is used first. Tdelay 

represents a governor time delay and ymax represents the maximum reserve power of a 

wind turbine. The rate of change of active power is restricted by a ‘Rate Limits’ block. The 

primary frequency controller parameters are shown in Table 3.1. 

 

Fig. 3.16: Schematic of the primary frequency controller modelled in DIgSILENT. 

Table 3.1: Parameters of the primary frequency controller. 

Parameter Value Unit 

db 0.0001 pu 
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Tdelay 1 s 

MaxRateLimit 0.1 pu/s 

MinRateLimit -1 pu/s 

R 0.05 pu 

Tratelimit 0.02 s 

ymax 0.1 pu 

3.6.2. Pitch controller for the WECS 

A schematic of the pitch controller for the WECS is modelled in Fig. 3.17. The input 

signal for the pitch controller is the speed deviation between the measured and 

reference generator speed. Then, the beta_speed representing the reference angle is 

obtained by using the blade angle controller. dbeta is the angle deviation between the 

reference and measured angle. Then, the servo motor spins the blades with the amount 

of reference angle and Tp is the servo time constant. The beta is finally obtained after 

applying the restriction to the rate of change of the angle and angle change range.  

 

Fig. 3.17: Schematic of the pitch controller modelled in DIgSILENT. 

Table 3.2: Parameters of the pitch angle controller. 

Parameter Value Unit 

Kpp 150 pu 

Kip 25 s 

speed_max 1.2 pu 

beta_max 10 degree/s 

beta_min -10 degree/s 

Tp 0.01 s 

dbeta_max 27 degree 

dbeta_min 0 degree 
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It should be noted that the pitch angle does not change instantaneously but only at a 

finite rate (as shown in Fig. 3.17). This is because the size of blades is rather large in 

modern wind turbines. Also, the blades drives are usually made as small as possible 

to save costs. Furthermore, the pitch angle controller is active when wind farms 

experience high wind speeds. In this regard, the rotor speed is no longer controlled by 

increasing the generated active power due to potential generator overload. The pitch 

angle is used to limit the aerodynamic efficiency of the rotor, which prevents the rotor 

speed from reaching its maximum limit.  

3.6.3. Aerodynamic system of the WECS 

The aerodynamic system of the WECS is modelled in the ‘aerodynamic’ block in Fig. 

3.15. 

The equation used to calculate the active power of turbine turbineP is shown as follows: 

5 3

3

1

2

pmax

blade t

p

turb

o t

ineP
C

R 


=  (3.25) 

where pmaxC  is the maximum aerodynamic coefficient and opt  is the optimum tip 

speed ratio.  

3.6.4. Drive train of the WECS 

The drive train system of the WECS consists of ‘Turbine’ and ‘Shaft’ blocks (as shown 

in Fig. 3.15). The wind turbine blades are installed hub directly connected to the wind 

turbine’s shaft. For a wind turbine, the wind turbine shaft rotates slower than the 

generator shaft. Therefore, a gear box is connected to two of these shafts. Table 3.3 

shows the parameters of the drive train modelled in DIgSILENT. shaftK  and shaftD  

represent the total shaft stiffness and total shaft damping coefficient, respectively. In 

the simulations, shaftK  will be set as a small value to reduce the frequency oscillations.  
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Fig. 3.18: Schematic of a drive train modelled in DIgSILENT. 

Table 3.3: Parameters of the drive train. 

Parameter Value Unit 

F_base 50 Hz 

Kshaft 80.27 pu/rad 

Dshaft 1.5 pu 

H_g 0.75 s 

H_t 4.02 s 

3.6.5. Filter for the WECS  

High-frequency speed variation are continuously occurring, particularly when wind 

speed variations are frequent. The ‘Filter’ block shown in Fig. 3.15 is a low pass filter 

with a time constant T_filter of 0.2.  

 

Fig. 3.19: Schematic of the filter modelled in DIgSILENT. 
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3.6.6. MPPT for the WECS 

In this section, the main part of the ‘MPPT’ block is shown and introduced. The mptP  

is dependent on the following equations:  

min
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1

1 1 max

1

max

0 0
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opt r r
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=  (3.27) 

The input signal is the filtered generator speed _gen fil  and pitch angle  . Also, mptP  

is determined by the rotor speed value. The relationship between   and active power 

output of wind turbines P  is shown in Fig. 3.20. min  is the start-up rotor speed of 

wind turbines. 1  is the maximum rotor speed when the wind turbine operation 

follows the MPPT curve. max  is the maximum limit of the rotor speed during 

operation, which is slightly larger than 1 . Furthermore, a ‘Rate limiter’ block is 

needed, with the MaxRateLimit and MinRateLimit 0.1 pu/s and -1 pu/s, respectively. 

The wind turbine model provided by PowerFactory DIgSILENT is not accurate 

enough to implement simulations. When maxrω ω , the maxP  is neglected in the 

existing model. 

Pmax

P

min 1 max 
 

Fig. 3.20: Relationship between   and active power output of wind turbines P .  
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3.6.7. Dynamic-droop based control of the WECS 

In the later Chapter 5.3, a dynamic droop based control is built in the WECS, which 

aims to provide temporary energy support on the information of RoCoF. And the 

impacts of built control on the mitigation of SFD will be evaluated. The following 

equations shown as follows are added in control block.  

1
( )

( / )
mea nomP f f

R df dt
 = − −  

1 0.1

2 0.1

R RoCoF Hz
R

R RoCoF Hz

 −
= 

 −
 

The ΔP  represents the wind power output, and droop parameter R  changes 

according to the RoCoF. To be more specific, R1 is a relatively small value if the 

RoCoF is less and equal to -0.1 Hz due to a large ΔP  is needed to fast decline the 

frequency dip. On the contrary, a large value of R2 is used to reduce the temporary 

increased wind power, which leads a smoother power transition.  

3.6.8. Phase-locked loop (PLL) of the WECS 

The PLL of the WECS is used to measure the terminal voltage angle and frequency of 

wind turbines. The schematic of the PLL is shown in Fig. 3.21. The pK  and iK  

parameters of this PLL are 5 and 100, respectively.  

 

Fig. 3.21: Schematic of the PLL modelled in DIgSILENT. 

3.6.9. P control of the WECS 

As shown in Fig. 3.22, the schematic of the P control is modelled in DIgSILENT. For 

the sake of simplicity in studying the system response of a large system, this block 

removes the current and power control loops in electrical controllers related to the 

VSC. The input signals are the MPPT power, reference power output from the ‘Inertia 
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emulator’ block (shown in Fig. 3.15), and the terminal voltage of the wind turbines. 

Therefore, the current component of the d-axis of the generator can be obtained.  

 

Fig. 3.22: Schematic of the P control modelled in DIgSILENT. 

3.6.10. Q control of the WECS 

The Q control of WECS (shown in Fig. 3.23) is used to obtain the reference reactive 

power. The input signals are the terminal reference and measured voltage of the 

turbine, and the initial reactive power. Also, parameter K can be zero or non-zero and 

the WECS can be either the PQ or PV type in turn [81]. The parameters of the Q 

control are presented in Table 3.1 

 

Fig. 3.23: Schematic of the Q control modelled in DIgSILENT. 

Table 3.4: Parameters of the Q control. 

Parameter Value Unit 

Ta 1 s 

Tb 10 s 

K 200 / 

Q_ref_max 0.435 pu 

Q_ref_min -0.435 pu 
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3.7.  Chapter summary 

This chapter has discussed the general structure and characteristic aspects of DFIG, 

presenting the basic ideas and concepts to understand the working principle of doubly 

fed induction generators. Next, the adopted models mainly focused on the mechanical 

system and electric system are in help of creating simulation dynamic models, to 

execute the computer-based simulations in DIgSILENT. A steady state model was 

discussed with an equivalent circuit. On the other hand, the dynamic model of DFIG 

has been derived and presented from different referential frames. In addition, the 

adopted models utilised in DIgSILENT were also introduced in detail.  
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Chapter 4  Smart Frequency Control 
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To investigate the capability of existing smart frequency control schemes, this chapter 

summarises different control approaches based on reserved kinetic energy types. All 

these studies indicate, or prove that applying additional and adequate frequency 

control mechanisms enhances the frequency stability when the power system is 

subjected to a frequency event, e.g. loss of a generator or the sudden connection of a 

large load. One of the most important requirements is that the WECS should provide 

frequency support that is normally delivered by conventional synchronously operating 

generating units. Fig. 4.1 shows the frequency response techniques presented in this 

chapter. 
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Fig. 4.1: Classification of frequency response techniques. 

Section 4.1 presents the maximum power point tracking technique that wind turbines 

operate at. Section 4.2 presents a brief introduction to synthetic inertia control and 

indicates the differences between them. Section 4.3 introduces the primary frequency 
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responses of wind power integrated power systems. Also, the sub-sections in Section 

4.3 are classified into temporary energy reserves and persistent energy reserves. 

Section 4.4 presents the emerging control techniques to arrest secondary frequency 

dips brought by the termination of primary frequency support. Section 4.5 concludes 

this chapter. 

4.1.  Maximum power point tracking 

In this section, the MPPT technique, based on the wind speed estimation, is introduced 

[82], [83]. This technique is used to determine the maximum power that can be 

delivered from a wind turbine under different wind speeds. The MPPT curve shown 

in Fig. 4.2, i.e. the blue curve, can be divided into four operational sections. The first 

section (M-N) corresponds to conditions in which the active power contributed by the 

wind turbine follows a linear trend. Then, the wind turbine starts operating at its MPPT 

mode (N-P), contributing maximum power to the grid. In the third section (P-Q), the 

wind turbine operates at a constant rotor speed regime in order to avoid rotor 

overspeed. It is worth noting that the wind power available at high speeds may exceed 

the power indicated by the MPPT curve. If wind speed exceeds the rated value (Q), 

the constant power mode is switched on to guarantee a rated output power.  
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Fig. 4.2: Active power-rotor speed curve of a DFIG under different wind speeds [84]. 
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Considering the intermittence of captured wind power [85], the reduction of turbine 

mechanical stress [86], interaction between conventional and renewable power plants 

[87] and wind direction conditions [88], more precise MPPT model can be deployed 

to improve wind energy production.  

4.2.  Synthetic inertia control 

It is a well-established fact that the kinetic energy stored in the rotating blades of a 

wind turbine will not automatically participate in regulating frequencies in the power 

system. Nevertheless, variable speed wind turbines can easily emulate a similar 

inertial response to that of synchronous generating units by implementing appropriate 

control mechanisms [89]. Therefore, the synthetic inertia control is also known as 

natural inertial control [83]. This is to maintain system frequency within a permissible 

range upon generation losses resulting in an active power imbalance in the power 

system. This can be accomplished by monitoring the RoCoF and properly adjusting 

the active power delivered to the grid. In [90], the term synthetic inertia is defined as 

controlling active power from a unit such that it is proportional to the RoCoF at the 

terminal of that unit. A one-loop inertial response and two-loop inertial response are 

two common designs frequently addressed. The extra active power delivered by the 

one-loop control is proportional only to the measured RoCoF [90]–[94]. Detecting 

both the RoCoF and frequency deviations will be required in the two-loop control 

design [95], [96]. A one-loop control design is presented in Fig. 4.3. The synthetic 

inertia active power inP  contributed from the additional control loop is shown in the 

upper dashed block. Being proportional to the RoCoF and synthetic inertia constant 

inH , this power is calculated as follows:  

2
sys

in in sys

d
P H

dt


=    (4.1) 

The lower block represents how the active power is delivered by the wind turbine. 

Denoted by MPPTP , this power is determined by a PI controller that compares the 

measured rotor speed, ,r meas , with a reference rotor speed, ,r ref . 
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Fig. 4.3: Synthetic inertia one-loop control design [97]. 

In [98], the authors propose an advanced two-loop synthetic inertia control approach. 

In this design, the extra active power, extraP , is determined by two loops, i.e., the 

RoCoF loop and the droop loop, as shown in Fig. 4.4. As demonstrated in the upper 

block in Fig. 4.4., the RoCoF and the frequency deviation f are obtained by directly 

measuring the grid frequency. Here it is essential to have an accurate approach to 

measure its frequency and its rate of change. Among a number of numerical algorithms 

for their measurement, those based on parameter estimations demonstrate a high level 

of robustness and accuracy [99]–[103]. The synthetic inertia is proportional to the 

inertia constant inK
,
 as shown below:  

in in

df
P K

dt
= −  (4.2) 

The second control loop adds additional power, dP , which is calculated as follows:  

1
d dP f K f

R
= −  = −   (4.3) 

In this respect, an activation scheme is proposed in [98] that uses an ‘over/under 

frequency trigger’ and ‘maximum frequency gradient trigger’ to provide better 

frequency control following a generation disturbance.  

RoCoF, as one of the inputs of synthetic inertia controls, its measurement accuracy 

plays an important role. As with any measurand, a user would ideally wish for noise- 

and error-free data which is available with minimum delay (or latency). However, the 

measurement of frequency and RoCoF is particularly sensitive to power system 

disturbances and noise. Since they respectively are the first and second derivative of 

the measured phase, any noise in the phase measurement is amplified in the frequency 
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and RoCoF measurement. This can lead to erroneous control and protection actions, 

such as false tripping of distributed generation and false load shedding when used as 

inputs to power balance management schemes. In this research, the natural inertial 

response originated from conventional generation decreases as the increase of wind 

power source, which limiting the frequency response ability of power systems to 

respond to sudden disturbances. The performance of synthetic inertia control 

providing the “Synthetic Inertia” highly depends on the RoCoF measurement, which 

must be able to identify a genuine RoCoF caused by disturbances. This requires the 

use of long filtering windows of the order 500 ms to provide robust data such that there 

is no doubt that the synthetic inertia will operate when required to do so, while 

continuing normal service during spurious disturbance events [104]. This filtering 

delay unfortunately prevents an active power response within the window latency, 

which in turn delays the onset of the “inertial” response of the converter. Yet, synthetic 

inertia control still contributes kinetic energy before the primary response of the 

synchronous machine governors and thus doing so with a higher ramp rate. Therefore, 

this generator response is able to fast contribute needed power to decline the frequency 

drop caused by the disturbance. Moreover, ENTSO-E recommends that accuracies for 

frequency of the order of 10 mHz [105]. 

There are a number of advantages to applying one- or two-loop synthetic inertia 

controls. Both enable the wind turbine to participate in the frequency control process, 

thereby reducing the RoCoF and delaying/removing the need for UFLS in the system. 

Nonetheless, the two-loop control provides additional power proportional to frequency 

deviation f , which more precisely emulates synchronous generators’ behaviour and 

guarantees returning the grid frequency back to nominal frequency as much as possible. 

This method is implemented based on the real-time measurement of the frequency 

magnitude or RoCoF value.  

Converter
d
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Fig. 4.4: Synthetic inertia two-loop control design [98]. 

Compared to the non-synchronous generators, synchronous generating units as such 

nuclear power, thermal power and hydroelectric power plant have a relatively slow 

response speed of power generation, which significantly limits the capability of 

providing such services. Therefore, the frequency can be brought back to nominal 

frequency in a longer time but in a smoother power transition. On the contrary, the 

process of fast change of power generation is required at second time scale for services 

such as frequency response. Non-synchronous generator such as wind turbine 

generator is able to instantaneously provide frequency support due to its converter-

based connection. However, the problem of having a SFD is inevitable. 

4.3.  Primary frequency response 

Various frequency controls, depending on the different power reserve form, have been 

proposed so for. The core purpose of all these controls is to overcome frequency 

instability problems introduced by wind power integration. Indeed, these control 

mechanisms enable a WECS to effectively contribute to the frequency support in a 

system, as will be discussed in detail in this section. 

4.3.1. Temporary energy reserves 

Mandated by the latest grid code (see COMMISSION REGULATION (EU) 

2016/631), WECSs are expected to possess the ability to participate in frequency 

control when needed to limit the RoCoFs [106]. Temporary energy reserves can be 

realised by resorting to the kinetic energy stored in the wind turbine’s rotor. Relating 

to temporary energy reserves, over recent years, two control approaches have been 

introduced: a) droop control and b) fast power reserve. The droop control releases 

some extra power in proportion to the measured frequency deviation. The fast power 

reserve approach focuses on fast kinetic energy release in a stepwise incremental 

manner. 

4.3.1.1. Droop control 

The aim of the droop control is to mimic similar frequency droop characteristics to 

that of the governor in a conventional synchronous generator and to contribute to both 

transient and steady-state frequency regulation. References [107]–[113] discuss the 

performance of frequency support enabled by the droop control. The slope of the 
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power-frequency droop characteristic affects the FN and frequency recovery after a 

loss of generation disturbance [111][114]. The droop control alters the wind turbine 

output and provides frequency support based on grid frequency deviation, f . The 

following equation refers to this behaviour:  

1 0
meas nomf f f

P P P
R R

− 
 = − = − = −  (4.4) 

where 
1

R
 is the droop coefficient, 0P  and nomf  are initial wind turbine power and 

frequency, respectively. Besides, 1P  and measf  are the adjusted wind turbine power 

and frequency, respectively. Resulting from this control, the wind turbine output 

power increases from 0P  to 1P  as the system frequency decreases from nomf  to measf . 

However, the main drawback of this droop scheme is frequency inadaptability due to 

the fixed gain chosen in the control loop. In other words, if a large gain is used to 

improve the FN, it may cause unnecessary over-deceleration of the rotor speed.  

An improved droop scheme is proposed in [115], aimed at overcoming the 

insensitivity of the droop loop to the initial frequency deviation, with the droop gain 

dynamically tuned based on the RoCoF. The relationship between the droop gain and 

RoCoF is defined for a fixed rotor speed prior to the disturbance. Nonetheless, this 

still might cause over-deceleration if an additional disturbance occurs. To resolve this, 

a slightly modified scheme is proposed in [116] in which the adaptive gain is 

determined with respect to both the RoCoF and rotor speed. The extra active power 

extraP  can be expressed as: 

( , )extra adap r

df
P k f

dt
=   (4.5) 

where ( , )adap r

df
k

dt
  represents the adaptive gain and f  represents frequency 

deviation. The adaptive gain is altered with the RoCoF and rotor speed (see Fig. 4.5). 

Also the adaptive gain takes the maximum value if the RoCoF is less than -0.05 Hz/s 

and the rotor speed is at its maximum operating speeding speed. Then 
adapk  decreases 

with both the RoCoF and rotor speed, until the frequency reaches FN. This is to 

prevent the system from suffering a SFD when rotor speed decelerates to the minimum 
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operating limit (0.7 pu). After reaching the FN, parameter 
adapk  only decreases with 

rotor speed to guarantee that no excessive kinetic energy will be released. The main 

advantage of this control scheme is that it maintains the kinetic energy available for a 

subsequent disturbance.  
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Fig. 4.5: Adaptive short-term frequency support control scheme associated with the 

concept of an adaptive gain [116]. 

Reference [111] puts forward a novel time-variable droop scheme. To ensure the pre-

disturbance active power reference 
,ref preP  matches the active power reference 

generated during the frequency support period, 
,ref fsP , a negative droop is added to the 

frequency support loop, as shown below:  

'( ) ( )
rec

k
t

E D t f t dt =   (4.6) 

In Equation (4.6), kE  is the kinetic energy change in the wind turbine, '( )D t is the 

negative droop function and rect  is the recovery time which makes 
,ref preP  equal to 

,ref fsP . The time-variable droop characteristic follows a function of 
( )g t

R
, where ( )g t  

is a properly defined time-variable function. As shown in Fig. 4.6, the droop 

coefficient remains constant in the first one third of the frequency support period 
supt  

because maximum wind power is needed to arrest the frequency decline immediately 

after the disturbance. In the rest of 
supt , ( )g t  is gradually reduced to zero where 

,ref preP  

is still smaller than 
,ref fsP . After system frequency reaches the FN, ( )g t  continuously 

decreases to a negative value until 
,ref preP  matches 

,ref fsP . This gradual droop parameter 
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change will ensure a smooth exchange of energy between the grid and WECS, in 

addition to removing the ripples in frequency that otherwise result from cascaded 

switching caused by the control systems of the WECS. 

sup

1

3
t

supt t

( )g t

1

 

Fig. 4.6: Frequency support control with time-variable droop characteristic proposed 

in [111]. 

4.3.1.2. Fast power reserve control  

Fast power reserve control is also known as rotor kinetic energy control [117], [118], 

or step-wise control [83]. In the case of a sudden frequency event, abnormal frequency 

behaviour can be detected and recovered by temporarily releasing stepwise kinetic 

energy within a short time window. Compared to a synthetic inertial response, the 

inertial power using the step-wise control can be properly changed according to 

different shapes in terms of its magnitude and duration, and thus its temporary 

frequency support tends to be much faster and stronger [119]–[121]. 

In [110], delivering some 10% more active power than the nominal active power 

within 10 seconds is defined as the fast power reserve control, which is implemented 

to support the frequency following a generation disturbance. The kinetic energy kE  

extracted from the wind turbine can be expressed as: 

21

2
kE J=  (4.7) 

where J  and   are the moment of inertia of the wind turbine and rotor rotational 

speed, respectively. When a loss of generation disturbance occurs in the power system, 

2 2

2 1

1
( )

2
constE P t J   = = −  (4.8) 
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where constP  is the constant active power provided by the wind turbine. Besides, t  is 

the fast power delivery time since the disturbance inception, 1  represents the rotor 

rotational speed before the disturbance and 2  represents the rotor rotational speed at 

time t . Therefore, the reference rotor speed is defined as:  

2

, 1 2 2 const
r ref

P t

J
  = = −  (4.9) 

as shown in Fig. 4.7. Then the change of rotor rotational speed r  can be obtained 

and sent to a PI controller that is used to change the reference active power point 
refP . 

r

P MPPT

PIConverter
refP

measP 1

constPt

r ,r ref

,r meas

2

, 1 2 2 const
r ref

P t

J
  = = −

+

-

 

Fig. 4.7: Fast power reserve control loop [110]. 

A similar approach called temporary over-production approach is presented in [122], 

addressing the capability of variable speed wind turbines to inject temporary power 

overproduction. The dashed curve and solid curve shown in Fig. 4.8 are wind turbine 

(static) production power and a blade’s mechanical power under a constant wind speed 

condition, respectively. The input signal, i.e., the system frequency f , is used to 

monitor the frequency dip, thus adding active power overproduction OPP  to arrest the 

frequency decline. 
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Fig. 4.8: Temporary over-production control [122]. 

Fig. 4.9 (a) illustrates how the active power changes with the rotor speed, following a 

sudden frequency event, after implementing the over-production scheme. Frequency 

support starts at point A. Constant temporary over-produced power OPP  is added to 

the initial reference power point 0eP to increase the wind turbine output power to '

0eP  

(between B and C). Once frequency support is no longer required or rotor speed 

decelerates to its minimum value 0.7 pu, the rotor speed starts to recover to its pre-

disturbance value from D to E. This results from the application of the accelerating 

power accP , which subsequently changes the reference power point to m accP P− . Indeed, 

the determination of accP  following the mechanical power trajectory (the blue line) 

rather than the maximum power point tracking trajectory (the green line) can avoid a 

SFD due to the smaller active power reduction. Nevertheless, the rotor speed recovery 

time can be prolonged by applying accP . Therefore, an optimal trade-off between the 

rotor speed recovery time and the amplitude of the SFD is deemed necessary.  

As the levels of non-synchronous generator increase and synchronous generators 

continue retiring, system inertia levels are expected to decrease. This introduces a level 

of vulnerability to failure that could make the grid insecurity. The decreased system 

inertia brings the problem of having a larger RoCoF in power systems in case of a 

frequency event which threats the system frequency stability. Therefore, the response 

speeds for non-synchronous generators (wind turbine) in particular need to be 

discussed. Most utility-scale wind turbines installed today use electronically enabled 

variable speed generation to instantaneously adjust electrical torque and marginally 

increase power delivery. Wind turbines can use these controls to temporarily increase 

the power output to exceed captured wind power, but this also slows down the rotor. 
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Wind turbines can respond to a contingency in only a few cycles but require 0.5 to 5 s 

to reach a full response—power rises at ~20–30% per second [123].  
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(b) Wind output power in the time domain 

Fig. 4.9: Characteristics of the temporary over-production scheme [122]. 

So far, the frequency support approaches are depicted based on the wind turbine level. 

Now, the control schemes will be discussed based on wind farm level, as more 

interesting coordination of various control schemes will be applied among a wind farm, 

which brings the flexibility of utilisation of these control schemes. Two important 

aspects which are wake effect and wind speed prediction draw researchers’ attention. 

These variables direct impact on performance of control schemes. 
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In order to accurately determine the wind power, the impacts brought by the wake 

effect is considered. Wind speed prediction in ultra-short periods is addressed in 

[124]–[126]. Therefore, the active power forecasted by high fidelity mathematical 

models, or deep learning neural networks, can significantly improve the accuracy of 

wind energy approximation. These studies not only provide layout guidelines for wind 

farms but also present a more precise wind energy estimation to system operators. In 

this context, the wake effect refers to the fact that the wind speed arriving at a 

downstream wind turbine generator drops after travelling through an upstream wind 

turbine generator. Indeed, different wind turbine generators operate at different MPPT 

points in a wind farm. The wake effect has been widely explored in [127]–[135], 

discussing the effects of decaying wind speed from technical and economic 

perspectives. Reference [129] assumes that wake wind speed is linearly expanded 

within wind farms due to wind direction and overlapping shadows.  

To account for the wake effect, a fixed gain cannot be applied to wind farms because 

each wind turbine operates at different speed and delivers different power output. As 

Fig. 4.10 shows, only frequency deviation iP  is used in the additional control loop 

because the RoCoF calculation may result in potential errors due to inaccurate 

frequency measurements. The adaptive gain ( )i iAG   is proportional to the available 

kinetic energy of the wind turbine, i.e., iE . This kinetic energy can be expressed as 

follows: 

2 2

min( ) ( )i i i iAG E H    = −  (4.10) 

where H  is the inertia constant. Besides, i  and min  are instant rotor speed and 

regulated minimum rotor speed, respectively. Thus, at the beginning of a disturbance, 

a certain amount of kinetic energy can be released depending on the stored kinetic 

energy in the wind turbine. wind turbines that have a greater amount of the available 

kinetic energy are set to have a larger gain, and vice versa: 

2 2

min( ) ( )i i iAG C  = −  

(4.11) 
when maxi   

2 2

max min( ) ( )i iAG C  = −  

(4.12) 
when maxi   
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In order to avoid over-deceleration, the adaptive gain is reduced once i  is decreased. 

A large C  value may still result in a massive power decrease after reaching the FN, 

which subsequently may result in a SFD. Simulation results show that both improving 

FN and preventing over-deceleration can be achieved by implementing the proposed 

scheme.  
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Fig. 4.10: Stable inertial control scheme using adaptive gains ( )i iAG − [136]. 

Since the aforementioned schemes result in a significant loss of kinetic energy, the 

rotor speed may decrease below the minimum operating speed limit. To avoid this, a 

stepwise decrease in the output for a predetermined time is inevitable to recover the 

rotor speed. This might cause a subsequent disturbance to the power system and a SFD 

may occur. Thus, difficulties can arise in determining the amount and duration of an 

increase/decrease to avoid a SFD. In [120], a modified step-wise inertia control is 

proposed to counter the SFD problem. The reference signal of the proposed control 

shown in (4.13) includes the reference signal for an MPPT operation and additional 

power. The value of MPPT operation MPPTP  is set to be proportional to the cube of the 

rotor speed of DFIG, however, the additional power P is determined by considering 

the mechanical power curve of DFIG.  

ref MPPTP P P= +   (4.13) 

It is noted that the proposed step-wise inertia control adds a constant value P  to 

MPPTP , however, the conventional step-wise inertia control only switches 
refP  from 

MPPTP  to a constant reference under a frequency event. MPPTP  in (4.13) will decrease 

as the rotor speed decreases during the frequency response stage. In Fig. 4.11 (a), 
refP  

firstly increases from point A to point B, then decreases from point B to point C after 
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the DFIG completes the frequency support. Both 
refP  and ΔP  will help slowly 

decrease the rotor speed and reach the rotor speed of the new equilibrium point after 

disturbance 
*ω , because 

refP  decreases with time. However, if ΔP  is too large, a SFD 

will happen due the quick reduction in rotor speed. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss 

how to determine a suitable value for ΔP . 

 

(a) Reference Power 

 

(b) Power-speed trajectory 

Fig. 4.11: Operational characteristics of the proposed step-wise inertia control [120]. 

As shown in Fig. 4.11 (b), the red line and blue line present the electrical power of 

DFIG eP  during the inertial and MPPT control, respectively. The top shaded area is 
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the same as that of the bottom shaded area in determining P , which can be expressed 

in the following mathematical equation: 

min

max

{ ( )} 0m MPPTP P P d





− +  =  (4.14) 

The top shaded area is the rotor deceleration area, whereas the bottom shaded area is 

the rotor acceleration area. Therefore, *  can be reached after frequency support. P  

can be calculated by rearranging (4.14): 

min min

min

1
[ ]

opt opt

MPPT m

opt

P P d P d

 

 

 
 

 = −
−    (4.15) 

 

Moreover, P  in this modified control is dependent on the kinetic energy stored in 

the rotor, which means DFIGs operating at a higher wind speed will generate a bigger 

P  value, thus contributing more power to compensate for the power deficit. 

4.3.2. Persistent energy reserves 

Regarding the optimal operation of variable speed wind turbines and the use of the 

available wind energy, they should deliver a maximum active power to the grid with 

respect to the wind speed. This can be easily achieved by operating along the MPPT 

curve shown in Fig. 4.12. By doing so, however, the WECS will not be capable of 

providing prolonged frequency support. To resolve this issue, a certain amount of 

maximum possible power should be left unextracted by the wind turbine unless there 

is a justified operational necessity. This is normally referred to as de-loading control, 

enabling wind turbines to act as a persistent energy reserve. In this context, two 

commonly used control schemes are explained here, namely rotor speed control and 

pitch angle control. 
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Fig. 4.12: Active power-rotor speed curve of a DFIG for different wind speeds [84]. 

4.3.2.1. Rotor speed control  

A DFIG usually delivers maximum power, determined by the MPPT curve (the blue 

line shown in Fig. 4.13). To provide persistent frequency support, a de-loading 

operation is required. This can be achieved by properly shifting the wind turbine 

operating point to the left or right side of the MPPT curve. Moving from the MPPT 

curve to the 10% de-loaded curve (red curve) on the left side of MPPT reduces the 

rotor speed. On contrary, the green line can be obtained by increasing the rotor speed, 

which is called over-speed control. The 10% de-loaded curve on the right-hand side 

of the MPPT curve is normally the preferred option to avoid interference stability 

problems caused by the deceleration control [89]. 
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Fig. 4.13: Power-rotor speed curves for a wind turbine deloaded by 10% [93], [118]. 

To implement the over-speed control, the operating point, 
opP , lying between points 

B and C, is obtained according to [137], [89]:  

( ) ( )
del op

op del MPPT del

del MPPT

P P P P
 

 

−
= + − 

−
 (4.16) 

where delP  and MPPTP  are de-loading power and maximum power, respectively. The 

former is the wind turbine power corresponding to the interception point of the green 

line and mechanical power curve. Here del , 
op  and MPPT  denote de-loading rotor 

speed, operating rotor speed and maximum rotor speed, respectively. With respect to 

the convertor size, the rotor speed is allowed to vary within a predetermined range, 

e.g. 0.7 pu and 1.2 pu. The selection of the speed range is carried out based on the 

economic optimisation of the investment costs and increased efficiency [66]. 

Therefore, during high wind speed conditions, the over-speeding control is not suitable 

due to the rotor speed limits. 

4.3.2.2. Pitch angle control  

An accurate and complete pitch angle model is crucial for applying de-loading control 

[138], [139]. In [139], a novel blade pitch model with an optimal pitch control has 

been designed, manufactured and verified using wind tunnel tests. Regarding de-

loading operation, pitch angle control de-loads the wind turbine operating point from 
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the MPPT curve by increasing the blade’s pitch angle. In [69], [140], 
pC  is reduced 

according to Equation (3.2), which decreases the wind power output. This control is 

essentially activated when a wind turbine reaches its rated speed when the speed 

controller has been disabled or failed to respond [141], [142]. Fig. 4.14 shows the 

power-rotor speed curves of a typical 1.5 MW wind turbine for different pitch angle 

values under constant wind speed. The pitch angle controller de-loads the wind turbine 

at point A at which point the wind turbine’s rotational speed reaches its rated speed. 

Then the operating point of the wind turbine shifts from A to B. This “increased pitch 

angle” de-loads the wind power by 10%, while the rotational speed remains constant. 

 

Fig. 4.14: 1.5 MW WECS power-rotor speed curves [65]. 

A coordinated frequency support control is proposed in [137] by integrating the de-

loading control and a variable droop control with a properly selected droop gain. The 

gain is determined based on the approach presented in [143] using a small-signal 

approach. 
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Fig. 4.15: Droop variation for different generation margins [137]. 
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Droop gains are adjusted according to the reserved power of the corresponding wind 

turbine. The dynamic variation of the droop gain is obtained by linearly decreasing the 

droop value for larger power reserve margins (see Fig. 4.15). In order to have a 

maximum wind turbine margin, maxM , a minimum droop gain minR  is needed. The 

droop gain actR  is given by: 

min
max max min

max min

( ) ( )act
act

M M
R R R R

M M

−
= − − 

−
 (4.17) 

where minM  and maxR  are the minimum margin of the wind turbine and its maximum 

droop gain, respectively. actM  is the actual generation margin of the wind turbine. The 

power margin, 
argm inP , can be expressed as follows: 

arg maxm in outP P P= −  (4.18) 

where maxP  is the MPPT power point and outP  is the wind power output. In this respect, 

argm inP  changes from minM  to maxM . The wind turbine operates following the MPPT 

curve at minM , whereas maxM  depends on the de-loading curve. Based on the de-

loading control, the variable droop control ensures that the wind turbine delivers the 

maximum output power and operates in a stable condition under low wind speed 

regimes.  

In [108], a SOPPT control is proposed, based on the delta control approach proposed 

in [144] and the rotor speed-based de-loading control approach. The delta control 

reserves a constant power or a constant percentage of the available power for 

emergency conditions.  

The SOPPT control takes advantage of the two delta control schemes at various wind 

speeds. In Fig. 4.16, the orange (dotted) line and the green line represent the SOPPT 

with a 20% power reserve curve and the SOPPT with a 0.05 pu power reserve curve, 

respectively. To overcome the disadvantages of the delta control, the authors define 

the point Y’, i.e., where the orange and green lines intercept, as the wind speed 

boundary (which is set to 7.7 m/s). In addition, the same amount of power can be 

reserved by these two schemes. When the wind speed is smaller than 7.7 m/s, the 

proposed SOPPT curve follows the green line. However, when the wind speed is above 
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the boundary, the proposed SOPPT curve switches to the orange line until point Z’ at 

which point the constant rotor speed mode is triggered. 
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Fig. 4.16: SOPPT strategy – Power-speed characteristics [108]. 

The amount of reserve power, resP , can be obtained from Equation (3.1) below: 

3

1 1 2 2

1
[ ( , ) ( , )]

2
rev v p pP AV C C    = −  (4.19) 

where 
1 1( , )pC    and 

2 2( , )pC    are the power efficiency under MPPT and SOPPT 

curves, respectively. Since 
1 1( , )pC    can be obtained by checking the MPPT curve, 

2  and 2  are subsequently changed to maintain the required revP . 

Reference [118] elaborates on determining the applicable range of the two above 

described de-loading methods. Firstly, the limited over-speed de-loading curve is 

proposed based on the de-loading level, with the de-loading level determined 

according to both the rotor and wind speeds. A more advanced coordinated active 

power control is proposed in [145], which precisely defines the coordinated operating 

zone of the rotor speed and pitch angle control. Nevertheless, robust control of the 

rotor speed due to the unpredictable wind speed can be challenging in both approaches. 

This can result in a frequent switching operation between the pitch angle and rotor 

speed control, exacerbating wear of the mechanical parts. 
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In order to make the most use of the wind turbines releasable kinetic energy and to 

increase the revenue of wind farms, the droop control is applied to de-loaded wind 

turbines [146], [147]. In [137], the approach takes the maximum limit of the de-loaded 

wind turbine rotor speed into consideration to prevent potential instability due to low 

rotor speed. However, this approach requires communication between the wind 

turbine generators in a wind farm.  

In [148] a droop coefficient is proposed, based on the reserved energy of wind turbines 

for a primary frequency response. It also discusses he coordination between wind 

turbines and synchronous generators. However, both approaches mentioned rely on 

the performance of wind turbines, which depends on wind speed measurements. To 

mitigate inaccuracies in wind speed measurements, a so-called efficiency droop 

control approach is introduced in [149]. In this approach, the de-loaded wind power is 

related to the tip ratio rather than the wind speed, as discussed in the previous section. 

In [146], techniques based on torque-droop and power-droop are proposed. Their 

performances are evaluated in terms of both the transient and steady-state responses. 

It should be noted that a higher change of power rate due to the implementation of 

these techniques increases the mechanical tension of the wind turbine, leading to 

higher maintenance costs. In order to determine the amount of kinetic energy provided 

by each control scheme, coordination of the droop and de-loading controls is necessary.  

In order to reduce the mechanical stress on a WECS, in [150], a torque limit-based 

control technique is proposed. This technique makes the released kinetic energy more 

flexible by linearising the initially non-linear relationship between rotor speed and its 

operating point. 

Table 4.1: Summary of different control approaches. 

Approaches Controls Contributions Concerns 

Synthetic 

inertia 

control 

Adding synthetic 

inertia power based 

on RoCoF and 

frequency 

deviation 

Declining the 

RoCoF at the 

beginning of the 

frequency 

disturbances 

Potential impacts on 

input signal of 

RoCoF and 

occurrence of SFD 
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Droop 

control 

Adding droop 

control based on 

frequency 

deviation 

Improving the 

frequency nadir 

A trade-off between 

the recovery time of 

rotor speed and the 

amplitude of SFD is 

necessary 

Fast power 

reserve 

Temporarily 

increase a fixed 

amount of kinetic 

energy 

Fast declining 

frequency drop 

Sudden termination 

of frequency support 

causes SFDs 

Rotor speed 

control 

Properly changing 

the WT operating 

point by changing 

the rotor speed 

Fast compensating 

frequency drop by 

releasing pre-

reserved energy 

Decreasing the 

annual profit of 

wind farm 

Pitch control 

It deloads the WT 

operating point by 

increasing the 

blade’s pitch angle. 

Long term frequency 

support 

Frequently changing 

the blade’s pitch 

angle increases the 

mechanical tension 

of the WT 

 

4.4.  Control techniques to arrest SFDs 

Previous sections have discussed frequency control techniques emulating system 

inertia and contributing to frequency support. However, releasing the kinetic energy 

stored in the rotor causes rotor deceleration. This means that the frequency support 

contributed by variable speed wind turbines must be terminated when the rotor speed 

reaches its minimum value. This minimum value has to do with the stable operation 

of the variable speed wind turbine. This termination results in a SFD because of the 

sudden loss of the active power produced by the wind turbine [151]–[156]. The higher 

the penetration level of the wind energy, the larger the SFD [151]. According to [154], 

after losing the extra power contribution from wind turbines, a gradual power 

transition can be an effective approach to avoid the SFD. By comparing Fig. 4.17 with 

Fig. 4.9 (b), the authors in [84] demonstrate the importance of carefully controlling 
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the frequency behaviour during the support period. The transition between 

overproduction and underproduction should follow a cautiously determined slope to 

avoid over-deceleration and to mitigate a SFD caused by a sudden active power drop. 
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Fig. 4.17: Proposed shape for short-term extra active power [84]. 

A stable adaptive inertial control scheme is proposed in [156], aimed at improving the 

FN and RoCoF. Here, the minimal possible SFD is also a target during wind power 

reduction. During the rotor deceleration period, dect , a proposed reference power point, 

'

refP , following the power tracking point trajectory (shown in purple in Fig. 4.18(a)) is 

set to a value larger than MPPTP  (from B to C shown in Fig. 4.18(a)) by OPP . Therefore, 

the approach of releasing more power can improve the FN and RoCoF. The frequency 

support continues until point C in Fig. 4.18(a). Afterwards, the rotor speed starts 

recovering. During the rotor acceleration period, acct , the reference power point, ''

refP , 

is switched to a value inside the rotor speed range of 
*  and MPPT  as below:  

'' * 0.03refP P pu= −  (4.20) 

where 
*P  is the active power at which point frequency support is accomplished. Then, 

''

refP  is maintained until the active power output reaches point E. Afterwards, the 

reference power point returns to MPPTP . Compared to the scheme proposed in [84], the 

smaller power reduction results in a smaller SFD. The main challenge here concerns 

the wind speed being difficult to predict during power transition. In this context, 

coordination between the available wind turbine active power reserve on one hand and 
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the HVDC interconnectors’ active power control/capabilities on the other, has to be 

considered, as tackled in [157]. The proposed approach compensates for the SFD by 

changing the frequency response reserve dispatches in various independent 

nonsynchronous power grids.  
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Fig. 4.18: Stable adaptive inertial control scheme [156]. 

To minimise the size of the SFD, which can be dangerous from the perspective of 

system frequency stability, a novel scheme is proposed in [158] and its application 

strategy proposed in [159]. Comparing the conventional fast power reserve approaches, 

this scheme focuses on the correlation between the size of the SFD and the termination 

time of the frequency support from wind turbines. In [158], the optimal time for 

terminating the frequency support from wind turbines is analytically derived as a fixed 
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termination time to minimise the size of the SFD but the parameters of the system 

frequency response model must be known. In [159], these parameters are estimated 

and the incremental active power of the fast power reserve approach is also determined. 

As such, the fixed termination time is suitable for practical application.  

4.5.  Chapter summary 

In this chapter, recently published papers discussing the smart frequency control 

techniques of DFIGs have been presented. The frequency control schemes reviewed 

in this chapter have been classified into three categories: synthetic inertia control, 

temporary energy support and persistent energy support. The synthetic inertia control 

monitors the RoCoF of the system following a frequency event. However, both 

temporary and persistent energy support monitor the electrical frequency of the power 

system. In addition, frequency control schemes to arrest the SFD have also been 

discussed and will be focused on in the latter chapters with verified simulation results. 
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In exploring the frequency support capability of wind turbines, the options for the 

control and integration of wind turbines based on monitoring the system frequency 

and wind turbine power can dramatically affect the way the frequency is enhanced 

after a frequency event. Wind power generation, as one of the most integrated 

renewable energy sources, has attracted significant attention over recent decades. Then, 

many power industries in the UK have deployed wind farms based on DFIGs. 

Meanwhile, unpredictable challenges caused by integration to the conventional power 

system have resulted in frequency instability. In addition, the integration of wind 

power generation reduces system inertia due to the rotor of the DFIG being decoupled 

from the grid frequency. Also, DFIG based variable speed wind turbines always 

operate in their maximum power point tracking (MPPT) curve. Consequently, there is 

no reserved power to draw upon as frequency support. In this context, DFIGs can 

naturally provide little or even no inertia to the frequency control of power systems 

[160]. 

The decrease in synchronous inertia brings faster and more significant changes to the 

frequency deviation, RoCoF and system frequency response following a frequency 

event. As discussed in the previous chapter, the term synthetic inertia is defined as a 

process of controlling the active power of a unit such that it is proportional to the 

RoCoF at the terminal of that unit. The kinetic energy stored in the rotating blades of 
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wind turbines will not inherently contribute to the frequency regulation of power 

systems. 

In this chapter, the frequency responses of conventional plants versus wind integrated 

energy plants are presented, with the simulation results verified using DIgSILENT 

PowerFactory. The adopted DFIG mathematical models are derived in DIgSILENT 

simulation language (DSL) and the simulation results carried out in DIgSILENT 

programming language (DPL). Also, the synthetic inertia control developed in [80] is 

modelled in DIgSILENT PowerFactory, which is used to evaluate the synthetic inertia 

control performance. 

5.1.  Comparison of the frequency response of conventional and 

wind-integrated plants 

Conventional power plants consist of synchronously operating generators, 

characterised by its nominal frequency (50 or 60 Hertz). When the power system is 

subjected to a frequency event, e.g. loss of a synchronous unit or a sudden load 

increase, the system can be maintained as an inherent inertial response synchronous 

generator. For a typical synchronous generator, the inertia constant H ranges from 4 

to 7 seconds [13]. As explained above, the inertia constant for wind power generation 

is barely able to be considered. In order to compare the frequency responses of 

conventional and wind integrated plants, the simulation results are obtained based on 

Kundur’s two-area test system [45]. The two area network is a stable network with 

symmetrical topology. Also, the simulation is easy to be carried out because the wind 

energy sources can be symmetrically connected to the generation bus. Therefore, the 

power flow in this scenario is same as the original case.  
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Fig. 5.1: Single line diagram of the modified two-area Kundur test system. 

Fig. 5.1 shows a single line diagram of the modified two-area Kundur test system. The 

system includes two similar areas connected by a weak tie. Each area consists of two 

synchronous units with a rating of 900 MVA and 20 kV. The total load demand on the 

system is 2734 MW and 200 Mvar. In the original version of this benchmark system, 

all the load demands connected to Bus 7 and Bus 9 are supplied by conventional 

generators. 

In the modified version of the system, different types of PE interfaced sources are 

uniformly integrated into the power system. In other words, the penetration level of 

PE interfaced sources is set to the calculated level. As the PE interfaced sources affect 

the voltage levels and power flows in the grid, it is necessary to pay attention to the 

impact on the grids during the simulations. To change the penetration level of the PE 

interfaced sources, the power output of DFIGs and synchronous generators are 

changed automatically by employing DPL.  
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Fig. 5.2: Integration of converter interfaced generations at the generation substation 

in DIgSILENT. 

As shown in Fig. 5.2, different types of PE interfaced sources consisting of a DFIG, 

FRCG and HVDC link are connected to the generating plant bus via a 0.69/20 kV 

transformer. The aim of introducing these PE interfaced sources is to modify the 

penetration level of the system and to investigate the impacts of types of PE interfaced 

sources on the frequency response following a frequency event. The DFIG model used 

in this test is the default model in DIgSILENT. The HVDC link and FRCG are 

modelled as a static generator, which injects a constant amount of active power to the 

grid. For different types of PE interfaced sources, each one has its constant power 

output, with the total output from PE interfaced sources at each substation modified 

by changing the number of devices connected in parallel. In addition, the number of 

transformers also needs to be changed according to the number of devices, 

guaranteeing a sufficient grid connection.  
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5.1.1. Frequency response of a two-area Kundur test system 

with integrated PE interfaced sources 

In this section, the frequency response of a two-area modified system with integrated 

PE interfaced sources is explored. In order to create a frequency event, the original 

synchronous generators at each substation are replaced by two synchronous generators, 

one of which (e.g. ‘G04-trip’ shown in Fig. 5.1) is presumed to be disconnected from 

the grid 5s after the simulation start time. The simulation result related penetration 

levels of the PE interfaced sources are 0% and 33%, respectively. 

In order to accurately investigate the impacts on the frequency responses caused by 

the integration of the PE interfaced sources, a DFIG, as one of the PE interfaced 

sources, is initially connected to the system. At each substation of the two-area 

modified system, the total output of a DFIG is 175 MW; therefore, the total active 

power of the DFIGs in the system is 700 MW. The simulation results are shown 

between Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.7. 

 

Fig. 5.3: Frequency responses with a loss of 400 MW in generation for a DFIG with 

penetration levels of 0% and 33%. 
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Fig. 5.4: RoCoF with a loss of 400 MW in generation for a DFIG with penetration 

levels of 0% and 33%. 

 

Fig. 5.5: Rotor speed with a loss of 400 MW in generation for a DFIG with a 

penetration level of 33%. 
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Fig. 5.6: Total active power with a loss of 400 MW in generation for a DFIG with a 

penetration level of 33%. 

 

Fig. 5.7: Total active power of SG1 with a loss of 400 MW in generation for a DFIG 

with penetration levels of 0% and 33%. 

Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 show the frequency and RoCoF for penetration levels of 0% and 

33%, respectively. The rotor speed and sum of total active power of the DFIGs at each 

substation are shown in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6, respectively. It can be observed that FN 

and frequency deviation after being subjected to a sudden ‘G04-trip’ both deteriorate 

at a penetration level of 33% when compared to a penetration level of 0%. The FNs 
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for the 0% and 33% scenarios are 49.78 Hz and 49.76 Hz, respectively. From the 

perspective of the DFIGs power change and rotor speed, the output power of the 

DFIGs does not change dramatically since DFIGs incorporated in the test system are 

not equipped with a frequency support control. It is also of note that the DFIGs rotor 

speeds only fluctuate at the very instant of the frequency event and are maintained at 

their nominal value, 1.2 pu. Furthermore, the frequency support burden on SGs had 

clearly increased for the 33% scenario when compared to the 0% scenario as the 

conventional synchronous generators are replaced by the DFIGs.  

5.1.2. Frequency response of the two-area Kundur test system 

with variously integrated PE interfaced sources 

In order to investigate the frequency response of different PE interfaced sources, three 

sources connected to the grid have been used to investigate this issue. As explained in 

the previous section, the DFIG, FRCG and HVDC link replacing the conventional 

synchronous generators mimic the topology changes of a future modern system, 

decreasing system inertia and the system reserves available to the whole system. 

Concerning higher penetration levels, some changes to the systems and their method 

of operation may be required to accommodate the further integration of wind energy. 

Since these PE interfaced sources connect to the grid through the voltage source 

converter, the PE interfaced sources do not contribute to the system inertia response. 

In this context, the PE interfaced sources do not inherently contribute to the frequency 

response unless specific control approaches are implemented on them. Comparing 

DFIG with the other two PE interfaced sources, the DFIGs rotors connect to the grid 

though a VSC; however, the FRCG and HVDC link directly connect to the grid. The 

following simulation results describe the differences between the sources with a 

penetration level of 33%.  
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Fig. 5.8: Frequency responses with a loss of 400 MW in generation for different 

sources with a penetration level of 33%. 

 

Fig. 5.9: Total active power of SG1 with a loss of 400 MW in generation for 

different sources with a penetration level of 33%. 

Table 5.1: RoCoF with a loss of 400 MW in generation for different sources with a 

penetration level of 33%. 

Size of the frequency event (MW) Penetration level (%) 
RoCoF (Hz/s) 

DFIG FRCG 

400 33 -0.19 -0.20 
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As shown in Fig. 5.8, the FNs for the DFIG and FRCG are similar at 49.77 Hz. 

However, the FN for the HVDC link is slightly lower, 49.74 Hz. From the viewpoint 

of the total active power of a conventional synchronous generator, the results of these 

three PE interfaced sources have more or less the same impacts on the contribution to 

the grid. The time difference from which the nominal frequency decreases to the FN 

is caused by the different connection topologies.  

5.2.  Synthetic inertia control 

The contribution of DFIGs to the system frequency regulations has become 

increasingly focused on by many researchers in the field. As discussed in Chapter 4.2, 

synthetic inertia is proposed and investigated in many literature studies on wind 

turbines. Generally, wind turbines operate within the MPPT curve and deliver the 

maximum active power to the grid. When synthetic inertia is implemented in wind 

turbines, wind turbines are able to provide temporary frequency support stored in their 

rotating masses after being subjected to a frequency event. The main advantage of 

using wind turbines to contribute to the frequency is to facilitate frequency support 

due to the converter-interfaced connection. Also, the frequency support from wind 

turbines is mandated by the latest grid code (see COMMISSION REGULATION (EU) 

2016/631), so the wind turbines are expected to have the function ability to be able to 

participate in controlling the frequency when needed to limit the RoCoFs [106].  

5.2.1. Frequency responses in conventional systems 

As discussed in previous chapters, the purpose of implementing synthetic inertia 

control in wind turbines is to mimic how synchronous generators respond when a 

system is subjected to a frequency event. Before showing that, it is also necessary to 

present the responses of conventional power systems.  

A case study of a conventional power system relating to the damping of the generator 

and function of the governor is necessary to investigate. Fig. 5.10 shows a simple test 

network modelled in DIgSILENT. The frequency event applied here is generator 

outage. The total load is 20 MW.  
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Fig. 5.10: Test network. 

Fig. 5.11 shows the speed governor model used in the network. When a load change 

or generator loss happens in the power system, it is instantaneously reflected as a 

change in the electrical power output of the generator. According to the equation of 

motion, the mismatches between mechanical power and electrical power will result in 

a speed variation, which further causes accelerating power, as expressed by the swing 

equation. 
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Fig. 5.11: IEEE Type 1 speed-governing model captured from DIgSILENT. 

Table 5.2 presents the coefficients of the IEEE Type 1 speed-governor used in 

synchronous generators.  

Table 5.2: Coefficients of the IEEE Type 1 speed-governor. 

K K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 K7 K8 PMAX 

5 0.3 0 0.25 0 0.3 0 0.15 0 1 
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T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 UO UC PMIN 

0.2 1 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.8 1 0.3 -0.3 0 

 

The damping constant in the synchronous generator is expressed as a percent change 

in generation capacity for every one percent change in frequency. As stated in [13], 

typical values of D are 1% to 2%. A value of D=2 indicates that a 1% change in 

frequency will cause a 2% change in generation capacity. The frequency responds to 

different damping values of the synchronous generator. After the TrippedGen is 

increased at 2 seconds the frequency drops. It can be concluded that in the absence of 

a speed governor, the frequency response to a generation capacity change is 

determined by the inertia constant and damping factor of the synchronous generator.  

 

Fig. 5.12: Frequency responses to different damping values of the generator. 
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Fig. 5.13: Frequency responses to the governor being activated/deactivated. 

When damping of the generator and governor are set to be the same in the system, the 

only comparison is frequency responses due to the change of gain of the governor. As 

shown in Fig. 5.14, the gain K  of the governor is followed by rotor speed deviations. 

Therefore, the bigger the gain of the governor, the larger the mechanical power is, 

which in turn improves the frequency response after being subjected to a frequency 

disturbance. The simulation results shown in Fig. 5.14 indicate that the FN is 49.21 

Hz when 8K = , which is higher than the frequency response with the lower gain of 

the governor. Also, the new frequency steady state is improved around 0.2 Hz by 

increasing K . 

  

Fig. 5.14: Frequency responses to different gains in the governor. 

5.2.2. Frequency responses in a wind-integrated system when 

considering synthetic inertia control 

The synthetic inertia approach is investigated to measure the capability of a DFIG 

based wind turbine to help frequency responses. Compared with Fig. 5.10, a DFIG is 

connected to the network through a 0.69/20 kV transformer and a 10 km transmission 

line. 
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Fig. 5.15: Modified test network. 

The generators will be added with an additional governor controller and automatic 

voltage regulator similar to that set in the previous section. SG1 on the left of the 

Terminal is used to represent the generation capacity generated in the system and SG2 

represents the generator to be tripped in the network. All the simulation results 

presenting in the following section are achieved using DPL, whilst the synthetic inertia 

control loop is derived using DSL. 

There are three types of synthetic inertial control modelled in this section. The aim of 

modelling the controls is to examine the performance of each control scheme. The first 

one is an inertial controller 
df

dt
 which temporarily increases the active power related 

to the input signal of the RoCoF and improves damping in the power system. The 

second is called droop controller f  which implies controlling active power related 

to frequency deviation and behaves similarly to conventional frequency control 

provided by synchronous generators. The droop gain controller does not improve the 

RoCoF as it only improves the FN. However, it does not extract any additional kinetic 

inertia from the rotor like the inertial controller does, therefore some power reserve 

must be available for this type of controller. The last one is the combined control 

scheme for the synthetic inertia control and droop gain control. The main advantage 

of this combined control scheme is to improve the FN and reduce the RoCoF. 
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Fig. 5.16: Synthetic inertia control loop. 

The synthetic inertia control scheme is presented in Fig. 5.16. In normal operation, 

power reference 
_Pref out

 for the power converter is determined by the MPPT, which 

is given by 
_ref inP . During the frequency disturbance, an inertial response value 3O  is 

added to 
_ref inP  and is given by: 

3 1

df
O K

dt
= −  (5.1) 

To calculate 3O , system frequency measF  needs to be measured and filtered by mean 

of a low-pass filter to mitigate noise. As a derivative of the frequency is used to 

calculate 3O , adequate filtering is needed. The differentiation of a noisy signal may 

lead to large variation in the value of 3O , which is undesired as it may cause heavy 

torque pulsations in the drive-train of the wind turbine. Furthermore, the signal value 

of 3O  is limited to 0.1  pu to avoid the current limit of the IGBTs in the converter. 

In other words, when the DFIG works at its rated power operating condition, the total 

current is less than or equal to 1.1 pu during frequency disturbances.  

The second control scheme, a droop gain control loop, is shown in Fig. 5.17. A high-

pass filter is added to avoid the droop gain control loop contributing in a steady state. 

Accordingly, the droop gain control is only utilised to provide an inertial response for 

the wind turbines. 
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Fig. 5.17: Droop gain control loop. 

During the frequency disturbance, droop value 2O  is added to 
_ref inP  and is given by: 

2

f
O

K


= −  (5.2) 

To calculate 2O , system frequency measF  needs to be measured and compared with 

the reference frequency value, with the difference between these two values used to 

calculate the 2O . 

The last control introduced here is the combined control for the synthetic inertia 

control and droop gain control (see Fig. 5.18).  

 

Fig. 5.18: Combined synthetic inertia and droop gain loop control. 

The measF  and frequency deviation f  are two inputs used in this combined control 

scheme. The two loops have different impacts when improving system frequency 

stability. The 
df

dt
 loop works when the RoCoF in the system is very high and the other 

f  loop starts to work when the system frequency is low.  
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5.2.3. Impacts of synthetic inertia control on system frequency  

The inherent characteristics of DFIG based wind turbines depicts that almost no 

inertial response is able to contribute to support system frequency after a frequency 

disturbance in the system. Based on the DFIG, the impacts of synthetic inertia control 

on both frequency and synthetic inertial power are investigated (see Fig. 5.19 to Fig. 

5.21). When a generator is tripped at 2 seconds, a frequency drop can be observed in 

Fig. 5.19. The FN in the case without applying synthetic inertia control is lower than 

that in the case when a synthetic inertia control is applied as wind power contributes 

to the frequency response (shown in Fig. 5.20). The kinetic energy stored in the 

rotating masses of DFIGs increases when employing synthetic inertia control. In this 

regard, the rotor speed shown in Fig. 5.21 decreases as the kinetic energy in the DFIGs 

increases. After the frequency is returned to the new steady state with the help of the 

DFIG and conventional generators, the rotor speed maintains a nominal value of 1.204 

pu. 

 

Fig. 5.19: Frequency changes in a DFIG under synthetic inertia control. 
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Fig. 5.20: Active power changes in a DFIG under synthetic inertia control. 

 

Fig. 5.21: Rotor speed changes in a DFIG under synthetic inertia control. 

To make a better comparison, the results of different generator outage sizes are also 

appended into the above figures. As seen in Fig. 5.19, the FN is much lower when 

comparing different generator outage sizes in the system because the gain of the 

synthetic inertia control remains the same. Therefore, DFIGs contribute the same 

amount of active power to the grid for the frequency responses in these two cases.  

In order to more efficiently investigate the frequency responses of DFIGs under a 

different synthetic inertia control gain, several quantities related to frequency response 

are shown in Fig. 5.22 to Fig. 5.24. The wind power changes in DFIGs are plotted in 

Fig. 5.23. It is noteworthy that before the DFIG intentionally increases power and 

works on a power equal 0.83 pu (MPPT mode), so that the additional power 
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contributed by the DFIG changes proportional to the gain of the synthetic inertia 

control when the system is subjected to an identical frequency event. In this regard, 

the DFIGs employing synthetic inertia control are proven to be able to work similarly 

to the synchronous generator and regulate frequency. In addition, the minor change 

shown in the frequency responses is because during the simulation the wind energy 

penetration level and active power reserved by the synchronous generators were kept 

the same, limiting significant changes to the frequency response.  

 

Fig. 5.22: Frequency changes in a DFIG with different synthetic inertia control gain. 

 

Fig. 5.23: Active power changes in a DFIG with different synthetic inertia control 

gain. 
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Fig. 5.24: Rotor speed changes in a DFIG with different synthetic inertia control 

gain. 

5.2.4. Impacts of the droop control on system frequency  

Based on the DFIG, the impacts of droop control on the frequency and wind turbine 

power are shown in Fig. 5.25 and Fig. 5.26. The simulation time interval is 50 seconds. 

When a frequency event occurs, the droop gain control is less dominant during the 

initial stage of a disturbance but contributes more active power as the frequency 

deviation becomes increasingly large. This is the due to the droop control loop input 

being frequency deviation. The FN is 49.1 Hz after applying droop control, which is 

0.2 Hz higher than the situation when the DFIG is without droop control. 

 

Fig. 5.25: DFIG frequency response changes under droop control. 
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Fig. 5.26: DFIG wind power changes under droop control. 

The impact of variations in droop gain constant 
1

R
 mentioned in Equation (5.2) on 

frequency and wind turbine power from a droop control loop are illustrated in Fig. 

5.27 and Fig. 5.28. By adopting the controlling variable method, 
1

R
 is varied from 0.2 

to 0.6 at an interval of 0.1 with the same contingency size applied to the system. It can 

be seen that the larger the droop gain constant is, the less wind turbine power is sent 

to the grid. 

 

Fig. 5.27: DFIG frequency response changes with droop gain changes. 
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Fig. 5.28: DFIG Wind power changes with droop gain changes. 

5.2.5. Impacts of synthetic inertial control and droop control on 

system frequency  

The previous case studies investigated synthetic inertia control and droop control. 

However, considering the combined control of synthetic inertia and droop control 

together is the final reason for implementing the temporary energy support in this 

chapter. To do this, the simulation results of the three controls mentioned in the 

previous section are shown in Fig. 5.29 and Fig. 5.32. 

 

Fig. 5.29: Frequency responses with different control schemes. 

After comparing the simulation results, the frequency responses of the different 

control schemes are more or less the same. However, the combined synthetic inertia 

control and droop control improved the FN the most. The frequency declines more 
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slowly in only the droop gain applied case. However, in the only synthetic inertia 

implemented case, the FN was only slightly increased from 48.86Hz to 48.94 Hz. 

 

Fig. 5.30: Rotor speed changes with different control schemes. 

 

Fig. 5.31: Wind power changes with different control schemes. 
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Fig. 5.32: SG power changes with different control schemes. 

Concerning DFIG rotor speed changes, the blue line representing the DFIG employing 

both synthetic inertia and droop control decreases to 1.188 pu as most of kinetic energy 

stored in the DFIG is extracted for frequency regulation. However, in the synthetic 

inertia control case, the rotor speed only drops to 1.192 pu. Comparing the two 

discussed cases, the DFIG’s rotor speed decreased slightly slower to 1.193 pu in the 

droop control scenario. 

5.3.  Dynamic droop-based control 

In this section, a dynamic droop-based control is introduced. This control is able to 

further improve the frequency response when compared to the droop control. Since 

both synthetic inertia control and droop-based control are subcategories of temporary 

energy support (as shown in Fig. 4.1), frequency control is achieved by releasing the 

kinetic energy stored in the rotating masses, resulting in decelerating rotor speed. If a 

wind turbine’s rotor speed reaches its minimum limit, the slip power of the rotor 

exceeds the capacity of the rotor side converter. Therefore, a termination of frequency 

support occurs due to the protection of the rotor side converter being tripped [58]. In 

this regard, the common problem of applying both controls is shown in Fig. 5.33. A 

SFD occurs due to the sudden drop of temporary energy contributed by the wind 

turbine. Also, the amplitude of the SFD is even lower than the first nadir, as the total 

amount of active power extracted for frequency support is sometimes larger than the 

size of the frequency event.  
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First nadir Second nadir

 

Fig. 5.33: Common problem caused by the termination of temporary energy support.  

In order to overcome the shortage of fixed-gain inertial control discussed in [96], the 

droop loop only contributes less kinetic energy during the initial stage of a contingency 

because using a large gain can cause the rotor to over-decelerate.  

 

Fig. 5.34: Comparison of frequency to various droop gains. 
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Fig. 5.35: Comparison of wind power to various droop gains. 

 

Fig. 5.36: Comparison of rotor speed to various droop gains. 

In this comparison, the 5 MW DFIG model is replaced by a 2 MW DFIG model. 

Therefore, all the DFIG model settings are recalculated according to the characteristics 

of the DFIGs, as discussed in previous sections. Fig. 5.34 to Fig. 5.36 present the 

comparisons of system frequency, wind power and rotor speed to fixed droop gains. 

As seen in the figures, in the case of employing a large droop gain, the first nadir is 

49.1 Hz and the SFD is 48.05 Hz, which is lower than the first one. Although almost 

all the temporary energy from wind turbines is released to stop frequency decline, the 

rotor speed reaches a minimum limit of 0.7 pu in about 2 seconds and trips the rotor 
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speed protection. Then the frequency support is terminated and the wind power 

disconnected.  

On the other hand, if a small gain is used in the droop control, the first nadir is 48.6 

Hz, with only minor kinetic energy extracted to support the frequency recovery. The 

rotor speed continually decreases from its nominal value and maintains at 0.86 pu. 

This is because the conservative choice of droop gain is made.  

In order to increase the primary frequency control from a wind turbine and decrease 

the burden of synchronous generators, the droop parameter for a wind turbine must be 

as small as possible. If all the wind turbines in a wind farm are equally set to a lower 

droop parameter, a sudden increase in the RoCoF will make all the wind turbines 

outputs surge rapidly. However, if the wind speeds are high, the working operation of 

the wind turbines is lifted to its capacity. In this regard, a constant small droop setting 

in this situation may result in instability in such wind turbines when providing 

frequency support due to insufficient power reserves. Accordingly, a more appropriate 

and practical droop parameter setting for a generating unit is worth investigating. 

Therefore, a dynamic droop-based control is employed to deal with this contradiction.  

5.3.1. Characteristics of dynamic droop-based control 

This section explains the characteristics of the dynamic droop-based scheme to 

improve the FN as quickly as possible. To overcome the shortcomings of fixed droop 

gain control, a dynamic droop ( )R df dt  can dynamically change depending on the 

RoCoF (see Equation (5.3)). During the very first instants of a frequency contingency, 

( )R df dt is changed to a relatively small value due to a large RoCoF occurring at this 

stage, which enables DFIGs to release a large amount of P  to support the frequency. 

To prevent the rotor from over-decelerating, ( )R df dt  increases with the RoCoF, 

creating a P  decrease. In addition, a reduction in P  can also mitigate the amplitude 

of a SFD due to the termination of the temporal energy support where minimum rotor 

speed is reached. 

The inertial control loop for the dynamic droop-based scheme is shown in Fig. 5.37. 

The reference power point 
refP  consists of MPPTP  and output of the droop loop P . 
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Fig. 5.37: Inertial control loop for the dynamic droop-based scheme. 

In this scheme, P  is expressed as follows: 

1
( )

( / )
mea nomP f f

R df dt
 = − −  (5.3) 

where ( )R df dt  represents the dynamic droop. 

5.3.2. System responses with different droop gain combinations. 

In this study, the system responses with different droop gain combinations are shown 

in the following. As shown in Equation (5.3), when RoCoF is less than -0.1 Hz/s, the 

value of R is set as R1, otherwise R2 is used. In the following simulation results, the 

system responses show the system frequency, wind power and rotor speed.  

Table 5.3: Comparison of RoCoF with various droop gain combinations. 

 

Event RoCoF (Hz/s) 

Case01 -1.22 

Case02 -1.21 

Case03 -1.18 
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Fig. 5.38: Comparison of frequency with various droop gain combinations.  

 

Fig. 5.39: Comparison of wind power with various droop gain combinations.  

 

Fig. 5.40: Comparison of rotor speed with various droop gain combinations.  
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The temporary output of wind turbines is inversely proportional to the value of R. 

When R1 is chosen to be a rather small value, the active power of DFIGs is relatively 

large. Most of the temporary energy surges support frequency recovery. By comparing 

the results for Case01 and Case03, the RoCoF is increased by the release of the amount 

of energy contributed from DFIGs. Also, it can be noticed that the FN is improved 

with the decrease of R1, however, the consequent SFD is the lowest in Case01 due to 

the amount of extracted energy being the largest. For the sake of a better comparison, 

the simulation results for Case02 are also included in the above table and figures. 

5.4.  Chapter summary 

The dynamics of power system frequency have been investigated in this chapter. A 

valid dynamic model of a DFIG based variable speed wind turbine model was 

modelled in DIgSILENT. In order to examine the frequency support capability of 

DFIGs, synthetic inertia control and droop control were integrated into the DFIG 

model. The proposed model was tested in different benchmark systems (e.g. a 

modified two-area system and a simple network) by using the time domain simulation 

approach.  

It can be observed that when wind power is integrated into a power system, system 

inertia decreases. The frequency response is directly determined by the penetration 

level of the wind power and active power reserves provided by the synchronous 

generators. It is also noted in the simple network, the FN and rotor speed changes 

depend on which control scheme is integrated into the DFIGs. The results show that 

combining synthetic inertia control and droop control can contribute to the system 

frequency the most, not only decreasing the RoCoF at the initial stage of the frequency 

state but also improving the FN. Furthermore, frequency event size is proven to have a 

large impact on the frequency response when the penetration level of wind power is low 

in a system. 

In addition, a dynamic droop-based control was introduced and investigated. According 

to system studies in different scenarios, it was observed that dynamic droop-based control 

can enhance frequency stability in a power system. This decreases the burden of 

synchronous generators under primary frequency control. Also, the importance of using a 
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proper droop setting is proved to deal with the contradiction between the amplitude of the 

FN and SFD.  
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In exploring the frequency support capability of wind turbines, the options for the 

control and integration of wind turbines can dramatically affect the way a wind turbine 

operates. As discussed in the previous chapters, the frequency controls are mainly 

divided into two subcategories: a) temporary energy support and b) persistent energy 

support. Temporary energy support was investigated in Chapter 5 the advantages and 

disadvantages shown and discussed according to the simulation results. This chapter 

introduces and proposes a consecutive power dispatch scheme to reduce the SFD and 

prevent wind turbine generators from over-deceleration when used in a large-scale 

power system integrating wind power. Applying this scheme can cause a relatively 

small SFD, while improving the first FN and preventing the rotor from over-

decelerations under various wind conditions, contingency sizes and wind penetration 

levels. 

Section 6.1 explains the reason how secondary frequency dip occurs in a wind 

integrated power system. Section 6.2 describes the importance of applying the 

proposed method. The consecutive power dispatch method will be discussed from the 

perspective of the difference between temporary and persistent energy support, and 

how to implement this method in wind power integrated power systems. Section 6.3 

presents the modelling of the deloading operation as implemented in DIgSILENT 

PowerFactory. Section 6.4 demonstrates the test system built in DIgSILENT 
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PowerFactory. Section 6.5 presents the simulation results and related analysis. Finally, 

the chapter conclusion is presented in Section 6.6. 

6.1.  Explanation of a secondary frequency dip 

Typical dynamic synthetic inertia control responses are shown in Fig. 6.1 from power 

output, rotor speed and frequency perspectives. The frequency event occurs at 1t , the 

synthetic inertia control is activated and lasts for period 1T . This frequency support 

period ends at 2t  until the minimum rotor speed is reached. During period 1T , extra 

power extraP  contributed by wind turbines is sent to the grid and a decrement of 

mechanical power occurs due to rotor speed deviation from its initial rotor speed. Then, 

rotor speed starts to recover at 2t  after termination of the frequency support. In order 

to accelerate rotor speed, wind power mP  captured by the wind turbines must be larger 

than the active power output of wind turbines. In this regard, recovery power recP  

should be larger than mP . The rotor speed returns to its initial value after recovery 

period 2T . Afterword, wind turbines switch to the MPPT curve. However, a SFD also 

occurs during 2T . 

P
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Fig. 6.1: Explanation of secondary frequency dips. 

One of the advantages of using wind turbines to mitigate frequency declines is that the 

fast response due to the converter-based connection. The active power deficit can be 

quickly compensated by the kinetic energy contributed by frequency support control 

(such as synthetic inertia control). However, this brings the occurrence of SFD shown 

in Fig. 6.1, which happens under the condition that nearly all the active power deficit 

caused by frequency disturbance is compensated by releasing the temporary energy 

reserves from wind turbines. The frequency support process has to be terminated when 

the rotor speed protection is tripped. Another active power imbalance occurs here since 

the energy needs to be extracted from the grid to restore the rotor speed. Especially in 

medium and high wind speed conditions, the rotor speed of wind turbines is relatively 

high according to aerodynamic equations thus bigger range between operating rotor 

speed and lower limits is obtained. In this context, a much larger frequency dip occurs. 

6.2.  Description of the consecutive power dispatch method 

The traditional frequency regulations for conventional power plants offer an extensive 

and flexible range of solutions for systems operators, especially during system faults 

and unexpected disturbances. For example, controlling the position of the main supply 

valve of a steam generator can effectively compensate the active power imbalance, 

while it is impossible to instantaneously control wind turbine generators or even 

accurately predict their outputs due to intermittent wind speed. To balance this large 

non-dispatchable resource, other synchronised generation units need to be regulated 

more frequently. Although many researchers have developed wind speed forecasting 

methods to some extent [161]–[164], a low inertia system is more prone to frequency 

instability. Therefore, wind farms are desperately in need of having a similar 

performance to conventional generation so that the demand required by system 

operators can be met.  

6.2.1. Explanation of temporary and persistent energy reserves 

The energy reserves supplied by a wind farm to control the frequency can be classified 

into two categories: temporary and persistent energy reserves. 
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Temporary energy reserves are stored in the rotor of the wind turbine generators 

operating within the MPPT curve, which contributes to the FN and RoCoF at the very 

first instance of a frequency disturbance. The duration of the temporary energy 

reserves depends on the time that the rotor speed of a wind turbine generator decreases 

from its nominal speed to minimum speed (0.7 pu). On the other hand, persistent 

energy reserves are reserved in a wind turbine generator by shifting the operating point 

of the wind turbine generator from their MPPT curve to a suboptimal power level, 

which can provide frequency support. It is worth noting that if no frequency response 

is required from the wind turbine generators operating under the suboptimal mode, 

those of which still deliver active powers at a suboptimal level to the grid. 

0
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Fig. 6.2: Consecutive dispatch of temporary and persistent energy reserves provided 

by wind turbine generators operating at an optimal point and suboptimal point, 

respectively. 

How to dispatch the temporary and persistent energy reserves in a wind farm is the 

key problem to mitigate the impacts caused by a possible occurrence of an SFD. In 

this process, wind turbine generators operating at the optimal point are designed to 

employ a dynamic droop-based control to bridge initial active power deficits. However, 

the persistent energy reserves stored in wind turbine generators operating at the 

suboptimal point are planned to compensate the power shortage caused by the 

termination of temporary frequency support. Fig. 6.2 depicts the consecutive dispatch 

of temporary and persistent energy reserves to arrest a SFD. Area 1 and Area 2 

represent the temporary releasable energy and the active power shortage due to the 
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restoration of the rotor speed, respectively. When a frequency disturbance occurs at 

dist , a wind turbine generator operating at the optimal point initially provides 

temporary power 
droopP , typically lasting up to tens of seconds, and termination time 

tert  is determined when the rotor speed of the wind turbine generator reaches 0.7 pu. 

The larger the 
droopP  is, the faster the active power imbalance can be compensated, 

which brings a severer SFD. Therefore, an adaptive strategy for releasing 
droopP  is 

discussed in the next section. During the rotor speed restoration period (between tert  

and ret ), the persistent energy reserves marked as Area 3, counterbalances the power 

reduction reP . Thus, the difference between Area 2 and Area 3 determines the 

magnitude of the SFD. In order to make sure the annual revenues of wind farms, the 

number of wind turbine generators operating at a suboptimal point needs to adapt to 

the frequency event size. For instance, when the amount of persistent energy reserves 

is smaller than that of the power reduction, an appearance of a SFD is unavoidable, 

which may lead to the likelihood of a lower FN when compared to the first FN.  

Based on the above explanation, the disadvantages of temporary energy as well as the 

persistent energy reserves can be alleviated. In a wind farm with all wind turbines 

operating at MPPT and providing temporary energy support only, the SFD is 

inevitable as since the activation of rotor speed protection. On the contrary, all wind 

turbines operate at a suboptimal level point, the annual profit will decrease. Regarding 

to the time of injecting persistent energy, the amount of temporary energy reserves 

used is crucial. Because if all the temporary energy reserve is used up, which leads to 

a termination of temporary energy support due to the protection of rotor speed. If the 

amount of the temporary energy reserve is enough to compensate the active power 

imbalance brought by the frequency event, the secondary frequency dip is obviously 

larger than the first frequency nadir. Thus, the persistent energy would not be 

necessary to support the potential occurrence of SFD as the synchronous generators 

take the frequency support responsibility. Therefore, the necessity of Area 3 shown in 

Fig. 6.2 is dependent on the amount of Area 1. 
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6.2.2. Consecutive dispatch of temporary and persistent energy 

reserves 

The trade-off between fast inertial response and rotational speed recovery is a vital 

issue to settle. To suppress the SFD and make the most use of the frequency support 

capability of wind turbine generators, an application to employ persistent energy 

reserves will help deliver additional active powers during the rotor restoration stage.  
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Fig. 6.3: Block diagram of implementing wind turbine generators in frequency 

control. 

This modified power dispatch for DFIG-based wind farms is proposed to deal with the 

aforementioned problems in a leader-follower manner. To achieve this, all wind 

turbine generators in a wind farm are divided into two groups depending on 

operational conditions. The first group (Group 1(G1)) includes DFIGs operating at 

MPPT with a dynamic droop control, while the second group (Group 2(G2)) contains 

DFIGs operating at suboptimal mode achieved by overspeeding control. Under normal 

operating conditions, all DFIGs feed active power to the grid depending on the 

predefined operation. When a frequency disturbance occurs in the power system, 

Group 1 achieves fast frequency regulation and terminates the support at which the 

rotor speed of G1 DFIGs reduces to 0.7 pu. Then a trip signal that releases the 

persistent reserved power is sent to G2 to arrest the sequential frequency dip caused 

by the termination of temporary frequency support from G1. The persistence of 

frequency support using reserved power [165] is the main reason why G2 plays as a 

follower in scheduling. Also, the loss of annual revenue of such a multi-operation 

mode wind farm is reduced when compared to a wind farm consisting of all deloaded 
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DFIGs. Moreover, communication between each wind turbine generator requires a 

central wind farm controller. A latency time of 200 milliseconds [166] between 

frequency supports originating from the two groups is delayed by communication 

networks and computation time. Fig. 6.3 shows the schematic for implementing wind 

turbine generators under frequency control. The dynamic droop-based control 

implemented in the proposed control has already been introduced in Section 5.3.1. The 

required deloading control will be introduced in the following section.  

6.3. Deloading Operation of DFIGs 

In order for DFIGs to have sufficient active powers to provide frequency support; two 

main deloading methods, pitch angle control and rotor speed control, are widely 

implemented in wind turbine generators. Pitch angle control changes the pitch angle 

of the blades, deloading the wind turbine generator operation point from MPPT point 

to a deloaded level. As can be seen in Equation (3.1) to Equation (3.3), as   becomes 

larger, it reduces PC  thereby mP . However, rotor speed control is utilised in the 

proposed control because the pitch angle control requires frequent pitch angle changes 

that can affect the lifetime of the pitch controller and increase maintenance costs [137]. 

Regarding the rotor speed control, wind turbine generators can be deloaded by shifting 

the operating point towards the left (point B) or right (point C) of the MPPT curve, 

which is why they are known as underspeeding or overspeeding control, respectively 

(see Fig. 6.4). In the proposed control, the deloading operation is accomplished by 

overspeeding control, as an underspeeding controlled turbine can reduce system 

stability [167]. The wind turbine generators operation follows the dash blue line as the 

rotor speed changes. For example, rotor speed increases from max  to de  when wind 

turbine generator deloads from maximum power maxP  to deloaded power deP . When 

there is a frequency drop, the kinetic energy stored in the rotating mass is released as 

the rotor speed decreases. Most wind turbine generators are deloaded between 10% to 

20%, depending on the instantaneous wind speed and given rotor speed limit [137].  
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Fig. 6.4: MPPT and deloading power curve for a DFIG. 

A deloading coefficient 10%d =  is employed, with the deloaded power expressed by:  

0.9de MPPTP P=  (6.1) 

2 3

,

1
(1 )

2
de mppt p deP d P R C v= − =  (6.2) 

where 
,P deC  is the deloading power coefficient. 

6.4. Test system 

Fig. 6.5 demonstrates a test system built in DIgSILENT PowerFactory to validate the 

performance of the consecutive dispatch of temporary and persistent energy reserve 

schemes. The model system consists of four SGs, one aggregated DFIG-based wind 

farm and a general load of 300 MW. The assumption made in the simulation is that all 

the wind turbines in the wind farm capture the wind energy without wind speed 

decaying. In other words, the wake effect discussed in the pre4vious section is 

neglected.  
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Fig. 6.5: Test system. 

6.4.1. Synchronous generators 

Four SGs are connected in the system: three 300 MVA SGs and one 200 MVA SG. 

All SGs in this study are considered to be steam turbine generators. Fig. 5.11 and Table 

5.2 show the IEEE Type 1 speed-governor model and the model’s coefficients, 

respectively. The inertia time constants of all SGs are set to 6.25 s. SG1 is selected as 

a slack machine and SG2 used to simulate a frequency contingency by disconnecting 

it from the rest of the system.  

Due to the automatic generation control (AGC) not being involved in this system, the 

frequency does not completely recover to the nominal frequency after frequency 

rebounds. 

6.4.2. DFIG-based wind farm 

The DFIG-based wind farm is connected to the 0.69/154 kV transformer through the 

154 kV submarine cable, then connected to the grid. The wind farm in the system is 

divided into two groups with 70% of the DFIGs operating at the MPPT curve and 30% 

of the DFIGs are deloaded. The rated power of each DFIG is 2MW.  
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Fig. 6.6: Block diagram of the proposed scheme for a DFIG-based wind farm in 

DIgSILENT PowerFactory. 

In this study, the block diagram for the proposed scheme for the DFIG-based wind 

farm is modelled in PowerFactory (Fig. 6.6). The mechanical parts of DFIG consist of 

pitch angle controller and drive train. The pitch angle controller sends the constant 

pitch angle to the drive train. The drive train uses Equation (3.1) to Equation (3.3) to 

model the aerodynamics of the DFIG with a single-mass representative because the 

electromechanical transient dynamic of the drive train is not considered in this study. 

The MPPT calculates the optimum wind power. The power controller modulates the 

active power of the wind farm. On the other hand, deloading factor d  is sent to the 

MPPT block in G2 DFIGs, which is used to make G2 DFIGs operate at a deloaded 

level. Block I shown in Fig. 6.6 is modelled under dynamic droop-based inertial 

control, as well as a deadband. When frequency deviation is larger than the deadband, 

the DFIGs in G1 start to provide kinetic energy to support the frequency until their 

rotor speed is lower than 0.7 pu. Then, Block I is disabled and the rotor speed of G1 

DFIGs begin to recover until their power output returns to MPPT output at optimum 

rotor speed. If rotor speed decreases below 0.7 pu., then a trip signal with a delay of 

200 milliseconds is sent to Block II. Therefore, reserved generation boostP  is released 

by G2 DFIGs until the corresponding optimum rotor speed is reached. The occurrence 

of a SFD is caused by the sudden loss of 
droopP  due to its temporary power support from 

the DFIGs. However, the amplitude of the SFD is determined by power boostP  reserved 

in the deloaded DFIGs and the power shortage for the G1 DFIGs restoring the rotor 

speed. In addition, the duration for boostP  for the deloading DFIGs depends on the 

restoration phase of the G1 DFIGs. 

6.5.  Simulation results 

In this section, the simulation results are obtained to evaluate the performance of the 

proposed consecutive dispatch of temporary and persistent energy reserves by varying 

the wind speed, power output and size of the tripping generator (SG2 shown in Fig. 

6.5). To do this, the wind speed is varied from 8.5 m/s to 10 m/s in 0.5 m/s steps, the 

size of the tripped generator is varied from 60 MW to 80 MW in 10 MW steps and the 

penetration level of the wind power change ranges from 13% to 25%. 
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As depicted in Table 6.1, the proposed strategy is compared to Scheme 2, which 

applies the same dynamic droop as in the proposed scheme for all the DFIGs within a 

wind farm. In addition, it is compared to a case in which a wind farm that is without 

inertial control through time-domain simulations. All simulations were conducted by 

writing the DPL code in DIgSILENT PowerFactory. The simulation result is also 

included in the submitted paper [168]. 

Table 6.1: Simulation schemes. 

Schemes Wind Turbines 

1 Proposed scheme 

2 Dynamic droop scheme 

3 Without inertial control 

6.5.1. Study 1: Effect of wind speed 

The performance of the proposed scheme is affected by wind speed, which contributes 

the various kinetic energy levels over the frequency support period in a wind farm. 

This section examines the performance of the proposed cases for those cases that have 

wind speeds of 8.5 m/s and 9 m/s and 9.5 m/s, respectively. 

Case 1: Wind Speed of 8.5 m/s, 50 MW Generator Trip, Wind Power Penetration Level 

of 13%: Fig. 6.7 shows the results for Case 1, in which SG2 is generating 50 MW prior 

to a disturbance in the model system and tripped at 10 s. As shown in Fig. 6.7(a), the 

first FNs for the proposed scheme, Scheme 2 and Scheme 3 are 49.09 Hz, 49.13Hz 

and 48.97 Hz, respectively. Moreover, the SFDs in Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 are 49.18 

Hz and 49.07 Hz, respectively. 

The proposed scheme prevents the r  of G1 DFIGs from reaching min . This is 

achieved by increasing the ( )R df dt  thus temporally decreasing 
droopP  at 16.7 s, as 

shown in Fig. 6.7(b). However, at the beginning stage of the contingency, 
_r de  of G2 

DFIGs stays at a deloading level and G2 DFIGs contribute a deloaded level of power 

to the grid until the trip signal is received. Then 
_r de  starts to decrease to the optimum 

rotor speed 
*  when boostP  in the G2 DFIGs is released to compensate for the SFD. 

In contrast, in Scheme 2, an SFD happens at 21.4 s when the wind farm output starts 
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decreasing. A larger SFD occurs due to a bigger sudden loss of 12 MW in temporary 

power than it does in the proposed scheme.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 6.7: Results for Case 1. (a) System frequency, (b) WPP output, (c) Rotor speed. 

Case 2: Wind Speed of 9 m/s, 50 MW Generator Trip, Wind Power Penetration Level 

of 13%: Fig. 6.8 shows the results for Case 2, in which the wind speed is bigger than 

it is in Case 1. Therefore, the kinetic energy of the DFIGs is larger. As shown in Fig. 

6.8(a), the first FNs for the proposed scheme, Scheme 2 and Scheme 3 are 49.10 Hz, 

49.13Hz and 48.99 Hz, respectively. In addition, the SFD in the proposed scheme is 

49.16 Hz, which is 0.06 Hz smaller than the first FN. Moreover, the SFD in Scheme 2 

is 49.02 Hz. As in Case 2, the proposed scheme has the smallest SFD among these two 

schemes, which is identical to Case 1.  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 6.8: Results for Case 2. (a) System frequency, (b) WPP output, (c) Rotor speed. 

The results of the above two cases prove that the proposed scheme can create a smaller 

SFD while improving the FN under various wind speeds. However, in Case 2, r  

recovering to 
*  takes a longer period of time than it does in Case 1. Due to both 

cases being set to the same dynamic droop value, a DFIG with a larger kinetic energy 

needs a longer time to reach min . 

Case 3: Wind Speed of 9.5 m/s, 50 MW Generator Trip, Wind Power Penetration Level 

of 13%: Fig. 6.9 shows the results for Case 3. It is noted that the proposed scheme is 

not activated in this case because the active power output of the DFIGs are increased 

as the wind speed increases. In this circumstance, the active power deficit can be 
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compensated by only activating the dynamic droop-based control in G1 DFIGs. In Fig. 

6.9(c), the DFIGs rotor speeds in both Scheme 2 and 3 continuously decrease, failing 

to reach 0.7 pu. Hence, the signal for activating G2 DFIG is not tripped. G2 DFIG’s 

rotor speed maintains at its initial speed of 1.188 pu during the simulation. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 6.9: Results for Case 3. (a) System frequency, (b) WPP output, (c) Rotor speed. 

6.5.2. Study 2: Effect of the tripped generator size  

This section describes the investigation results for the proposed scheme caused by 

tripped generator size. 

Case 4: Wind Speed of 9 m/s, 60 MW Generator Trip, Wind Power Penetration Level 

of 13%: Fig. 6.10 shows the simulation results for Case 4. The first nadirs for 

Scheme’s 1, 2 and 3 are 48.95 Hz, 48.9 Hz and 48.76 Hz, respectively. The SFD for 

Scheme’s 1 and 2 are 49.00 Hz and 48.86 Hz, respectively. The amplitude of the SFD 

is improved 0.14 Hz after applying the proposed control. Compared to the results 

obtained for Case 2, the time to get the SFD is shorter as more temporary kinetic 

energy is released after the frequency event. However, the SFD is lower when 

compared to the amplitude of the SFD for Scheme 2 in both Case’s 2 and 4 because a 

large active power decrement occurs in Case 4 caused by the termination of temporary 

energy support.  
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(b) 
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Fig. 6.10: Results for Case 4. (a) System frequency, (b) WPP output, (c) Rotor 

speed. 

Case 5: Wind Speed of 9 m/s, 70 MW Generator Trip, Wind Power Penetration Level 

of 13%: Fig. 6.11 shows the results for Case 5. The only exception is the size of the 

tripped generator used. Also, the wind speed is the same as in Case 2, which means 

the same amount of kinetic energy can be generated by DFIGs. A generator delivering 

70 MW to the network is tripped at 10 s prior to a disturbance. This results in a larger 

frequency drop than in Case 2. The first FNs for the proposed scheme, Scheme 2 and 

Scheme 3 are 48.71 Hz, 48.77 Hz and 48.55 Hz, respectively. The SFD for the 

proposed scheme is 48.84 Hz, which is higher than for Scheme 2 by 0.14 Hz and lower 

than that of Case 2 by 0.32 Hz. 

It is worth noting that in this case, the size of the tripped generator is greater than that 

of Case 2; thus, more power in Case 5 is released to stop the frequency decreasing 

than it does in Case 2. Additionally, the DFIGs rotor speeds decrease more quickly at 

the very first instant of the disturbance than in Case 2; however, it still recovers to 
*  

within the simulation time. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 6.11: Results for Case 5. (a) System frequency, (b) WPP output, (c) Rotor 

speed. 

The results for Case 2 and Case 5 demonstrate that the proposed scheme provides more 

temporary energy to improve the SFD than Scheme 2, even when there is a larger 

frequency drop due to the larger tripped generator size. 

6.5.3. Study 3: Effect of wind power penetration levels 

This section investigates the simulation results of the proposed scheme for different 

wind power penetration levels. To do this, the number of DFIGs is increased, whereas 

the capacity of SGs is reduced. The comparison is conducted by simulating two wind 

power penetration levels of 13% and 25%, respectively. 
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Case 6: Wind Speed of 9 m/s, 70 MW Generator Trip, Wind Power Penetration Level 

of 25%: Fig. 6.12 shows the results for Cases 6. The simulation settings are identical 

to Case 5, except for the wind penetration level of 25%. The first FNs for the proposed 

scheme, Scheme 2 and Scheme 3 are 48.83 Hz, 48.92 Hz and 48.55 Hz, respectively. 

In addition, the SFD for the proposed scheme is 48.78 Hz, whereas Scheme 2 has an 

SFD of 48.5 Hz, occurring at 33.9 s.  

Comparing Fig. 6.11(a) with Fig. 6.12 (a), the SFD becomes more severe under a 

higher wind power penetration level. The SFD for Case 6 is 0.06 Hz larger than that 

for Case 5. Also, r  in the proposed scheme starts the recovery from 20.88 s and 

returns to its 
* . Compared to Case 5, the recovery time of r  is longer to ensure an 

adequate frequency response in Case 6. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 6.12: Results for Case 6. (a) System frequency, (b) WPP output, (c) Rotor 

speed. 

6.5.4. Study 4: Effect of deloading levels 

Case 7: Wind Speed of 9 m/s, 70 MW Generator Trip, Wind Power Penetration Level 

of 13%, Deloading level: 20%: Fig. 6.13 shows the simulation results for Case 7. The 

deloading level of the G2 DFIGs is assumed to be 10% for Case’s 1 to 6. The deloading 

level is increased from 10% to 20% in Case 7. Therefore, the characteristics of G2 

DFIGs must be redefined. The modified parameters of DFIGs can be redefined by 

calculating the deloading tip-speed ratio del  and deloading MPPT coefficient 

_opt deloadingk
,
 as per Equation (3.27).  

The first nadirs for the proposed scheme, Scheme 2 and 3 are 48.71 Hz, 48.77 Hz, and 

48.55 Hz, respectively. The SFDs for Scheme’s 1 and 2 are 48.86 Hz and 48.7 Hz, 

respectively. Comparing Case 5 and Case 7’s simulation results, it is noted that the 

first FN in both cases is 48.71 Hz because the characteristics of G1 DFIGs remain 

unchanged. In this regard, the active power output and the amount of temporary energy 

contributed by the G1 DFIGs is the same in both cases. On the other hand, the 

amplitude of the SFD is increased 0.02 Hz by further deloading the G2 DFIGs 10% 

more when compared to the simulation results in Case 5. Since the 20% deloading 

level is applied, the initial rotor speed of the G2 DFIGs is equal to 1.23 pu, with 20% 
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of generated power reserved in the G2 DFIGs. More persistent energy is available to 

compensate for the wind power decreases caused the termination of temporary energy. 

Furthermore, the G2 DFIGs rotor speeds take a longer time to reach the MPPT rotor 

speed in this case.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 6.13: Results for Case 7. (a) System frequency, (b) WPP output, (c) Rotor 

speed. 

6.5.5. Study 5: Sensitivity analysis for communication times 

In this part, the performance of the proposed dispatch is investigated under different 

assumed communication times. The system frequency responses, active powers of G2 

wind turbines and rotor speeds of G2 wind turbines are depicted in the following 

figures. Four different communication times are employed in the simulations with a 

250 ms gap. As can be seen in Fig. 6.14 (a), the frequency responses are carried out. 

The general pattern can be obtained is that the magnitude of secondary frequency dip 

is lower as the larger communication delay is used in the simulation, which worsens 

the system frequency stability. This is because the larger communication time is used, 

the later the persistent energy reserved in G2 wind turbine is injected into grid. 

Moreover, lower magnitude of SFD may increase the possibility of causing 

unnecessary UFLS activated. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 6.14: Results for sensitivity analysis. (a) System frequency, (b) WPP output, (c) 

Rotor speed. 

6.5.6. Study 6: Optimization of G1 and G2 wind turbines 

To explore the best performance of the proposed scheme, determining the number of 

wind turbines located in Group 1 and 2 is crucial. Table 6.2 shows the three 

combinations of Group 1 and 2 used in this simulation. The percentage of G2 is 

increased to maximum 30% as the consideration of annual profit of wind farms; 

because more wind turbines operate at suboptimal power level, the less profit wind 

farms make.  

Table 6.2: Combination of G1 and G2. 

Combination G1 G2 
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1 90% 10% 

2 80% 20% 

3 70% 30% 

Fig. 6.15 (a) shows the frequency response with different combination of G1 and G2 

wind turbines, It can be found that the first nadirs caused by frequency event decrease 

as the number of wind turbines in G2 increases, because the number of wind turbines 

in G1 decreases resulting in a less temporary energy reserves. Thus, less power 

originated from G1 wind turbine is available to compensate the active power 

imbalance. However, the magnitude of secondary frequency dip is improved the most 

in the Combination 3 among three cases. The yellow line shown in Fig. 6.15 (c) 

represents the G2 wind turbine power in Combination 3, which shows the largest 

amount of persistent energy reserves in G2 wind turbine. In this context, the secondary 

frequency decline caused by the termination of temporary energy support from G1 

wind turbine will be mitigated most. The magnitude of SFD in Combination 1, 2 and 

3 are 48.86 Hz, 48.92 Hz, and 48.97 Hz, respectively. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Fig. 6.15: Results for optimisation of G1 and G2. (a) System frequency, (b) G1 wind 

turbine output, (b) G2 wind turbine output, (d) Rotor speed. 

 

6.6. Chapter summary 

This chapter proposed a consecutive power dispatch scheme for DFIG-based wind 

farms. This scheme can mitigate SFDs and appropriately recover rotor speed when 

DFIGs support the frequency. 

In order to mitigate the SFD caused by the disablement of DFIGs temporary energy 

reserves, this scheme coordinates temporary energy reserves with persistent energy 

reserves by dividing all DFIGs in a wind farm into two groups. G1 DFIGs operate in 
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accordance with the MPPT curve, whereas the rest of DFIGs in G2 operate with 

deloading power. At the initial stage of a disturbance, G1 DFIGs start to provide 

frequency support based on a dynamic-droop based control. A trip signal is sent to G2 

DFIGs when the G1 DFIGs rotor speeds reach their minimum limit; therefore, the 

magnitude of the SFDs can be compensated by the additional boost power from the 

G2 DFIGs.  

The simulation results were conducted from the perspective of wind speed, 

contingency size, wind power penetration level and the DFIGs deloading levels. It is 

noted that the proposed scheme can mitigate the size of the SFD, while improving the 

first FN and preventing the rotor from over-deceleration. Also, it ensures the stable 

operation of DFIGs under various wind conditions, contingency sizes and wind 

penetration levels. Furthermore, it will increase annual revenue when compared to 

wind farms that apply deloading control to all DFIGs. 
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A System Integrity Protection Scheme (SIPS) is properly designed in modern power 

systems and a valuable way of assessing the system security [169], unlike 

conventional protection devices that are adopted to selectively disconnect faulty 

devices. However, the aims of a SIPS is not only to protect the equipment but also 

maintain the integrity of the power system, or even a portion of the power system 

experiencing the contingency. A key characteristic of a SIPS is that it monitors the 

elements of the power system, rather than controlling them. For example, a SIPS can 

monitor the power flow along the transmission lines, therefore deciding whether the 

disconnection of generation or load is necessary to get those devices relieved. A 

comprehensive review of SIPSs led by the IEEE Power System Relaying Committee 

is discussed in [170]. 

Section 7.1 introduces a SIPS that is comprised of the classification, architecture and 

input of the SIPS. Section 7.2.1 introduces UFLS from philosophical, methodological 

and operating principle perspectives. Moreover, a systematic approach for designing 

an UFLS system is also presented. Section 7.3 and 7.4 elaborates on the simulation 

results obtained from the modified two-area system and GB 29-zone system, 

respectively. Section 7.5 concludes this chapter.  

7.1.  Introduction to SIPS 

With increasing demand for electricity, the requirement for a carbon dioxide reduction 

and integration of RESs bring technical challenges to modern power systems. The 
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potential faults to be dealt with are contingencies occurring along the transmission line, 

power systems operating close to their security limits, power imbalance due to the 

intermittence of RESs, etc. Especially, system stability will degrade alongside the 

penetration level of RESs. Most RESs are converter-interfaced sources, which means 

those sources cannot contribute to system inertia. In other words, system inertia 

declines as the RESs displace synchronous generators. The FN is lower and frequency 

excursion is faster in a RES integrated system after being subjected to a frequency 

event. Furthermore, it increases the risk of tripping a relevant SIPS and cascading 

outages.  

The classification of a SIPS must be clear before assessing the SIPS design. The SIPS 

can be classified into four subcategorises, as shown in Fig. 7.1. 

 

Fig. 7.1: Classification of SIPS [170]. 

A SIPS is installed in a power system to protect the integrity of the system or its 

strategic portions. A SIPS is used to ensure the entire system or strategic parts are 

functioning to maintain system stability, retain overall system connectivity and avoid 

the serious damage to the equipment when under contingencies. Consequently, the 

SIPS requires numerous detection, actuation and communication devices.  

Local (Distribution system): SIPS devices are equipped with a dedicated function. The 

monitoring, decision-making and control devices are connected to one distribution bus. 

The operation of this type of SIPS generally only impacts on a portion of a distribution 

system (e.g. radial feeder or small network). 
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Local (Transmission system): The monitoring, decision-making and control devices 

are connected to one transmission bus. The operation of this type of SIPS usually 

impacts on a small power company and has rather limited effects on neighbouring 

interconnected systems.  

Subsystem: The action of this type of SIPS affects a large geographic area that consists 

of several transmission system and generating facilities. The monitoring device 

adopted here needs to sense the parameters and operating states of various power 

systems. A decision-making device is required to perform at one location. Also, 

telecommunication is mandatory to collect the data and send/receive the control signal. 

System wide: This type of SIPS is most complex among the four types of SIPS and 

consists of multiple level of arming, decision-making and communications. Collecting 

local and remote data from various locations and consistently sending/receiving 

control signals can be achieved as per the real-time system operator’s requirement.  

The actions of this type of SIPS can have a significant impact on a whole 

interconnected system. 

7.1.1. Architecture of a SIPS 

The SIPS architecture is determined by the practical location of the monitoring, 

decision-making and control devices that make up the scheme and impact on the power 

system [171]. A SIPS can be classified into two main subcategories: flat and 

hierarchical architecture.  

Flat architecture: The measurement and operating devices of a SIPS are located in the 

same location. Moreover, the decision making devices collecting remote data and 

initiating actions require communication links between them. A typical instance of a 

flat architecture SIPS is UFLS. 

Hierarchical architecture: This type of architecture consists of several steps during 

the SIPS’s corrective actions. Local measurement and various predetermined 

parameters at different locations are exchanged between decision making devices. The 

design of this architecture considering the logic and actions involves the use of 

operating nomograms, state estimation and contingency analysis [171].  
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Fig. 7.2: Architecture of a SIPS [172]. 

Fig. 7.2 shows the architecture of a SIPS.  

7.1.2. Inputs of SIPS 

The inputs by a SIPS depend on the types of disturbance [173]:  

• Power flow congestion. 

• System instability. 

• Thermal overloading. 

To deal with the aforementioned problems, a list of input variables for a typical SIPS 

is shown in the following. The input measurements can be either collected locally or 

received through multiple layers of monitoring devices.  

• Power system voltage and/or current: These measurements is timely local or 

system-wide synchronised and ranges from magnitude, phase angle and scale 

factors.  

• Power system frequency. 

• Control signals: E.g. automatic voltage regulator, power system stabiliser, 

generator speed-governor and reactive power compensation, including 

converters, FACTS and static voltage compensator.  

• Working status: Status of the circuit breaker, status of the transformer tap 

changer, etc. 

• Last valid state: System state estimation and telemetry data in case of 

communication link disconnection. 
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• Arming status: Status of the SIPS, system equipment chosen to be involved in 

the corrective action. 

From a technical perspective, the contingency analysis is predetermined during the 

design of a relevant SIPS [174]. Fig. 7.3 shows the operating schematic of a SIPS. A 

disturbance is detected in many ways, such as amplitude of system parameters and 

working status of various protection relays, etc. These signals will be transmitted and 

utilised as the input of a SIPS. Then, the decision-making devices react according to 

predesigned actions once the disturbance has been identified.  

 

Fig. 7.3: Operating schematic of a SIPS [172]. 

As depicted in [170], a SIPS consists of various levels or schemes: Special Protection 

Schemes (SPS), Remedial Action Schemes (RAS) and more specific schemes, such as 

UFLS, UVLS and out-of-step (OOS).  

7.2.  Introduction to UFLS 

In order to keep the power system in an equilibrium operating state, the balance 

between generation and consumption needs to be maintained. A power system is prone 

to lose frequency stability due to a sudden load increase, loss of a major generating 

unit or coherence between a group of generators, tripping transmission lines. An over 

frequency situation can be caused by excess generation, whereas an underfrequency 

situation can result from a sudden load increase. UFLS is undoubtedly one of the 

critical areas in a SIPS because the activation of UFLS is the last automated 

countermeasure against severe frequency decreases [175]. Also, in order to prevent 

propagation of a cascading outage and minimise the risk the damage to significant 

equipment in power systems, UFLS relays are installed at specific load sites.  
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The UFLS used in this project can be divided into three steps. Firstly, system 

frequency is monitored. Secondly, when the detected abnormal frequency drops below 

the acceptable range, an instruction will be sent to the control centre, shedding a 

certain load to prevent the power system from experiencing frequency instability. The 

final step is to monitor the system frequency again and check whether system 

frequency returns to an acceptable range. 

When the power system operates in a steady state, the mechanical power is always 

equal to the electrical power required from the load side. According to [47], the Grid 

Code states that system frequency should be maintained at 50 Hz in the UK. Due to 

contingencies such as loss of generator and sudden load increase potentially happening 

in a system, the system’s electrical frequency drops at a certain rate depending on the 

power difference between electrical power and mechanical power, and the system 

inertia constant [176]. 

Table 7.1: Maximum operating time of a steam turbine under abnormal frequency 

operation [177]. 

Frequency deviation from nominal value Maximum operating time 
±1% Continuously 
±2% 100 mins 
±3% 10 mins 
±4% 1 min 
±5% 6 s 
±6% 1 s 

Table 7.1 depicts the maximum operating time of a steam turbine under an abnormal 

frequency condition captured from [177]. It can be concluded that the larger the 

frequency deviation occurring in a power system, the smaller maximum operating time 

a steam turbine is allowed to operate in the power system. An underfrequency 

condition existing for a long time can cause severe damage to the equipment installed 

in a power system. The underfrequency operation of power systems is unsustainable 

since it can adversely affect the performance and lifetime of generating units and lead 

to further generation deficits due to tripping of remaining generators caused by a lack 

of underfrequency protection. Therefore, protection schemes for the equipment is 

mandatory in power systems. 
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7.2.1. UFLS philosophy  

The need to protect power system equipment from damage during underfrequency 

operation of a power system calls for countermeasures that can rectify system 

frequency back to the nominal value in the event of a frequency drop. Concern relates 

to retaining a balance between power generation and load before the decaying 

frequency impacts the performance of the power system equipment, especially 

generators and other plant auxiliaries. Shedding a suitable load under low frequency 

conditions is one corrective action that can arrest a drop in frequency, other than 

generation reserve and demand relief [178]. UFLS is a protective scheme that 

implements this corrective action to restore nominal system frequency and also one of 

the most representative and widely used SIPSs. 

Automatic operation of UFLS is utilised to get rid of abnormal frequency conditions 

after being subjected to a generation deficit that can be caused by tripping of 

generators and major transmission lines. Load shedding operations are usually 

achieved across the entire system by installing underfrequency relays at major 

transmission and distribution substations so that loads can be automatically 

disconnected when needed by controlling the circuit breakers in the substations. The 

operation of UFLS has to be automatic since generation deficits or overloads are 

generally caused by unpredictable outages and disturbances. It is a simple method and 

directly solves the problem by mitigating the imbalance between power generation 

and load. 

Underfrequency protection is also applied to generating units to prevent them from 

damage during underfrequency operations because of the lifetime issue associated 

with generating units. The interaction between UFLS and the underfrequency 

protection of generators can lead to potential cascading effects, with the tripping of 

generators due to underfrequency protection further increasing the generation deficit 

and leading to deteriorating frequency conditions. Excessive loss of capacity in 

generating units can also result in a system inertia reduction and the capability to 

provide reactive support that can cause further issues associated with voltage 

instability. Hence, it is critically important to appropriately coordinate the UFLS and 

underfrequency protection of generators. As discussed in [178], the frequency 

threshold of the underfrequency protection of generators should be lower than those 
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of UFLS, so that UFLS sheds the load before generators are disconnected after 

activation of the underfrequency protection. Or, there should be a suitable amount of 

additional load shedding assigned to compensate the loss of generation caused by 

underfrequency protection [178]. 

Many studies have to be carried out when designing UFLS to maintain the integrity of 

the power system by shedding a suitable load during abnormal frequency conditions 

without degrading the frequency and voltage stability of the system. In general, UFLS 

is used to shed the load in multiple steps to deal with the differently sized frequency 

events. As discussed above, to avoid potential interaction between UFLS and other 

underfrequency protection schemes, it is necessary to consider the abnormal frequency 

performance of generators, system inertia constant, generator capacity and also 

reactive power support capability. In this regard, the number of load shedding steps 

and the amount of load shed at each step will able to be determined. When designing 

the UFLS system, the maximum possible generation deficit is a critical parameter to 

set as the total amount of load shed in all steps. It is equally important to define an 

optimal load percentage for each step that could result in overshedding, and thus 

resulting in a potential overfrequency. On the other hand, if the load shed is less than 

required at each step, system frequency will continuously decrease. Consequently, the 

UFLS settings should be focused on the protected transmission/distribution devices in 

turn, with coordination among the protection schemes ensuring an effective approach.  

7.2.2. UFLS methods 

UFLS must be accomplished as fast as possible in the event of generation deficits to 

arrest system frequency decay by decreasing power load in the system. UFLS can be 

initiated manually by system operators through a supervisory control and data 

acquisition (SCADA) system, which is comparatively slow and may not be able to 

arrest the frequency decay within an acceptable time range. A faster UFLS approach 

is to implement automatic schemes by installing underfrequency relays at load 

connected substations to initiate load disconnection when measured the system 

frequency is below a predefined threshold, with all these steps accomplished 

automatically without human intervention. UFLS methods can also be categorised into 

local schemes where the load is monitored and shed at the same location, and wide-

area schemes where the load is shed at multiple locations. 
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Monitoring or measuring the frequency is achieved by voltage transformers in 

cooperation with underfrequency relays. Voltage transformers are installed in 

substations to transform the high voltages to low voltage signals that fall within the 

acceptable input range of underfrequency relays. These transformed voltage signals 

are then transmitted to relays that are also installed in the same substation through 

leads. Upon the receipt of voltage signals, underfrequency relays measure the 

frequency of input voltages by different methods according to the type of relay used. 

Manual UFLS: A load shedding command can be initiated by system operators 

manually if there is a firm need to disconnect an excessive load. Although it is not 

recommended to initiate manual UFLS because it is relatively slow, manual operation 

of load shedding and/or disconnection of tie lines to other utilities is actually permitted 

when the operation of all available automatic UFLS can not prevent the frequency 

from decaying and further unplanned load shedding is required. Manual operation of 

UFLS is generally considered as an emergency control action that can be 

accomplished in control centres by sending tripping signals via SCADA systems. 

Automatic UFLS: Automatic operation of UFLS is a more common practice in modern 

power systems in which load shedding commands are automatically initiated 

according to predefined criteria and without human intervention. It can provide faster 

responses to underfrequency conditions because there is no complex planning and 

decision making processes involved in the automatic methods, and its performance is 

more reliable compared to that of manual methods since human error can be avoided 

in most cases during operation. Underfrequency relays, the central logic of UFLS, are 

usually installed in transmission and distribution substations for convenient access to 

monitoring and actuating devices. Substations can provide UFLS sites with 

monitoring devices, e.g. voltage transformers and easy access to circuit breakers that 

can be used to disconnect a line to shed a large amount of load at the transmission 

level or a feeder to shed a block of loads at the distribution level. 

Local UFLS: In local UFLS schemes, monitoring of frequency and actuating of load 

shedding is accomplished at the same location, typically within a substation. Due to 

this proximity, there is no need for a long-distance communications system, which not 

only reduces the capital and subsequent maintenance costs of the additional equipment 

but also avoids a possible decrease in reliability. Local UFLS can be further classified 
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down to centralised architecture UFLS and distributed architecture UFLS. It should 

be noted that in both architectures, the main equipment is still located within a 

substation. 

Centralised UFLS utilises only one underfrequency relay measuring frequency at a 

single location, typically a bus within a substation. With the aid of control logic, the 

centralised UFLS scheme still has access to all substation circuit breakers to 

disconnect feeders and/or lines for load shedding purposes. Hardwiring and short-

distance digital communication between the central logic and circuit breaker control 

circuits enables the realisation of centralised UFLS. The simple architecture brings 

with it several advantages when compared to distributed architecture but it does also 

have some shortcomings. Capital and maintenance costs can be reduced due to reduced 

need for frequency measurement devices, i.e. each substation will only need one 

underfrequency relay. Single control logic that has full access to all feeders and lines 

facilitates prioritising all loads so that non-prioritised loads can be shed first followed 

by high priority loads, with load shedding schedule shifts easily achieved by 

modifying the control logic. The main disadvantage of centralised UFLS is that 

extensive coding is required in a substation with a large number of feeders and lines 

connected. Such large scale coding is expensive at the initial setup stage and complex, 

bringing difficulties when it comes to maintenance and trouble-shooting.  

Distributed UFLS has become a more preferable option for load shedding design since 

the proliferation of numeric relays. The underfrequency function can be added into 

these multifunctional relays at no extra cost and UFLS can be integrated into existing 

feeder protection systems. In contrast to its centralised counterpart, distributed UFLS 

has multiple frequency monitoring devices within a substation rather than one, 

increasing reliability because failure of one frequency monitoring device will only 

affect a part of the UFLS scheme. In general, each feeder or line within the substation 

has its own monitoring and control logic that can initiate load shedding when required, 

controlling the disconnection of specific load circuits in a more precise way. However, 

the disadvantages of a distributed UFLS scheme arises from the number of 

underfrequency relays. Equipping each feeder/line with a relay means a large database 

noting the settings of all relays has to be maintained, and whenever there is a need to 
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change the load shedding schedule, the settings of all relays have to be modified, 

which is both time consuming and increases the possibility of errors. 

Wide-area UFLS: In a wide-area UFLS scheme, monitoring and load shedding does 

not necessarily take place at the same location. Frequency monitoring is accomplished 

where frequency measuring is convenient, usually still in substations, but the load to 

be shed can be located remotely and the circuit breakers to be opened can be outside 

and far from the substation where monitoring occurs. This method can be implemented 

to achieve more intelligent load shedding manoeuvres where only a set of particularly 

selected set of load is to be connected to enhance the overall performance. For example, 

shedding a load that is nearer to the loss of generation location is preferable because 

it can avoid overloading some transmission lines and help maintain voltage stability 

by shedding reactive power demand locally, without leading to the need for long-

distance reactive power transmission. Additionally, a wide-area approach can achieve 

more selective load shedding by only disconnecting a portion of users that are 

connected to substations via remote distribution transformers [169][29]. This can 

avoid tripping high-priority loads that can happen in local UFLS schemes when high-

priority and low-priority loads are connected to substations through a common radial 

feeder [178].  

Extra communication is needed to accomplish wide-area UFLS as opposed to local 

UFLS where hardwiring suffices. This can increase capital and the subsequent scheme 

implementation maintenance costs. The reliability of the communication channel and 

delay time due to information transmission has to be studied before implementing this 

type of scheme. Most existing UFLS schemes are based on local architecture that is 

simpler and more reliable, with years of experience evidencing itself. However, there 

is increasing research focused on the wide-area approach, with increasing 

implementation expected in the future. 

7.2.3. UFLS operating principles  

The operating principles of UFLS are relatively simple compared to other SIPS 

applications. UFLS disconnects a set of prearranged loads whenever the measured 

system frequency indicates an excessive load above that generated. Conventionally, 

system frequency is the only input in an UFLS scheme, with it dropping below a set 

of predefined thresholds implying the severity of the imbalance. An additional input, 
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RoCoF, has been used in UFLS schemes to improve performance. Hence, there are 

variations in UFLS schemes in terms of the protection elements used according to the 

different operating principles employed, e.g. a fixed frequency element, RoCoF 

element and fixed frequency supervised RoCoF element. 

Fixed frequency: Conventional UFLS schemes only utilise underfrequency relays that 

operate whenever the measured frequency drops below predefined and fixed 

frequency thresholds. This type of UFLS scheme is relatively simple to implement and 

easy to coordinate with UFLS schemes applied in other parts of the system or other 

protection schemes based on frequency since it only considers the frequency 

measurement. The main disadvantage of this type of UFLS scheme is that it can be 

slow to respond to generation deficits because the system frequency has to already low 

enough before load shedding can be activated.  

Load shedding is usually designed to be implemented in multiple steps with different 

frequency thresholds and time delays. It is a common practice that the setting of a 

UFLS scheme uses a trial and error approach in which settings are adjusted after each 

trial, according to the simulation results, until a suitable set of settings is obtained. 

Experience shows that setting a UFLS scheme in three to five steps is preferable 

because it is easier to coordinate and fewer load amounts need to be shed [179]. In 

common practice, the first step of UFLS sheds 10% of the total system load, with the 

remaining steps shedding arbitrarily determined loads as long as the total load 

shedding is nearly equal to the maximum possible generation deficit. It is not 

necessary to ensure that the UFLS steps restore the frequency back to the exact 

nominal frequency. The governor control in generators can enable the pick-up of the 

remaining generation deficit if the generators have sufficient pick-up capability. If this 

is not possible, bringing the frequency back to near nominal frequency by UFLS can 

still provide system operators with enough time to take other measures to recover 

frequency by shedding additional loads manually or activating generation reserves. 

However, it is not recommended to shed fewer loads than required to avoid potential 

damage to turbines if underfrequency conditions are sustained for too long [180].  

It is also necessary to include safety margins and selectivity in the design of UFLS 

schemes like in other protection schemes. Time delay is implemented in each load 

shedding step to avoid unwanted load shedding due to frequency oscillations. 
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Frequency oscillations can cause temporary frequency to drop below a certain 

threshold. Unnecessary activation of the next step of load shedding will result in 

overshedding. A suitably set time delay can successfully prevent this from happening 

as the frequency will shortly recover and be above the threshold after the delay without 

shedding any load. 

Rate of change of frequency: Since final system frequency after loss of generation is 

a combined result of the RoCoF due to power imbalance and the time after the initial 

event, it takes time before a UFLS scheme based on fixed frequency function can 

respond to the power imbalance. A more desirable way is to take RoCoF into 

consideration when UFLS is applied because it is a direct indicator of power imbalance 

and can reduce service interruption time by activating shedding commands right after 

the initial event.  

According to the swing equation, RoCoF is proportional to the power imbalance and 

inversely proportional to the system inertia constant. The amount of generation deficit 

after the loss of generation event can easily be estimated by measuring the RoCoF, 

with appropriate load shedding steps initiated to arrest the dropping frequency. Such 

a load shedding function requires an additional input, which is the system inertia 

constant. The additional information can be transmitted to the relay but it is not fixed 

and changes its value after system separation. If the system separation pattern is not 

known to system operators, i.e., an unintentional system separation happens, an 

accurate estimation of the system inertia constant is not possible and the UFLS scheme 

based on the RoCoF function will not work properly. Another disadvantage of using 

the RoCoF element relates to the oscillatory nature of frequency and also the RoCoF. 

While oscillatory frequency does not adversely affect fixed frequency elements when 

the pickup delay function is utilised, RoCoF elements are very sensitive to the 

oscillations of the RoCoF. It is therefore preferable to place the relay next to the centre 

of inertia where minimum RoCoF oscillation is observed. However, his is not always 

possible because the location of the centre of inertia changes case by case. Hence, it is 

quite difficult to obtain an accurate RoCoF measurement. 

A more secure way is to use the average RoCoF, which is the average rate of change 

during a period of time, rather than using the instantaneous RoCoF. It is calculated by 

monitoring the frequency change over a predefined time window and dividing it by 
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the length of the time window. It can serve as a frequency trend indicator but is slightly 

slower than the instantaneous RoCoF element.  

Modern digital relays are capable of incorporating all these elements for 

implementation to meet different criteria. The relay can be switched to using a fixed 

frequency supervised RoCoF element for faster response, or from using average 

RoCoF to using the fixed frequency element if the delay introduced by the estimation 

window does not meet stability requirements [181]. 

7.2.4. UFLS design – Systematic approach for setting UFLS 

relays 

A UFLS scheme can be optimally designed according to the systematic approach 

described in [180]. The swing equation shown in Equation (2.1), derived from the 

equation of motion of a rotating machine (and shown below), can precisely describe 

the relationships between electrical and mechanical power, and their implications on 

the frequency operation of power systems. 

The frequency threshold of the first step is set at the minimum acceptable frequency, 

which is regulated in grid code and varies from country to country. If the system inertia 

time constant and the contingency size are known, the average RoCoF immediately 

after loss of generation can be determined using: 
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where maxL  is the maximum possible generation loss in the system and reG  is the 

remaining generation available in the system. thi and fi are the ith frequency threshold 

and the frequency at which the ith stage is accomplished, respectively. The time that 

frequency takes to reach the first threshold can be calculated. It should be noted that 

load shedding does not happen at exactly the moment when the frequency threshold is 

met. Time delay due to the pick-up function in the relay and operation of circuit 

breakers should be considered. To provide a logical safety margin, this delay can be 

considered between 15 to 20 cycles [180]. The load will be shed after this time delay 
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elapses. If frequency continues to drop, further load shedding steps will be required. 

The threshold of the next step should be set 0.1 Hz lower to allow an appropriate safety 

margin between steps.  

 

Fig. 7.4: Systematic approach for setting UFLS relays [180]. 

Fig. 7.4 shows the systematic approach for setting UFLS relays. Load shedding is 

designed to be carried out in four stages. As stated, ith  is the threshold at which the i

th load shedding step is triggered to be carried out. Besides, if  is the minimum 

frequency at which that the load shedding step will be accomplished considering a 

maximum time delay of t . And next threshold is obtained considering this point and 

a frequency safety margin of f . In other words, 

1i ith f f+ = +   (7.3) 

This procedure is continued until all frequency thresholds are obtained. 

It is noted that the frequency dependency of the load and the contribution of generators 

in frequency support is totally neglected. This is why after implementation of the last 

step, the frequency becomes constant since generation and consumption reach a new 

equilibrium state after a suitable load is shed. It follows that the frequency trajectory 

drawn here is a pessimistic one and its minimum value (nadir) is not reached in 

practice. For generating units not to trip due to low system frequency, a certain margin 
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(around 0.5 Hz) should be considered below so-calculated nadir. This allows them to 

continue operating without tripping, thereby not aggravating the situation.  

7.3.  Two-area test system 

The test system used in the simulations is modified from Kundur’s two-area system 

already used in this study and presented in Fig. 5.1. The generators and loads in the 

original test system have been adapted to facilitate the study of the impacts of UFLS 

on system frequency response in the event of the loss of generation. As seen in Fig. 

5.1, PE sources are connected to the original two-area system equably, which means 

the PE penetration level is equal to the actual PE penetration at each generator 

substation. Under this condition, the PE-interfaced generator and the corresponding 

output are systematically loaded in the modified two-area system using DPL codes.  

7.3.1. UFLS configuration 

To monitor the performance of the SIPS under different PE penetration levels, the 

SIPS relays are set at 0%, 25%, 50% and 70% PE levels, respectively. Thus, the system 

responses under different actual PE penetration levels can be summarised and 

concluded.  

In order to simulate loss of generation events with different contingency sizes, the 

synchronous generator at each generator bus is split into two generators, with one 

representing the tripped generation capacity and the other representing the remaining 

generation capacity. The size of the contingency can be set by changing the active 

power despatch of the two generators, given that the sum of the two generators’ active 

power remains constant. In each simulation case with a different contingency size, the 

rated power of both the tripped and remaining generators has to be adjusted 

accordingly to ensure that each generator contributes a predetermined amount of 

inertia to the overall system inertia.  

To enable load shedding with multiple steps, each load in the original system is split 

into several independent loads, with each one representing a feeder or a line outlet in 

a physical transmission or distribution substation. The active and reactive power of 

each load can be adjusted as long as the sum of the active and reactive power of all 

loads does not change the power flow of the system. This technique is used to adjust 

the load amount to be shed in each step. It is noted that the LSA shown in the Table 
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7.2 is two multiplies 81.25MW. This is because the test system has two load buses, 

bus 7 and bus 9, to assure that the load is shed uniformly in the system, with the total 

load shedding amount required at each UFLS step halved and shed at bus 7 and bus 9 

respectively and simultaneously. In [177], the time delay for triggering the UFLS is 

discussed, with it generally being obtained from 15 to 20 cycles of power system 

frequency. The time and frequency margins t and f  are considered to be 250 ms 

and 0.1 Hz, respectively. The load shedding starts directly after the time delay. If the 

frequency continuously decreases after the first load shedding step, then the second 

load shedding stage has to be activated with a 0.1 Hz lower frequency threshold than 

the frequency threshold set at the first step. For the two-area modified test system, the 

load shedding procedure is divided into four steps to carry out. Fig. 7.2 shows the 

UFLS settings under different PPEs. 

Table 7.2: UFLS settings under different presumed PE penetration levels. 

Step  
Load shedding amount 

(MW) 

PPEs  

0% 25% 50% 
Frequency thresholds (Hz) 

1 2×81.25 49.5 49.5 49.5 

2 2×81.25 49.1 48.9 48.8 

3 2×81.25 48.8 48.6 48.3 

4 2×81.25 48.6 48.3 47.9 

 

Fig. 7.5: PPE and APE are configured in the test system. 

Due to the intermittency of RESs, the corresponding electrical power will not be 

constantly available due to some factors beyond direct control. This means that for a 

known installed capacity of PE-interfaced sources, the actual PE penetration level 

(APE) will be continually changing on a daily/hourly basis. Therefore, taking one 

fixed level of PE penetration as the base for designing a SIPS will not necessarily yield 
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the most acceptable performance in the respective power system. The presumed PE 

penetration level (PPE) for which SIPS relays are configured is referred in the 

following sections. Fig. 7.5 shows how PPE and APE are configured in DIgSILENT 

PowerFactory. 

In order to investigate the impacts of PE penetration on the performance of the existing 

UFLS scheme, the two-area test system is modified to include PE-based generators. 

As shown in the single line diagram of the generating plant, three PE-based generators 

representing the HVDC link, DFIG and fully rated converter wind turbine are 

connected to the generating plant bus respectively, via a transformer. The purpose of 

introducing three types of PE-based generators is to investigate if the type of PE 

penetration source affects the UFLS performance differently. The HVDC link is 

modelled as a static generator, injecting a fixed amount of active power. The DFIG is 

modelled as a converter interfaced generation. The fully rated converter wind turbine 

is also modelled as a static generator. Control models based on IEC Standard 61400-

27-1 are applied to both the DFIG and fully rated converter wind turbine. Each wind 

turbine has a fixed active power output. Detailed models of both wind turbines are not 

required in this study as the penetration level of the PE based generator is controlled 

by adjusting the number of parallel generators. It should be noted that the number of 

parallel transformers should also be changed accordingly to provide sufficient grid 

connection capability. The activation status of PE-based generators and the output of 

these generators are controlled automatically by a DPL code according to the given 

PE penetration level. 

7.3.2. Frequency responses with various PE penetration levels 

The simulation scenario set in this section is based on a fact that the nature of RESs is 

intermittent, meaning that generation deficits/surpluses can always occur in the power 

supply process. In other words, the PPE levels implemented in the simulation may not 

equal the APE levels. To study the impacts of the various PPEs and APEs on the 

modified system, sixteen simulation cases were conducted. The simulation cases are 

undertaken using four PE penetration levels of 0%, 25%, 50% and 70%. The 

renewable energy resources connected to the generating bus require the active output 

to be changed according to the APE levels.  

Table 7.3: COI RoCoF following the various disturbance sizes.  
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Disturbance size (MW) RoCoF (Hz/s) 

162 -0.10 
325 -0.28 
488 -0.49 
650 -0.73 

Table 7.3 tabulates the rate of change of frequency change following the various 

disturbance sizes. The COI RoCoF is obtained by taking the frequency difference 

changing in a 0.1 second time window and dividing it by 0.1. It can be concluded that 

RoCoF increases as the disturbance size increases. 

Table 7.4: The amount of load shedding following various PPE and APE levels. 

PPE (%) 0 25 50 

APE (%) 0 25 50 0 25 50 0 25 50 

Disturbance 

size (MW) 
Total load shedding amount (MW) 

162 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

325 0 162 162 0 162 162 0 162 162 

488 162 162 325 162 162 325 162 162 325 

650 325 325 650 162 325 650 325 325 650 

In Table 7.4, the simulation results cover the UFLS under various PPE levels and APE 

levels, with the only exception being when the APE level equals 70%, the reason for 

which will be discussed in the rest of this section. The table shows that the total load 

shedding amount increases when the disturbance size increases. Also, the PPE level 

for which the relay has been configured does impact on the total load shedding amount 

because the t  and f  are large and de-emphasise the presence of the inertia 

constant time with respect to the formula utilised when configuring relay settings. 

Table 7.5: Final frequency following various PPE and APE levels. 

PPEs (%) 0 25 50 
APEs (%) 0 25 50 0 25 50 0 25 50 

Disturbance 

size (MW) 
Final frequency (Hz) 

162 49.66 49.75 49.78 49.88 49.84 49.77 49.88 49.84 49.77 
325 49.50 49.70 49.58 49.75 49.78 49.66 49.75 49.78 49.66 
488 49.66 49.65 49.50 49.70 49.58 49.50 49.70 49.58 49.50 
650 49.88 49.84 49.77 49.53 49.50 49.66 49.53 49.50 49.65 

Table 7.5 shows the final COI frequency after being subjected to various disturbance 

sizes. The conclusion is that system frequency returns to the acceptable range above 

49.5 Hz in all simulation cases. 
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Fig. 7.6: COIf  for disturbance sizes under various APE levels. 

As shown in Fig. 7.6, the COIf  for disturbance sizes under various APE levels is 

obtained and drawn using MATLAB. The simulation time is set to 120 seconds to 

guarantee that the COIf  for each case reaches the stable state. For all the simulations, 

only the COIf  for Case08 does not to return to minimum frequency margin of 49.5 Hz.  

As Fig. 7.6 shows, the COIf  for all simulation cases performs in a similar trend, except 

for Case12. The third UFLS stage is enabled at point A in Fig. 7.6. Meanwhile, 487.5 

MW of load is shed due to the large generation lost in the system. Then, the system 

frequency starts to increase as the imbalance between generation and load decreases. 

However, the increase in load offsets the frequency support provided by the governors. 

Thanks to the voltage dependent load, the active power of the load increases as the 

load voltage gains. When the COIf  reaches point C, the fourth UFLS stage triggers; at 

this time, 162.5 MW of excess load needs to be shed to prevent the system from 

experiencing frequency instability. After point C, the COIf  starts to recover again as 

balance between the generations and demands occurs. 

Table 7.6: The load shedding amount following a 70% APE level and various PPEs.  
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PPEs (%) 0 25 50 
APEs (%) 70 

Disturbance 

sizes (MW) 
Total load shedding amount (MW) 

162 0 0 0 
325 325 325 325 
488 650 650 650 
650 650 650 650 

As shown in Table 7.6, the total load shedding amount highlighted in yellow indicates 

that the total load shedding amount is larger than the disturbance sizes in all the cases 

because the load is a voltage dependent load and no frequency support is provided by 

the generators. In the two-area test system, when the generation contributed by 

synchronous generation is less than 10%, synchronous generation cannot provide 

support to the excess load because of the increased load. 

 

Fig. 7.7: COIf  following disturbance sizes when the APE is 70%. 

Fig. 7.7 shows the COIf  responses following various disturbance sizes when the APE 

is set to 70%. It is noted that the COIf  for Case16 decreases dramatically after the 650 

MW generation is tripped in the system. This is due to the impact of the governor of 

the generation on the frequency support being insignificant. In addition, the active 

power transferred between the generation and load decreases substantially in the tie-

lines, meaning that the voltage increases where the load blocks are connected. Since 

the load utilised in the system is a voltage dependent load, accordingly, the voltage 

increase in the system causes the frequency instability to occur in this case. 
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7.3.3. Frequency responses with different types of wind 

turbines 

Table 7.7: The FN of various of wind turbines. 

APE 

(%) 

PPE (%) 0 25 50 
Wind turbine 

type 
DFIG Type 4 DFIG Type 4 DFIG Type 4 

Disturbance size 

(MW) 
FN (Hz) 

0 

163 49.45 49.80 49.80 49.80 49.80 49.80 
325 49.06 49.58 49.58 49.58 49.58 49.58 
488 48.59 49.44 49.44 49.44 49.44 49.44 
650 49.80 49.09 49.07 49.07 49.07 49.07 

25 

163 49.58 49.76 49.76 49.76 49.76 49.76 
325 49.44 49.48 49.49 49.48 49.49 49.48 
488 49.09 49.26 49.29 49.26 49.29 49.26 
650 49.76 48.91 48.92 48.87 48.76 48.75 

50 

163 49.49 49.69 49.69 49.69 49.69 49.69 
325 49.29 49.43 49.45 49.43 49.45 49.43 
488 48.96 49.03 48.97 48.95 48.79 48.78 
650 49.69 48.59 48.29 48.29 47.89 47.89 

Table 7.7 shows the FN for a DFIG and Type 4 wind turbine. It can be seen from the 

table that the lower FN that the system frequency is able to reach, the higher the PE 

penetration the renewable sources are able to supply in the power system. This is due 

to system inertia decreasing as the PE penetration of the PE-interfaced source 

increases. In addition, the frequency margin between the UFLS operation and 

underfrequency protection of generation narrows as the PE penetration increases.  

7.3.4. Discussion 

As shown in the simulation results, the performance of the designed UFLS changes as 

the PE penetration level increases. Two points can be summarised from the results: 

a) A decrease in FN 

As the PE penetration level increases, the FN decreases after being subjected to a 

frequency event because the total system inertia constant decreases accordingly. In 

this regard, the frequency is prone to drop. As shown in the results, when the APE and 

PPE are 50% and disturbance size is 650 MW, the FN is 47.89 Hz, which is quite close 

to the frequency of protection of generators at 47.5 Hz. 

b) A potential increase in LSA 
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The results also show that the frequency is recovered within the acceptable range by 

applying UFLS until the PE penetration level reaches 70%. When UFLS is set with 

enough space between multiple frequency thresholds, it is important to determine a 

suitable frequency margin in the scheme. However, when the PE penetration level is 

70%, the LSA is larger than the disturbance size in the case of a 488 MW generation 

deficit, resulting in unnecessary load shedding.  

7.4.  GB 29-zone system 

To evaluate the SIPS performance in a more realistic system, a number of dynamic 

models in DIgSILENT PowerFactory are utilised and that represent the Great Britain 

(GB) system at present and in future horizon years. These models are respectively 

called base-case and transition scenarios. The transition scenarios are a set of models 

that consider the expected installed capacity of conventional synchronous generators 

and renewable generators, load changes and potential grid reinforcements in years 

2020 and 2025.  

As the 29-zone system suggests explicitly, each transition model consists of 29 zones, 

which are connected by a total number of 99 transmission lines. These transmission 

lines represent existing power flow routes throughout the GB transmission system. 

The nominal voltage of the transmission lines in the southern part is mostly 400kV, 

whereas the lines in the northern part operate at a nominal voltage of 275 kV.  

The buses installed in the synchronous generator model are set as PV buses, while the 

rest of the buses without generators are configured as PQ buses. Various RESs are 

connected to the station through the compatible transformers, as shown in Fig. 7.8. 

These sources in all the models are considered to be wind turbine and wind park 

models. The system load is modelled directly at the high voltage nodes as constant 

impedance static loads. In order to investigate the SIPS performance, load is 

represented by the dynamic model to better feature actual load characteristics (mainly 

a combination of constant impedance and constant power loads). The typical structure 

of a zone interconnected in the 29-zone model is shown in Fig. 7.8.  
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Fig. 7.8: Typical topology of a zone in the DIgSILENT 29-zone model. 

According to the files provided by the National Grid, the “No Progression Scenario” 

represents future systems in which only new capacities that are presently under 

construction or already well-planned will be in service. It is a particularly rare scenario 

compared to the “Gone Green Scenario”. The “Gone Green Scenario” is a more 

realistic scenario that assumes all RES targets and environmental considerations will 

have been achieved until respective years. The PE penetration level in any of the “No 

Progression Scenario” models is as large as its counterpart in the “Gone Green 

Scenario”. For this reason, the SIPS performance will need to be investigated on 

systems with higher degrees of PE, which are the “Gone Green Scenario” models. 

The GB transmission network is divided into 5 regions (see Fig. 7.9): 

1. Scotland 

2. North England 

3. West England (Wales and the Midlands) 

4. East England 

5. South England 
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Fig. 7.9: Five regions in GB’s system. 

Zones inside each of the five regions in the GB system are tabulated in Table 7.8. 

Table 7.8: GB’s system network. 

GB 29-zone model mapping Related zones in the 29-zone system  

Scotland 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 

North England 9, 10, 11, 16 

West England 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18 

East England 19, 20 

South England 21, 22, 25, 23, 24, 28, 26, 27, 29 

The generation and load data are first predicted for the above five regions in GB’s 

system. Then, the regional values are divided by the number of zones in each region 

to provide values for each node of the 29-zone model. Table 7.8 shows how the 29 

zones are mapped into 5 regions. After obtaining all the generation and load data, they 

are reflected in the relevant horizon models in DIgSILENT PowerFactory.  

The total generation capacity (by identifying synchronous and PE penetration levels) 

for the base-case and “Gone Green Transition Scenarios” for different horizon years 

in DIgSILENT PowerFactory models are presented in Table 7.9. 

Table 7.9: Generation and load characteristics of GB’s system. 
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Model 

Total 

load 

(MW) 

Synchronous 

generation 

(MW) 

PE 

penetration 

level (%) 

PE generation 

(MW) 

Type 

3 WT 

Type 4 

WT 

Base-case 52450 43650 17 3789 5781 

Transition 

scenarios 

2020 48750 32363 34 4624 12951 

2025 49350 18100 63 7077 26584 

Table 7.10 shows the inertia constants in the GB 29-zone system for different horizon 

years, under their original APE levels and half of them. 

Table 7.10: Inertia constants for the GB 29-zone system in different years under 

various APE levels. 

Model Base-case 2020 2025 

APE (%) 8 17 17 34 32 63 

H (s) 9.5 7.6 8.0 6.7 6.7 4.8 

7.4.1. Results for the GB 29-zone system 

Simulation results obtained from the 29-zone system are shown in the following 

section. Various simulations were conducted on this system when equipped with the 

UFLS scheme designed according to the systematic approach. The simulation results 

for the system were then analysed accordingly.  

7.4.2. Description of the UFLS settings and contingencies 

The modified 29-zone GB system is utilised to evaluate the performance of UFLS on 

system frequency response after being subjected to a loss generation event. To 

simulate such events with different disturbance sizes, the entire GB system is split into 

five regions. The disturbance size is achieved by altering the number of generators 

tripped in each region from one to as many as the number of generators connected in 

that region. These contingencies are large and change the system structure. These 

changes will impact on the system dynamic characteristics and result in highlighting 

the deficiencies in the original PSSs when dealing with new inter-area oscillations. 
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This is why for some of the disturbances it takes time for arising oscillations to be 

completely damped out. 

As shown in the previous section discussing the systematic approach, the settings for 

the UFLS relays in the GB test system in different horizon years are predetermined. 

The t  and f  used are 250 ms and 0.1 Hz, respectively. Table 7.11 The load 

shedding amount (LSA) and frequency threshold of the UFLS relays at each step are 

presented in Table 7.11. The UFLS relays are installed at the load buses in regions 1, 

2, 9, 11, 12, 13, 19, 20, 27 and 29. In each of these regions, the load blocks are divided 

into five sub-blocks, four of which are used to apply the four load shedding steps 

shown in Table 7.11. Moreover, the LSA of each step will be calculated as the ratio 

between the maximum disturbance size divided by the number of steps. 

Table 7.11: Settings of the UFLS relays on GB’s test system for different years. 

Model Base-case 2020 2025 

PPE (%) 8 17 
LSA (MW) 

17 34 
LSA (MW) 

32 63 
LSA (MW) 

Step No FT (Hz) FT (Hz) FT (Hz) FT (Hz) FT (Hz) FT (Hz) 

1 49.5 49.5 2225 49.5 49.5 2620 49.5 49.5 2000 

2 49.2 49.2 2225 49.1 49.0 2620 49.1 49.0 2000 

3 49.0 48.9 2225 48.8 48.6 2620 48.8 48.6 2000 

4 48.8 48.7 2225 48.5 48.3 2620 48.6 48.3 2000 

7.4.3. UFLS performance under various PE penetration levels 

In this section, a large number of cases are simulated on the GB 29-zone system for 

different years. Various cases are analysed to tabulate their various PE penetration 

levels. Four indices, namely FN, final frequency, RoCoF and LSA, are tabulated to 

evaluate the performance of the UFLS. 

i). Base-case model 

The generation and load characteristics of the base-case GB test system are 

summarised and tabulated in Table 7.9. The PE penetration level of this system is 

calculated to be 17%. In total, 38 simulation cases are able to be defined using the 

procedure explained in the previous section. The predetermined contingencies are 

simulated under APEs of 17% and 8%.  
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a) UFLS performance under different APEs with relays set for a PPE of 17% 

Fig. 7.10 shows COIf  for the system when the UFLS scheme is implemented in the 

system. To this end, 19 cases are simulated in this system with both the APE and PPE 

set at 17%.  

 

Fig. 7.10: COIf  for the base-case system with an APE of 17% and a PPE of 17%. 

The frequency responses for the GB test system are similar with and without UFLS. 

However, the lowest FN among all cases, which is Case 09, improved from 48.69 Hz 

to 49.1 Hz. This proves the effectiveness of UFLS in improving the frequency 

response of the system. Moreover, the COIf  in all cases returned to the permissible 

range after implementing UFLS. 

Now, the frequency response is investigated for a system with an APE of 8%, when 

the relays are set with a PPE of 17%. By using more of the available capacity 

contributed by synchronous generators, less capacity in those generators is available 

to support the frequency during a contingency event. This is the situation when the 

inertia constant of the system remains the same since no additional generators are 

committed and the whole load in the system is the same as before. It can be seen in 

Fig. 7.11 that the FN of the worst case is 49.05 Hz. When the APE drops to 8%, 
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synchronous generators contribute less in active power injection after the contingency 

compared to a case in which the APE is 17%.  

 

Fig. 7.11: COIf  for the base-case system with an APE of 8% and a PPE of 17%. 

Table 7.12 and Table 7.13 show the results on the base-case GB test system. The 

system frequency returns to the permissible range as shown in Table 7.12 and Table 

7.13 when just one step of the UFLS is triggered. In only two simulation cases out of 

all cases did the system require two UFLS steps because the contingency size was 

large enough in the other cases. 

Table 7.12: UFLS performance in the base-case system with an APE of 17% and 

relays set for a PPE of 17%. 

Region 
Contingency 

size (MW) 
FN (Hz) 

Final 

frequency 

(Hz) 

RoCoF 

(Hz/s) 
LSA (MW) 

1 2500 49.72 49.88 -0.18 0 

1 3300 49.64 49.84 -0.18 0 

1 4100 49.55 49.80 -0.28 0 

1 4900 49.49 49.86 -0.35 1890 

1 5700 49.46 49.82 -0.41 2000 
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1 6500 49.41 49.76 -0.46 2000 

3 2900 49.65 49.86 -0.18 0 

3 5900 49.40 49.79 -0.42 2000 

3 8900 49.10 49.72 -0.64 4000 

5 2600 49.70 49.87 -0.14 0 

5 3500 49.61 49.83 -0.16 0 

5 4400 49.51 49.79 -0.19 0 

5 5300 49.48 49.84 -0.20 2000 

5 6200 49.44 49.80 -0.23 2000 

5 7100 49.39 49.75 -0.24 2000 

5 8000 49.31 49.70 -0.28 2000 

Table 7.13: UFLS performance in the base-case system with an APE of 8% and 

relays set for a PPE of 17%. 

Region 
Contingency 

size (MW) 
FN (Hz) 

Final 

frequency 

(Hz) 

RoCoF 

(Hz/s) 
LSA (MW) 

1 2700 49.70 49.87 -0.18 0 

1 3600 49.61 49.83 -0.24 0 

1 4500 49.51 49.79 -0.31 0 

1 5300 49.47 49.84 -0.36 2000 

1 6200 49.44 49.79 -0.43 2000 

1 7100 49.37 49.74 -0.48 2000 

3 3200 49.62 49.85 -0.19 0 

3 6400 49.36 49.77 -0.45 2000 

3 9600 49.04 49.69 -0.68 4000 

5 2800 49.69 49.86 -0.14 0 

5 3700 49.59 49.82 -0.16 0 

5 4700 49.50 49.86 -0.20 1800 

5 5600 49.47 49.83 -0.21 2000 

5 6600 49.42 49.78 -0.23 2000 

5 7500 49.35 49.73 -0.25 2000 

5 8500 49.27 49.68 -0.28 2000 

According to the UFLS scheme’s setting, a 2225 MW load is required to be shed at 

each step. The frequency can be recovered in near all cases when one UFLS step is 

triggered. When the contingency size is large enough to trip a second UFLS stage, the 
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LSA increases to 4000 MW to restore the frequency. In the system with an APE of 

8%, on average, the ratio between the LSA and disturbance size is 33%, while it is 30% 

in system with an APE of 17%, which is due to the synchronous generators having 

more capacity to contribute to active power injection in the latter case. 

b) UFLS performance under different APEs with relays set for a PPE of 8% 

The system frequencies under different APEs set for PPEs of 17% and 8% are similar. 

Table 7.14 and Table 7.15 provide the frequency response when relays are set for a 

PPE of 8%. Overall, the frequency response is quite acceptable. By comparing the 

results of Table 7.12 to Table 7.15, one pattern can be identified. The FN increases as 

the relays are set for a smaller PPE. In addition, in systems with a larger inertia 

constant, the RoCoF decreases, resulting in a higher nadir. 

Table 7.14: UFLS performance in the base-case system with an APE of 17% and 

relays set for a PPE of 8%. 

Region 
Contingency 

size (MW) 
FN (Hz) 

Final 

frequency (Hz) 

RoCoF 

(Hz/s) 
LSA (MW) 

1 2500 49.74 49.88 -0.14 0 

1 3300 49.65 49.84 -0.14 0 

1 4100 49.57 49.80 -0.23 0 

1 4900 49.49 49.86 -0.28 1890 

1 5700 49.47 49.82 -0.34 2000 

1 6500 49.43 49.76 -0.38 2000 

3 2900 49.67 49.86 -0.14 0 

3 5900 49.42 49.79 -0.33 2000 

3 8900 49.13 49.72 -0.52 4000 

5 2600 49.72 49.87 -0.11 0 

5 3500 49.63 49.83 -0.13 0 

5 4400 49.54 49.78 -0.15 0 

5 5300 49.49 49.84 -0.16 2000 

5 6200 49.46 49.79 -0.18 2000 

5 7100 49.41 49.75 -0.20 2000 

5 8000 49.34 49.70 -0.23 2000 
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Table 7.15: UFLS performance in the base-case system with an APE of 8% and 

relays set for a PPE of 8%. 

Region 
Contingency 

size (MW) 
FN (Hz) 

Final 

frequency 

(Hz) 

RoCoF 

(Hz/s) 
LSA (MW) 

1 2700 49.71 49.87 -0.16 0 

1 3600 49.62 49.83 -0.21 0 

1 4500 49.52 49.79 -0.27 0 

1 5300 49.48 49.84 -0.31 2000 

1 6200 49.45 49.79 -0.38 2000 

1 7100 49.38 49.74 -0.43 2000 

3 3200 49.64 49.85 -0.17 0 

3 6400 49.38 49.77 -0.38 2000 

3 9600 49.07 49.68 -0.60 4000 

5 2800 49.70 49.86 -0.12 0 

5 3700 49.60 49.82 -0.14 0 

5 4700 49.51 49.78 -0.17 111 

5 5600 49.47 49.83 -0.18 2000 

5 6600 49.41 49.78 -1.20 2000 

5 7500 49.37 49.73 -0.22 2000 

5 8500 49.29 49.68 -0.25 2000 

ii). The 2020 model 

In this part, the UFLS performance in the GB 2020 test system is evaluated. The 

original APE in the system is 34%. To explore the frequency response of the system, 

relays are set for two PPEs of 17% and 34%. In total, there are 29 simulation cases 

where the potential disturbance sizes are large enough to decrease the frequency below 

49.5 Hz, which is able to trigger at least one of the designed UFLS steps. 

a) UFLS performance under different APEs with relays set for a PPE of 34%  

In this part, UFLS performance is studied in the GB 2020 test system with relays set 

for a PPE of 34%. Table 7.16 and Table 7.17 present the results obtained under two 

APEs of 17% and 34%, respectively. Fig. 7.12 and Fig. 7.13 show the frequency 

responses under different APE levels. 
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Fig. 7.12: COIf  for the 2020 model with an APE of 17% and a PPE of 34%. 

 

Fig. 7.13: COIf  for the 2020 model with an APE of 34% and a PPE of 34%. 

Table 7.16: UFLS performance in the 2020 model with an APE of 17% and relays 

set for a PPE of 34%. 
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Region 
Contingency 

size (MW) 
FN (Hz) 

Final 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

RoCoF 

(Hz/s) 
LSA (MW) 

1 3200 49.48 49.93 -0.41 2618 

1 4300 49.43 49.84 -0.57 2618 

1 5300 49.36 49.77 -0.69 2618 

2 3700 49.45 49.91 -0.35 2618 

2 7500 48.96 49.81 -0.80 5236 

2 9000 48.81 49.69 -0.85 5236 

3 2600 49.51 49.81 -0.24 0 

3 6300 49.12 49.69 -0.64 2618 

5 2800 49.51 49.79 -0.24 0 

5 3900 49.46 49.91 -0.30 2618 

5 5000 49.42 49.83 -0.37 2618 

5 6000 49.34 49.75 -0.42 2618 

5 7100 49.21 49.66 -0.45 2618 

5 8200 49.04 49.57 -0.50 2618 

Table 7.17: UFLS performance in the 2020 model with an APE of 34% and relays 

set for a PPE of 34%. 

Region 
Contingency 

size (MW) 
FN (Hz) 

Final 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

RoCoF 

(Hz/s) 
LSA (MW) 

2 3300 49.47 49.94 -0.30 2618 

3 5300 49.28 49.77 -0.53 2618 

3 8000 48.83 49.73 -0.83 5235 

5 2900 49.49 49.92 -0.83 2120 

5 3700 49.46 49.90 -0.30 2618 

5 4500 49.43 49.83 -0.32 2618 

5 5300 49.38 49.77 -0.32 2618 

5 6100 49.27 49.70 -0.40 2618 

5 7000 49.17 49.64 -0.36 2618 

To show how effectively the UFLS scheme activates, the COIf  for the GB 2020 test 

system with an APE of 17% is shown in Fig. 7.12. As this figure and Table 7.16 show, 

the frequency response can be brought to an acceptable range activating UFLS. 

b) UFLS performance under different APEs with relays set for a PPE of 17%  
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Table 7.18 and Table 7.19 show the frequency responses obtained with relays set for 

a PPE of 17%, when the APE is 34% and 17%, respectively. It is noted that the LSA 

increases as the PE penetration level rises. For example, when there is a 3300 MW 

generation loss in region 2 and a 2900 MW loss in region 5, the LSA increases 16% 

and 43% respectively as the APE changes from 17% to 34%. However, an exception 

occurs when 8000 MW generation loss occurs in region 3. In this case, the LSA 

decreases 72 MW as the PE penetration level increases, with this small difference due 

to the relay installed at the local substation only monitoring the local load bus 

frequency. In this regard, the COIf  will be slightly different in various cases.  

Table 7.18: UFLS performance in the 2020 model with an APE of 34% and relays 

set for a PPE of 17%. 

Region 
Contingency 

size (MW) 
FN (Hz) 

Final 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

RoCoF 

(Hz/s) 
LSA (MW) 

2 3300 49.48 50.13 -0.20 2194 

3 5300 49.35 50.03 -0.35 2618 

3 8000 48.99 50.09 -0.55 5307 

5 2900 49.52 50.08 -0.17 1205 

5 3700 49.48 50.07 -0.21 2618 

5 4500 49.46 50.05 -0.23 2618 

5 5300 49.43 49.98 -0.24 2618 

5 6100 49.33 49.90 -0.26 2618 

5 7000 49.24 49.85 -0.25 2618 

Table 7.19: UFLS performance in the 2020 model with an APE of 17% and relays 

set for a PPE of 17%. 

Region 
Contingency 

size (MW) 
FN (Hz) 

Final 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

RoCoF 

(Hz/s) 
LSA (MW) 

1 3200 49.49 49.93 -0.28 2618 

1 4300 49.46 49.84 -0.39 2618 

1 5300 49.41 49.77 -0.48 2618 

2 3700 49.47 49.91 -0.24 2618 

2 7500 49.07 49.81 -0.53 5236 

2 9000 48.98 49.69 -0.56 5236 
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3 2600 49.56 49.80 -0.16 0 

3 6300 49.22 49.69 -0.42 2618 

5 2800 49.56 49.79 -0.17 0 

5 3900 49.48 49.91 -0.20 2618 

5 5000 49.45 49.83 -0.26 2618 

5 6000 49.39 49.74 -0.29 2618 

5 7100 49.28 49.66 -0.31 2618 

5 8200 49.13 49.57 -0.34 2618 

iii). The 2025 model 

In this part, the performance of the UFLS scheme is evaluated in the GB 2025 test 

system. The total load in this system is 49350 MW, of which the synchronous 

generation is 18100 MW. PE generators contribute 33661 MW in total, with the type 

3 wind turbine and type 4 wind turbine sharing 21% and 79%, respectively. 

Accordingly, the relays will be set for a PPE of 63% and 32%. In the 2025 test system, 

14 simulations for each relay were conducted with APEs of 63% and 32%. Table 7.20 

and Table 7.21 summarise the simulation results when the relay was set for a 63% PPE 

level. As can be seen, the frequency in all cases can be recovered to the permissible 

range with the triggering of one or two UFLS steps.  

a) UFLS performance under different APEs with relays set for a PPE of 63%  

Table 7.20 and Table 7.21 present the UFLS performance in the GB 2025 test system 

under APEs of 63% and 32%, respectively. The UFLS relays are set for a PPE of 63%. 

Table 7.20: UFLS performance in the 2025 model with an APE of 63% and relays 

set for a PPE of 63%. 

Region 
Contingency 

size (MW) 
FN (Hz) 

Final 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

RoCoF 

(Hz/s) 
LSA (MW) 

2 5300 49.13 49.34 -0.53 2000 

3 3600 49.41 49.86 -0.35 2000 

3 6600 48.89 49.76 -0.66 4000 

5 2600 49.52 49.80 -0.16 0 

5 3400 49.47 49.89 -0.18 2000 

5 4200 49.43 49.83 -0.20 2000 
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5 5000 49.37 49.77 -0.23 2000 

5 5900 49.25 49.68 -0.29 2000 

Table 7.21: UFLS performance in the 2025 model with an APE of 32% and relays 

set for a PPE of 63%. 

Region 
Contingency 

size (MW) 
FN (Hz) 

Final 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

RoCoF 

(Hz/s) 
LSA (MW) 

1 3300 49.40 49.86 -0.57 2000 

1 4200 49.28 49.75 -0.70 2000 

2 3400 49.46 49.89 -0.38 2000 

3 5600 49.12 49.71 -0.57 2000 

5 2500 49.54 49.81 -0.20 0 

5 3500 49.48 49.89 -0.23 2000 

Fig. 7.14 present the COIf  for the 2025 model with an APE of 63%. It can be observed 

that the lowest FN among all the simulation cases is 48.86 Hz. In this system, the 

frequency threshold of the third UFLS step is 48.6 Hz. Accordingly, to conclude, only 

two UFLS steps were enough to maintain the system frequency within a permissible 

frequency range under possible generation deficits. It is also clear that the FN 

decreases with an increase in contingency size. 

 

Fig. 7.14: COIf  for the 2025 model with an APE of 63% and relays set for a PPE of 

63%. 
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Fig. 7.15 shows the COIf  for the 2025 model with an APE of 32%. When the APE is 

dropped to 32%, the frequency response becomes more oscillatory due to a change in 

load flow dispatch and the dynamic characteristics of the system. When the 

contingency size is 9200 MW, the FN drops below 48.6 Hz. On its way down, the 

frequency reaches the third frequency threshold of the UFLS scheme. As a result, a 

6000 MW load is shed in total to ensure system stability. 

 

Fig. 7.15: COIf  for the 2025 model with an APE of 32% and relays set for a PPE of 

63%. 

b) UFLS performance under different APEs with relays set for a PPE of 32%  

Table 7.22 and Table 7.23 present the frequency response of the GB 2025 test system 

under APEs of 63% and 32%, respectively. In this respect, the UFLS relays are set for 

a PPE of 32%. The general pattern on the FN and RoCoF follows that of the other 

horizon years.  

Table 7.22: UFLS performance in the 2025 model with an APE of 63% and relays 

set for a PPE of 32%. 
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Region Contingency 

size (MW) 

FN (Hz) Final 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

RoCoF 

(Hz/s) 

LSA (MW) 

2 5300 49.17 49.88 -0.45 2000 

3 3600 49.44 49.85 -0.28 2000 

3 6600 49.00 49.74 -0.55 4000 

5 2600 49.53 49.88 -0.14 0 

5 3400 49.47 49.87 -0.16 2000 

5 4200 49.45 49.81 -0.20 2000 

5 5000 49.38 49.74 -0.23 2000 

5 5900 49.30 49.68 -0.21 2000 

Table 7.23: UFLS performance in the 2025 model with an APE of 32% and relays 

set for a PPE of 32%. 

Region 
Contingency 

size (MW) 
FN (Hz) 

Final 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

RoCoF 

(Hz/s) 
LSA (MW) 

1 3300 49.47 49.87 -0.36 2000 

1 4200 49.38 49.75 -0.46 2000 

2 3400 49.46 49.83 -0.28 2000 

3 5600 49.16 49.52 -0.46 2000 

5 2500 49.55 49.64 -0.17 366 

5 3500 49.47 49.69 -0.20 2000 

7.4.4. Discussion 

This section discusses the impact of various parameters on the performance of UFLS 

under different PE generator levels. From Fig. 7.16 to Fig. 7.18, the frequency 

responses are shown with respect to APEH , PPEH  and t . Also, the frequency 

response shows the worst scenarios in which the speed-governor is not included in the 

synchronous generators.  

i). Impacts of time margin t  on frequency threshold settings 
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Fig. 7.16: Impact of t  on the frequency response to UFLS relay settings [182]. 

Fig. 7.16 shows the impacts of t  on the frequency response after configuring the 

UFLS relays. The t  used in the left figure is 150 ms, while for the right one it is 250 

ms. As can be seen clearly, the UFLS with a larger t  will stop the frequency decline 

later than that with a smaller t . This indicates that the system frequency is prone to 

fall into the impermeable frequency range specified by National Grid Electricity 

Transmission plc [183]. For the given example shown in Fig. 7.16, the larger t  is 

still preferred because there is still enough room between 48.5 Hz and 47.5 Hz to 

activate the last UFLS step. In addition, a late circuit breaker operation can be achieved 

which less chance of overshedding occurring. 

ii). Impacts of the inertia constant for which the relays are configured. 

As shown in Fig. 7.17, if PPEH  is used to configure the UFLS frequency thresholds is 

larger than APEH , the frequency thresholds will be more compressed. Therefore, the 

frequency can be prevented from substantial decline. Nonetheless, such a 

predetermined PPEH  will cause problems when APEH  is small. For example, the blue 

line and red line represent a APEH  of 3 s and 1.5 s, respectively, due to there not being 

enough time for UFLS to be triggered at each step.  
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Fig. 7.17: Impacts on the inertia constant for which the relays are configured [182]. 
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Fig. 7.18: Potential overshedding in contingencies whose sizes are smaller than the 

biggest one that the UFLS relays are set for [182]. 

In more detail, the frequency thresholds where the UFLS is too closed for each step, 

which is shown in Fig. 7.18 (a) and (b). A problem may occur if the contingency the 

size is smaller than the biggest possible generation deficit, whose excessive load is 

less than 30%. For example, the UFLS is triggered later than it is supposed to where 

the frequency threshold is predefined. Even the frequency already reaches the next 

frequency threshold or below, which causes the overshedding. However, when APEH  
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is close to PPEH , overshedding is less likely to happen due to the enough space existing 

between neighbouring UFLS frequency thresholds. 

To conclude the UFLS design, if a large t  is adopted, the FN is lower and prone to 

be closer to the impermissible range. However, if a small t  is used, the late 

operation of the circuit breaker may cause overshedding. In this regard, the trade-off 

between overshedding and the FN should be investigated. On the other hand, the 

potential overshedding occurs when the APEH  is far smaller than PPEH  because the 

frequency thresholds will compress together.  

7.5.  Chapter summary 

In this chapter, SIPS was initially discussed from classification, architecture and input 

perspectives. An UFLS scheme designed according to the systematic approach was 

then introduced. Simulation tests were conducted on both the modified two-area 

system and the GB 29-zone system, evaluating the performance of applying UFLS. 

However, the intermittency of RESs have significant impacts on load sharing in power 

systems. The simulations also presented that APEH , PPEH  and t  have various 

effects on the frequency response, with each of these parameters discussed with 

respect to the UFLS trigger time and FN. In the process of designing the UFLS scheme, 

the presumed penetration level needs to be carefully determined in order to deal with 

the trade-off between the FN and overshedding. Therefore, unnecessary overloading 

or interferences among various protection schemes can be mitigated and the frequency 

stability of power systems maintained.  
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This chapter summarises the intent of the research presented in this thesis (see Section 

8.1). It then presents conclusions regarding the success of the research in relation to its 

original goals (see Section 8.2). The contributions made by this research are discussed in 

Section 8.3, before some recommendations for further research are presented in Section 

8.4. 

8.1.  Introduction 

The research presented in this thesis mainly focused on the creation of novel frequency 

controls that ensure frequency stability in a power system with a high penetration level 

of RESs. Conventional DFIG-based RES are unable to provide frequency support as 

they are decoupled from the system frequency. As the penetration level of the RESs 

increase, the total system inertia constant drops, making system frequency much more 

prone to drop. The traditional frequency controls used to support the frequency mimic 

the behaviours of a speed-governor in a synchronous generator. However, DFIGs 

work within the MPPT curve in general, providing a limited amount of active power 

to support the system frequency. Additionally, the kinetic energy required for 

recovering the rotor speed of DFIGs is potentially larger than the contingency size, 

leading to SFD events. On the other hand, UFLS, as the last measure to maintain 

frequency stability within the entire power system, was introduced, and based on the 

systematic approach. Applying UFLS can effectively retain the impacts on the system 

operation and economic performance without disconnecting unwanted loads, and by 

proxy disturbing demand side users. 

The background of this research can be defined as the continuing increase of the fossil 

energy deficiency and the improvement of the human-living environment, with RESs 

so called converter interfaced generation having become the mainstream in power 
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systems. In addition, wind power accounts for the highest proportion among all types 

of RESs in distribution systems [184]. Moreover, the conventional operation, control 

and protection paradigms employed for the secure operation of a power system are 

becoming increasingly inappropriate due to the different dynamic characteristics 

introduced by RESs, such as wind turbines [8]. This is adversely impacting the 

performance of approaches traditionally used for the design, operation and control of 

energy production, transmission and distribution. The novel frequency control of 

DFIGs was chosen as a strong candidate to fill the gap in existing research. They are 

well established in power systems and have become a critical tool for improving 

frequency stability. Unlike conventional frequency controls that only target the FN, 

the reasons responsible for a SFD are often neglected. For example, with only 

temporary energy contributed by wind turbines, SFDs occur after the minimum rotor 

speed is reached, thereby terminating frequency support. In this regard, the 

requirements placed on frequency control need extending. 

The motivation of this research was to make the most use of the available energy of 

integrated wind turbines by adopting low-cost, reliable manners in the wind turbines. 

Temporary energy support and persistent energy support have their advantages and 

disadvantages, which provides the opportunity to create more intelligent controls to 

support the frequency. Without detailed models, any frequency control scheme based 

on generic assumptions is unable to perform accurately. The dynamic characteristics 

of different forms of response provided by wind turbines have been investigated and 

demonstrated, with one of the key aspects of the work being to test and understand the 

capabilities of different frequency controls. In addition, UFLS, as a wide-area 

protection scheme, can prevent an entire power system from frequency instability if 

wind turbines are incapable of supporting the frequency in extreme circumstances. All 

the dynamic models and controllers were built and applied in a simulation of the GB 

29-zone test system. The simulation tests were conducted using DIgSILENT 

PowerFactory.  

8.2.  Thesis conclusions 

Fast frequency response is considered like any form of active power injection or load 

reduction within half a second after being subjected to a disturbance, targeted at 

providing frequency support for the increased requirements as a primary frequency 
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response in a low inertia system. In this sense, most literature focuses on the capability 

of RESs for frequency control. Since wind power accounts for a large percentage of 

the generation among all RESs, implementing frequency control in wind turbines is 

one area important to investigate.  

Accordingly, Chapter 2 mainly reviewed power system stability in conventional 

systems and the systems integrating RESs. The definition and classification were 

firstly presented, as were the corresponding time scales for various other stabilities. 

As the integration of RESs in power systems, resonance and converter-driven stability 

are brought into researchers’ vision. More importantly, the frequency stability 

emphasised at the end of Chapter 2 by analysing the swing equation, RoCoF, droop 

characteristics. Also, the impact of the integration of a WECS on the frequency 

stability was discussed from system inertia and active power reserve perspectives. 

Consequently, one of the main research areas of this research was to understand the 

potential treats brought by the integration of RESs and develop fast, reliable and 

accurate methodologies that can contribute to the frequency response. 

Chapter 3 introduced the modelling and control of a DFIG-based variable speed wind 

turbine. Section 3.1 briefly introduced the configuration of a DFIG. The reason why a 

wind turbine is termed as being ‘doubly fed’ was also discussed, presenting that the 

voltage on the stator is supplied from the grid, whereas the voltage on the rotor is 

induced by the VSC. The purpose of a VSC is to compensate for the difference 

between mechanical and electrical frequency by injecting rotor current at a variable 

frequency. As discussed in the previous chapter, a DFIG can be divided into two 

systems, mechanical system and electrical system. A mechanical system consists of 

an aerodynamic system, drive train system and pitch system, whereas an electrical 

system includes a generator, converter, transformer and crowbar protection. Section 

3.4 and 3.5 presented a steady state model and dynamic modelling of DFIGs, 

respectively. Finally, Section 3.6 demonstrated the DFIG modelling adopted in 

DIgSILENT PowerFactory, which was built for the simulations presented in the 

following chapters. These models and controls were generically built according to the 

literature review to develop a standard real-time test system. 

Chapter 4 elaborated on the existing smart frequency control schemes in the literature. 

In a bulk power system with a high integration of WECS, they are required to 
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participate in the primary frequency response following a frequency excursion. An 

appropriate and well-designed model is important to ensure power system security. A 

classification of these schemes is provided by considering the energy types and 

monitored input signals. The active power of a variable speed wind turbine usually 

follows the MPPT curve, which was introduced in Section 4.1. Considering the 

simulation was conducted based on the curve, a precisely defined MPPT curve was 

critically important for the reliability of the results. Then, the energy used for 

frequency support was divided into two types: temporary energy and persistent energy. 

The temporary energy support was applied to the wind turbines operating the MPPT 

curve, with the wind turbines controlled to behave like conventional synchronous 

generators by adding supplementary control loops and releasing the temporary energy 

during frequency excursions. On the other hand, persistent energy support was 

adopted by the wind turbines by deloading the active power of the wind turbines. This 

was achieved using either speed or pitch angle control. Compared to the speed control, 

pitch angle control usually takes longer and the constant operation of pitch angle 

changes, resulting in a mechanical loss of the wind turbines. Additionally, the 

occurrence of a secondary frequency dip was also explored in Section 4.4. 

Chapter 5 introduced a synthetic inertia control design for a WECS to take part in 

frequency control by making them temporary release the kinetic energy to emulate the 

inertial response of synchronous generators. In the supplemented inertial emulator, the 

monitored input signals were frequency deviation and RoCoF changes. The active 

power of wind turbines was raised to the maximum generated power by decreasing 

the rotor speed. The frequency support was terminated if the rotor speed protection 

was triggered when the minimum rotor speed was reached. Although synthetic inertia 

control provides frequency support at the beginning of a contingency, the active power 

deficits caused by the termination of frequency support as the need for rotor speed 

recovery, causing a SFD. Consequently, a dynamic droop-based control was 

introduced. The simulation results proved that the implementation of dynamic droop 

gain can effectively reduce the SFD since the active power was changed with RoCoF. 

Thereby the proposed control not only arrested the frequency drop but also mitigated 

the amplitude of the SFD. 
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Chapter 6 proposed a consecutive power dispatch in wind farms to mitigate SFDs. The 

simulation results, based on temporary energy support, were analysed in Chapter 5 . 

In addition, a deloading control was deployed in wind turbines. The deloading control 

of wind turbines degrades their active power output, which is achieved by the 

overspeeding control. However, the main disadvantage of the deloading control is that 

the annual revenue is largely impacted if the deloading control is activated in a wind 

farm. In this regard, this study firstly explored consecutive dispatch schemes. We 

divided all the wind turbines in a wind farm into two groups, making two groups of 

wind turbines to be triggered in two steps to support the frequency as the core idea. As 

such, the wind turbines operating at suboptimal level would release the persistent 

energy after which the termination of wind turbines using inertia emulator to support 

the frequency. The active power deficits caused by the termination could be 

compensated by the persistent energy, therefore mitigating the magnitude of SFDs. 

The performance of the proposed schemes was evaluated using various wind speeds, 

contingency sizes, penetration levels and deloading levels. To end this, the amount of 

frequency response ancillary services required from RESs can be enhanced. This 

would permit the UK’s national grid to integrate a larger amount of RESs and reduce 

the need for frequency support from synchronous generators.  

Chapter 7 introduced a UFLS design based on the systematic approach. In the previous 

chapters, frequency control was discussed from the generation side, whereas the 

attention focused on the load side in this chapter. SIPS have become progressively 

prevalent in recent years and UFLS is the last countermeasure to prevent the entire 

system from frequency excursions. This UFLS scheme used the presumed inertia 

constant and largest possible loss in the system as inputs. The simulation was 

conducted on a two-area test system and GB’s 29-zone transmission system. In this 

regard, the impacts of presumed system inertia, frequency thresholds and 

communication delay on the UFLS performance were revealed.  

8.3.  Specific thesis contributions 

The main contributions of the research presented in this thesis are the following: 

1) Developed a DFIG model in DIgSILENT PowerFactory and investigated its 

dynamic performance in a built system with a high penetration of DFIGs. The 

entire research required a detailed understanding of DFIG operating conditions 
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and confidence in high-fidelity DFIG models, both during steady state and 

transient conditions. 

2) Quantified MPPT curve for WECS, to determine the operating point of DFIG 

in terms of its aerodynamic control using modified power coefficient 

representations. It is essential to build an aerodynamic system of DFIGs which 

specifically presents the relationship between different parameters and the 

DIFG operations modes.  

3) Built and evaluated an appropriate WECS with well-designed synthetic inertia 

control for large scale power systems with a high penetration of RESs, which 

verified the presumed results. And this accurate WECS model is prepared to 

be connected to where needed for further simulations. 

4) Developed a novel dynamic droop based control for DFIGs to mitigate SFDs 

following the termination of synthetic inertia control. In most of previous 

research, researchers only considered the first frequency dip due to the 

generation deficit. However, the SFD caused by termination of synthetic 

inertia control of DFIGs is usually out of the researchers’ view. Implementing 

dynamic droop based control can consider the frequency changes in the two 

mentioned situations. 

5) Built a deloading control based on WECS, allowing DFIGs to provide 

persistent energy support during frequency events, which utilises different 

approaches to analyse the frequency support issues.  

6) Proposed a consecutive power dispatch in wind farms to quickly and reliably 

mitigate SFDs in a large scale wind farm. This consecutive power dispatch is 

developed to provide a more complete process of frequency support. 

7) The sensitivity analyses carried out for the consecutive power dispatch 

demonstrate the impacts of various combination of G1 and G2 wind turbines 

as well as the communication delay on the system frequency response, which 

contributes the evaluation of proposed scheme and raises the further research 

direction. The research direction consists of more accurate optimization of 

grouping, impacts of wake effect on the grouping, annual profits of wind farms, 

etc.  
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8) Presented a GB 29-zone transmission system based on National Grid data and 

modelling developed to support research into future power systems. All the 

data are accurately set for the following horizon years.  

9) Designed a practical UFLS scheme based on a systematic approach using 

presumed system inertia and the largest possible active power deficits.  

8.4.  Future work 

The research presented in this thesis has successfully delivered on most of its 

objectives and succeeded in making several valuable contributions. Moreover, a 

number of possible areas for the future development of this research are presented in 

this section. 

• For wind farm modelling: 

In this thesis, all the simulation results were conducted under the assumption 

that wind turbines experience the same wind speed across the entire wind farm. 

However, the overall contribution of kinetic energy would be of major 

difference for individual wind turbine. Each wind turbine operates under a 

varied operational state and delivers different kinetic energy. Therefore, a more 

realistic wind farm model is worthy of further exploration by considering the 

wake effect and wind turbine deployment. 

• For transmission line modelling: 

HVDC transmission links in RES dominated systems are becoming crucially 

important because HVDC links based on PEs can be permanently damaged 

within microseconds. HVDC link modelling needs to be carefully designed 

and should consider more factors, such as temperature difference and sag, in 

terms of its overloading capability.  

• For methodology optimisation: 

Future work should focus on optimising the methodology for the proposed 

consecutive power dispatch. The objective of this research was to provide the 

optimal combination to mitigate SFDs. Further research should consider 

elements such as wind turbine share in different groups, deloading level, 

penetration level of wind energy, wind speed, contingency size and wind farm 

profitability.  

• A new market mechanism:  
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The implementation of ancillary service providers, such as wind energy, PV, 

battery energy storage system, to provide a fast frequency response is worth 

considering in a new commercial model. By defining an incentive mechanism, 

ancillary service providers are encouraged to provide fast frequency support. 

Not only can the frequency response market be more competitive but the 

frequency excursion can be also recovered by producing less carbon emissions.  

• Collaboration between RESs and UFLS: 

Before applying the novel consecutive power dispatch in a wind farm, the 

influence of its performance within the rest of the system must be pre-accessed. 

The implementation of frequency control must not result in any consequent 

disturbance across the system. Potential collaboration between RESs and 

UFLS in relation to frequency support should also be explored.  
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